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INTRODUCTION 
This is the second in a series of six··monthly summaries of business penetration 
in the Common Market, and covers the operations recorded in Opera Mundi ·0 EuTope 
during the second half of 1964 (Nos. 259 to 285 inclusive). This is origim l work, 
setting out operations in each member country and also giving the re levam Sf-c::or s o± the 
economy, so that the reader can immediately appreciate the significance cf each item. 
Any reader who is mainly concerned with a particular company or grcup can rdc:r to the 
alphabetical index and see whether it has been involved on one or more occ"'.sions during 
the half-year; on the page indicated will be found a short description of the 1cvent .i.nd a 
reference to where the complete item was first published in the weekly i. .;-me 
!terns are first classified geographically, because t:he formJ.rion oi a real
Common Market d�pends more on interpenetration between busine:3se:; m dfffErr,nt 
countries than on that between the various sectors of the economy , The summa,y is 
therefore divided into five parts, each preceded by a table of contenrs: He tglum -and­
Luxembourg, France, Germany, Italy and the Netherlands, Each "country'' .t,, d.i.vided 
into two chapters, one dealing with operations within the Community (that 1:-:, wt�hin the 
country), the other dealing with operations emanating from the country but t"lklng place 
outside the Community. 
For instance, a Franco-German link-up r<2su}!:ing in a. new e:r:mpanY ,1 Fr1.c1ce 
is listed in the first chapter under "France"; an Italian company forming a. suhs•d11rv 
in Belgium would appear in the first chapter of "Belgium,, Luxembom:g", if , ,n the' othf'.r 
hand, a German firm sets up a subsidiary .in Britain, this would appen In rhe sc,cond 
chapter of "West Germany", and an assocl.ation between Ha.l:Lins and Luxcmbnu:::ge.rs, 
resulting in an American company being formed, would come both rn the -;ecc,n;:, chc1,ptct 
of "Italy" and in the second chapter of "Belgium-Luxembourg". W1Hun t:ach ch:.pte:"" we 
have classified the items by industries, and we have kept A.S closely as possible to the 
usual Euroflash classification; anything which does not fall under these hea ::Eng..; n:-- �., 
too rare to justify a special heading of its own has been classH.1.ed under ''\ anous" 
Within each branch we have followed this order: l ., industrial, commerc:a.l o•: Hnf:mdal 
grouping; 2 - partial or complete acquisition: 3 - format1.0n of manufacturing or financul 
subsidiaries; 4 � formation of sales subsidiaries or branches; 5 � tu.de a.nd agency 
agreements; 6 - :industrial and licensing agreements " 
Each item is followed by two figures giving the issue and page r.umbc·r of 
Opera Mundi - Europe where .it is more fully described. The lettET F before the 
reference number signifies the French editions, to which t:he rea.der should rt·frr inT 
news items published before the English edition of Opera Mundi � Europe wa.s startE:d 
in March, 1964. (Very occasionally items have appeared in the FrE,nch f·cli.tfrrn ,ilone 
and the reader will then find the reference number preceded by F .also; tee plihh shers 
will supply copies of these items in full, should readers need them), There i".' .-':in 
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III 
additional section covering Switzerland because it holds a special place for capital 
investment in Europe, for many holding and financial companies and manufacturing or 
sales subsidiaries have been formed there by companies from outside the Common 
Market. Very often these formations lead on to operations in the Common Market, so 
it has seemed desirable to refer at any rate to the most important. 
We hope our readers will find this summary helpful and that they will inform 
us of any changes or improvements they consider useful. 
Nos. 259 to 263 inclusive cover the month of July 1964 
Nos. 264 to 267 inclusive cover the month of August 1964 
Nos. 268 to 271 inclusive cover the month of September 1964 
Nos. 272 to 276 inclusive cover the month of October 1964 
Nos. 277 to 280 inclusive cover the month of November 1964 
Nos. 281 to 285 inclusive cover the month of December 1964 
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Belgium - Luxembourg 2 
I - OP E R A T I O N S  I N S I D E T H E  C O M M U N I T Y
t ADVERTISING I 
The Belgian advertising agency ADVERTISING 
INTERNATIONAL is taken over by the American
group TED BATES & CO, and changes its name 
to ADVERTISING INTERNATIONAL BATES. 
271/21 and 275/19 
The Paris subsidiary of the British company 
ARTHUR MAIDEN opens a branch in Brussels.
264/15. 
The French advertising agency ARGUMENT
opens a branch in Brussels. 279/20 
DR. RUDOLF FARNER-AGENCE DE PUBLIC­
ITE is formed in Brussels by Swiss capital. 
284/19 
�UTOMOBILES, CYCLES & ACCESSORIES I 
SOGIDA of Brussels is taken over by the Dutch
group R. S. STOKVIS which is now responsible
for selling "Austin" Cars made by the British 
group B.M.C, in Benelux 264/15. 
The Dutch manufacturer DAF builds a lorry
factory in the suburbs of Liege. 276/23 
POLYRESA-SA POUR LA COMMERCIALISATION
DE POLY-REMORQUE is formed in Luxembourg 
by two Luxembourg holding companies to sell 
road transport equipment. 277 /33. 
The American company CHAMPION SPARK PLUG
(sparking plugs for cars) forms a sales subsidiary
in Brussels. 285/20. 
The London bank KLEINWORT, BENSON chooses
Brussels as the centre of its activities in the 
Common Market and forms KLEINWOR T, BEN­
SON (EUROPE) there. 275/24 
The NEDERLANDSE OVERZEE BANK of Ams­
terdam increases the capital of its Brussels 
BANQUE EUROPEENNE D'OUTREMER to Bf 
75 million. 275/26. 
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NOVAROBEL is formed in Brussels by the 
Belgian group COMINIERE to distribute "Rolls
Royce", "Bentley" and "Alfa Romeo" cars in 
three provinces. 268/18. 
Seven Belgian companies form BUROTO at 
Hannut, to centralize their imports of car parts.
278/24. 
A company is formed in Luxembourg with the
backing of the German company GEORG 
FRITZMEIER to sell machine parts and access­
ories (seats and cabins for vehicles) 284/27 
The BANQUE DE PARIS & DES PAYS-BAS 
forms its third agency in Belgium, at Liege
275/25. 
The American bank MORGAN GUARANTY 
TRUST decides to open a branch at Antwerp.
277 /31. 
BANQUE DE PARIS & DES PAYS-BAS POUR 
LE GRAND DU CHE is formed in Luxembourg.
278/31 and 279/26 
Belgium - Luxembourg 3 
I BUILDIN:;J 
The British civil engineering company TERSONS grants its patents for industrial prefabrication to SIECO - STE HOLDING INTERNATIONALE D' ETUDES DE CONSTRUCTIONS of Luxembourg, 27 8/26 which forms a subsidiary there to deal with industrial or commercial activities in the building· fndustry O 284/20. 
The German building company REAL-BODEN forms a subsidiary at Ettelbruck, in Luxembourg. 270/24. 
FINANCE 
The Belgian group BLA TON gains control of GESTION & REALISATION of Brussels (prop­erty finance), 265/12. 
The Belgian company BANQUE OSCAR DE SCH­AETZEN & CIE takes a 60% shareholding in a property finance company formed at Liege, CIE FINANCIERE, IMMOBILIERE & INDUSTRIELLE 275/20. 
Three property holding companies are formed in Luxembourg by French interests, SIL-STE D' INVESTISSEMENT DU LUXEMBOURG, SLET -STE LUXEMBOURGEOISE D'ETUDES & DE TRAVAUX and SECL-STE D'ETUDES DE CON­STRUCTIONS LUXEMBOURGEOISE. 281/23. 
BUILDING MATERIALS 
The Brussels group SOFINA strengthens its control over the Belgian firm PLASCOBEL (pol­yester reinforced with "Scobalit" glass fibre). 2 80/35. 
The British company THE STONE FIRMS LTD takes a 50% interest in a Belgian company for lime and other binders, changing its name to POR TLAND -ANTHISNES. 27.5/20 
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The Belgian metal working company CHAMEBEL closes down its property subsidiary CHAMEBEL­IMMO in Brussels. 275/30 
The Belgian group BLATON helps to form IMM­OBILIERE DU MAELBEEK, a building com­pany, in Brussels. 264/ 15. 
The British bank SAMUEL MONT AGU and the F;rench bank BANQUE DE PARIS & DES PAYS­BAS become shareholders in EUROTRANS­POR TS, a property holding company formed in Luxembourg. 271/32. 
The BANQUE INTERNATIONALE of Luxem­bourg backs six new property investment com­panies, on behalf of Swiss interests (265/12) followed by six more companies. 266 /12 
UNION FINANCIERE D'ANVERS-BUFA forms its own 1-Jroperty finance company, IMMO­BUF A, in order to carry out its programme of property investment. 275/20. 
A holding company is formed in Luxembourg to be the international holder of a patent for metallized cement tiles, invented by the French company LE SOLMETAL 273/24. 
The German specialists in chimney insulation, KIWERA KAMIN opens a branch in Brussels. 260/2L 
Belgium - Luxembourg 
SA DES BETONS FRAIS is formed at Eich-Azette 
to manufacture and sell concrete, by associated 
German and Luxembourg interests. 2 81/23 
PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT 
The Geneva bank PICTET strengthens its position 
in the company CITY BUILDING, which is con­
trolled by the Belgian group "de Pauw". 260/21 
Three Antwerp groups form a company at Antwerp 
VALORIMO, for property management and val­
uation. 265/13 
The British group N .M. ROTHSCHILD & SONS 
forms INTERMONT BRUXELLES, a property 
development company, at Sint-Josse-ten�Noode. 
279/22. 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
SALHIA is formed in Luxembourg to develop 
land in the United Arab Republic, by associated 
French, Italian, German and Dutch interests. 
259/19 
The French civil engineering firm EAU & ASSAI­
NISSEMENT-SOCAMAN (pipe-lines for gas, 
water, etc) opens a branch in Brussels. 279 /25 
The Antwerp finance company INVESTCO takes 
a 23. 98% interest in ATLAS BOOVORMP ALL 
which has been formed at Nieuwpoort (dams and 
foundations on piles). 2 81/23 
4 
ITEX BELGIQUE is formed at St.Gilles, Brus­
sels by associated French, British and Belgian 
interests . 265/24 
The property subsidiary at The Hague of the 
bank FRIESCH- GRONINGSCHE HYPOTHEEK­
BANK forms a property development and build­
ing company in Brussels. 267 /14 
The French company STE DE PROMOTION 
IMOBILIERE & DE CONSTRUCTION forms a 
holding company with the same name, in Lux­
embourg. 279/21 
Three metallurgical groups and a Luxembourg 
bank form STE DU PORT PLUVIAL DE MER­
TERT in Luxembourg to build and run a port on 
the Moselle 266/10 
The Danish civil engineering company CHRIS­
TIANI & NIELSEN opens a branch in Brussels. 
277/27 
1 · CHEMICALS
The German chemical group BENCKISER streng­
thens its control over its sales subsidiary in 
Brussels. 259 /19 
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Two Belgian subsidiaries of the American 
company THE WALP AMUR CO merge to form 
THE WALPAMUR (BELGIUM) to make paints 
and varnish. 272/23 
Belgium = Luxembourg 
The Belgian glucose and starch company GLUC­
OSERIES REUNIES, which is associated with 
the American group A,E, STALEY MFG, takes 
over its parent company, the holding company 
PRODUMA 274/24 
The British group J, BIBBY & SONS hands over its 
subsidiary at Anderlecht (chemicals with a fatty 
base) to the Belgian "Charles de Pauw" group. 
284/22 
The American group AIR PRODUCTS & CHEM­
ICAL, which has been appointed to supply oxy­
gen and nitrogen to SIDMAR -SIDERURGIE MAR­
ITIME of Ghent, forms a manufacturing subsid­
iary in Brussels, in association with STE 
GENERALE DE BELGIQUE, 278/27 
Two Belgian groups form SOCHv1P AZ and COV -
AZIM in Brussels, cooperative companies to 
import and sell nitrate fertilizers, 265/13 
The French chemical group PROGIL forms COM-
, IMPEX in Brussels to distribute its products , 
269/23 
STE BELGE DE PRODUITS DE FONDERIE 
(BEL PROFO) is formed at Liege by French 
capital, to sell bonding materials for foundry, 
282/23 
5 
The Italian company FERRANIA a subsidiary of 
the American group 3M, takes over FOBELUX 
the sales company in Brussels for photographic 
products, 275/21 
The German chemical group BASF forms a sub­
sidiary at Antwerp to manufacture "Nitrophoska" 
fertilizers and caprolactam, 273/16 and 283/22 
The American chemical company ARKANSAS 
forms a manufacturing and sales subsidiary in 
Brussels fer oils, paints, colorants, weather­
proofing insulating and fire-proofing materials, 
tars, fats, tanning products etc, 2 82/22 
The American group HER CU LES POWDER forms 
a new subsidiary in Brussels to coordinate its 
manufacturing and sales activities in Europe in 
the chemical, plastics, and petrochemical 
industries, 
The Belgian company PROMATEX (chemicals 
and dyes for textiles) transfers it sales subsid� 
iary from Roanne in France to Lillois in Belgium, 
and makes it a Belgian company, 282/23 
The American chemical group MASURY -YOUNG 
strengthens its control over its Brussels subsid­
i ary which distributes its detergents, polishes 
etc, 285/17 
CONTROL, MEASUREMENT & AUTOMATION 
The Geneva subsidiary of the American group 
JOHNSON SERVICE forms a subsidiary at Aud­
erghem to sell thermostats, temperature control 
equipment, hygrometers, etc, 264/17 
The American company MICRODOT forms a sub­
sidiary at Schaerbeek-Brussels to specialise in 
fluid control equipment, 275/22 
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The Zurich subsidiary of the German firm 
CHRISTIAN BUERKERT forms CONTROMATIC 
BELLUX at Rixensart to sell electro-engineer­
ing equipment for temperature control, made by 
the Swiss firm CONTROMATIC, 266/11 
Belgium - Luxembourg 6 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 
The American company BEVERAGE INDUST­
RIES takes a 10% interest in STE DE REFRIG­
ERATEURS SIVIA of Luxembourg {portable 
refrigerators). 276/ 26 
THERMODUCT is formed at Wijnegemby ass­
ociated British and Belgian interests to manu­
facture and sell electrical and electronic equip­
ment O 272/23 
The condenser company SPRAGUE WORLD 
TRADE {Vaduz), which is controlled by Amer­
ican interests, forms a sales subsidiary at 
Ronse O 263/21 
SOUND, RADIO & T ,V, 
The British group PYE OF CAMBRIDGE closes 
down its sales subsidiary in Brussels for Radio 
and T. V. sets. 275/22 
The Belgian group ELECTROBEL reduces its 
shareholding in its Brussels subsidiary CODITEL 
( collective aerials for frequency modulation). 
283/22 
The American company INTERNATIONAL FILM 
EXCHANGE forms a subsidiary in Brussels to 
develop the cinema and television industry. 
283/34. 
The Dutch group "Nolte" forme ELINBO­
ELECTRO INSTALLATIEBOUW at Antwerp to 
make engines, fittings and electric tools 0 
282/22. 
The American company ELECTRO INSTRUM­
ENTS INC (oscilloscopes and amplifiers) forms 
a sales subsidiary in Brussels. 270/16 
POLYDOR is formed in Belgium by the German 
group SIEMENS & HALSKE for all forms of 
sound engineering. 276/26 
The French group "FLOIRAT" forms a subsid­
iary, C O G, T. V. E. BENELUX at Forest-Brus­
sels to sell radio and T. V. sets. 262/24 
I ELECTRONICS I 
The British subsidiary of the American group 
ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS forms a 
subsidiary in Brussels to sell electronic com­
ponents. 270/18 
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The American group LITTON INDUSTRIES 
gains control of SOCAIS of Molenbeek-St-Jean, 
changes its name to SWEDA BELGIUM and 
appoints it to sell the office and accounting 
machinery made by its Swedish subsidiary. 
277 /36 
Belgium - Luxembourg 7 
I ENGINEERING I 
The STE GENERALE DE BELGIQUE takes a shareholding in the Brussels engineering company;MET ALLURGIE & MECANIQUE NUCLEAIRE, 263/23 
The French company AUTOMATISME & TECH­NIQUE strengthens its shareholding in BELT A, the automation research bureau at Messonvaux, Liege. 265/19 
The Brussels group U, C, B. - UNION CHIMIQUEchanges its subsidiary BELGOUMER into a mining and electro-engineering subsidiary called ENTERPRISES DE CONSTRUCTIONS AL'ETRANGER 275/24 
The Belgian engineering group BELGO-NUCLEA­IRE takes over the atomic engineering "Res­earch and Development" department of BELCHIMof Brussels (265/15 in return for a 6 .25% shareholding. F27 4/22 
The American firm UNITED NUCLEAR closesdown its associate in Brussels, N. D. A. EUROPE (nuclear engineering). 269/25 
SLAG-SYSTEMS (CONTINENT AL) is formed inBelgium for metallurgical engineering, by asso­ciated British and Belgian interests. 2 85 /22 
CIE MARITIME BELGE of Antwerp forms STED'ETUDES PORTUAIRES & MARITIMES in Brussels to act as consultants and carry out research into ports, transport and communic -at ions. 27 8/30 
FINANCE I 
BANQUE DE PARIS & DES PAYS-BAS forms another holding company in Brussels. 262/26
KREDIETBANK of Luxembourg and COFINA ofBrussels form a credit, finance and investmentcompany in Luxembourg .  265/19 
LUXINTEX, a holding company, is formed inLuxembourg by French and Belgian capital. 265/17 
The BANQUE INTERNATIONALE of Luxem­bourg takes a shareholding in PREFILUX, a finance company in Luxembourg controlled byBelgian interests. 271/25 
Ten banks or industrial groups of the Common Market (3 in Germany, 3 in Italy, 2 in Belgium,1 in the Netherlands and 1 in Luxembourg) are among the fifty or so founders of ADELA INV -EST ME NT (STE DE FINANCEMENT POUR L'AMERIQUE LATINE) in Luxembourg. 273/21 Opera Mundi Europe - No .S2 
The London bank SAMUEL MONT AGU forms another holding company in Luxembourg.263/24 
L'UNION FINANCIERE D'ANVERS forms afinance company, EUROCLUB, at Antwerp.265/16 
The holding company belonging to the THYSSENfamily of Dlisseldorf, forms a holding company in Luxembourg. 268/25 
The American companies NATIONWIDE LEAS­ING CO and WALTER E. HELLER take sharesin the Luxembourg holding company INTER-· LEASE. 271/27 
MIDILUX is formed in Luxembourg as a holdingcompany backed by Spanish interests.274/23 
Belgium - Luxembourg
STE GENERA LE DE BELGIQUE, having won
the battle with the BANQUE LAMBERT of 
Brussels, is to take a large shareholding in the_
Brussels holding company SOFINA-STE FINAN_ 
CIERE DE TRANSPORT & D'ENTERPRISES 
INDUSTRIELLES, which should lead to the 
merger of the two companies. 2 81/28 
STE FINANCIERE AFILUX forms a holding and 
investment company in Luxembourg, FILUNOR .
279 /26 
The Luxembourg finance company LUXCREDIT
increases its capital, and Belgian interests 
invest in the company. 2 83/26 
8
The German financial group H. G, SCHAUEN -
BURG back FLEXADUX, an investment company
formed in Luxembourg. 2 84/24 
A holding company, DE VELLE, is formed in
Luxembourg by American interests. 2 84/23 
FOOD & ORIN�
The Belgian group "Heymans" gains control of
CONFISERIE CAN HANDENHOVE of Mollem.
263/25 
Acting on behalf of Dutch interests, CREDIT
L YONNAIS finances a large increase in the 
capital of the Belgian company DIADAL (diet­
etic products) 2 86/27 
SCOTTISH BEER IMPORTERS N. V. is formed
at Antwerp by British brewers to manage their 
sales interests in Belgium. 264/19 
FOOD PACK is formed in Brussels by Portuguese
interests to pack and sell foodstuffs. 259 /23 
The Belgain subsidiaries of Norwegian and 
Danish dairy companies form a joint sales sub­
sidiary, KALVI-MONSTED, at Antwerp. 266/13
The Dutch canning company GEV ATO forms a
sales subsidiary at Courtrai. 276/29 
The Belgian firm ETS. MARCEL PINART joins
the London group ASSOC IA TED BISCUIT MAN­
UFACTURERS to form UNIBISCUIT, a sales 
company, at Schaerbeek-Bruxelles. 277 /31 
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Plans are made forthe merger of two of the
leading Belgian biscuit manufacturers, DE 
BEUKELAER'S FABRIEKEN BISCUIT & CHOC­
OLADE and MANUFACTURE DE BISCUITS 
PAREIN. 285/21 
BRASSERIE DE LOUVAIN is formed by BRASS­
ERIE ARTOIS and three other Belgian brewing 
companies. 271/27 
The American confectionery and chewing-gum
manufacturers LEAF BRANDS form a sales 
and manufacturing subsidiary at Bornhem, 
Antwerp. 277 /31 
Twenty Belgian food companies form !MARCO at
Brussels to promote sales of their products. 
264/19 
The French company LE CHEQUE-REST AUR -
ANT (luncheon vouchers) forms an associate 
at Ixelles-Bruxelles. 27 8/38 
LITTLE PIGS OF AMERICA forms a subsidiary
in Brussels to build up a chain of "Barbecue" 
restaurants in Europe on a franchising basis.
283/27 

Belgium - Luxembourg 10 
I MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS I 
The Anglo-American-Dutch market research 
company INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH ASS­
OCATES EUROPA of The Hague opens a branch 
in Brussels. 264/29 
EUROPANEL, an association for the exchange 
of news and international coordination of market 
research and motivation, is formed in Brussels 
by, among others, G, F , K , -GES . FUER KON­
SUMMARKT-& ABSATZFORSCHUNG of 
Germany, CENTRE D'ETUDES DE LA CON­
SOMMATION & DE LA DISTRIBUTION of 
France, INTOMART of The Netherlands, ASPE­
MAR of Belgium and AGB RESEARCH of Britain, 
282/34 
BERENSCHOT of The Netherlands joins the 
French company PAUL PLANUS and the 
Swedish company FORETAGSLEDNING to 
form BERCAPLAN at St-Josse-ten-Noode, to 
act as busine"s consultants on an international 
scale. 276/37 
CENTI-CENTRE POUR LE TRAITEMENT DE 
L'INFORMATION, the French company for 
electronic data processing which also trains 
personnel for this line of business, opens a 
branch in Brussels, 277 /41 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
LIGHT ENGINEERING 
The American Company VENDO (automatic 
vending machines for mass-produced goods) adds 
to its Common Market sales network by forming 
a sales subsidiary in Brussels, 259 /25 
The American engineering company INGERSOLL 
MILLING MACHINE (machine tools and slicing 
machines) forms a sales subsidiary in Brussels, 
267 /20 
RHEEM MANUFACTURING of U SA signs an 
agreement with another American group HOFF­
MAN INTERNATIONAL, to take over the 
Belgian company TARLHOFF CO (laundry and 
pressing machinery, etc), 2 85/22 
The German manufacturer of wood-working 
machine tools, PESTO, backs a sales subsid­
iary which is formed at Anderlecht-Bruxelles. 
274/26 
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The American firm ROBBINS AVITEC (machinery 
for the poultry industry) opens a branch in 
Brussels. 264/28 
The American firm AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER 
(fire-fighting equipment) forms a sales subsid­
iary in Brussels, 271/29 
HISPANO-SUIZA (SUISSE) and the Belgian 
company ETS, LA DURANITRE joint to form 
a company at Liege for research and the sale 
of textile machinery. 27 4/26 
HARVARD INDUSTRIES is formed at Ixelles­
Brussels by associated Belgian and American 
interests to distribute cleaning, washing and 
drying equipment, 27 8/33 
The American manufacturer of tools and 
machine-tools, CINCINNATI MILLING & 
GRINDING MACHINE opens a branch in 
Brussels. 284/27 
Belgium - Luxembourg 
The American group HYDROMATION ENGIN­
EERING forms a subsidiary in Brussels to dis­
tribute its purification, filtering and washing 
equipment. 282/27 
The Belgian company BRUMECA appointed 
agent for grinding machines made by the Swiss 
company VOUMARD MACHINES. 279/29 
HEAVY ENGINEERING 
The Dutch heavy engineering company "BREDA" 
forms a sales subsidiary at GhenL 264/21 
As a result of a re -organization of interests 
between the Belgian companies COCKERILL­
OUGREE and MERCANTILE MARINE ENGIN; 
EERING & GRAVING DOCKS, based on the 
shipyards at Hoboken, COCKERILL-YARDS 
HOBOKEN is formed at Antwerp. 273/25 
PRECISION ENGINEERING 
The Italian firm FRATELLI BORTELLI 
(watchmaking, tools, and precision engineer­
ing) forms a sales subsidiary in Brussels. 
263/33 
FABRICOM of Brussels takes a 4.25% interest 
in FORGES, USINES & FONDERIES DE GILLY 
of Belgium (precision machine tools, mainly 
under licence from the German company ERNST 
BOHLE & CO). F276/23 
11 
The STE BELGE DE CONSTRUCTIONS AERO­
NAUTIQUES obtains a licence from the German 
company OTTO ECKERLE for its "Gotec" 
pumps. 274/27 
The British group DAVID BROWN (transmission 
equipment, tractors) takes over the American 
company HEWITT-ROBINS (gears and trans­
mission equipment), giving the British group 
an indirect subsidiary in Brussels. 280/30 
The Swedish group STENBERG FLYGT forms 
a subsidiary at Molenbeek-St·-Jean to sell 
immersion pumps for mining and civil engin­
eering. 265/14 
The German group KLOECKNER & CO forms 
a subsidiary in Brussels to sell its machinery, 
mining, metallurgical and building equipment. 
etc. 280/30 
The American group CLEVITE forms a subsid­
iary in Antwerp to sell parts for bearings and 
engines. 264/22 
The Fre,1ch company LES MONTRES LUXIA 
forms a sales subsidiary at Sart -le s-·Spa. 
277 /41 
The Australian precision engineering and 
sewing machine manufacturerP W. S. WRIGHT 
& CO form a sales subsidiary in Brussels. 
280/29 
I METALLURGY I 
COMPTOIR MET ALLURGIQUE EUROPEEN of 
Ghlin (an exchange for surplus steels) gains 
three new shareholders. 268/25 
Opera Mundi - Europe No S2 
The Belgian metallurgical company FANSTEEL­
HOBOKEN takes a substantial shareholding in 
TOLERIES GANTOISES of Ghent (stainless 
stee equipment) 279/31 
Belgium - Luxembourg 
The Belgian company CHAMEBEL forms AFMAL in Brussels to manufacture metallurgical goods for the building industry. 263/25 
INTERCHROME BELGOLUX is formed at Tiliff,Liege by Belgian and Swiss interests to use British and Swiss patents for processing metal by diffusion. 265/20 
The Dutch company J. STEENBEEK forms asubsidiary at Mechelen Maas to sell scrap. 271/29 
The French company JEAN VALENTIN & FILS­J, A, V, (communal kitchens, boilers, etc.) forms a subsidiary in Brussels to manage its affairs in Europe, 2 84/2 8 
HANNA MINING, the American metal and iron ore company, opens a branch in Brussels. 270/21
12 
The American company D,M,E. builds a factory at Malines, to manufacture plastic and aluminium moulds. 259/27 
The Dutch metallurgical company IN ALF Aforms a subsidiary at Hamont . 259/27 
The British company WINDSOR METAL PROD­UCTS (metal chains, bars, etc) forms a sales subsidiary in Brussels. 265/21 
The Belgian metallurgical and mining merchantsSAMEBRA, adopt the name of MONTANORE, one of the subsidiaries of the Dutch group BILLITON which controls iL 275/29 
The German iron and steel group DORTMUND­HOERDER-HUETTENUNION forms a sales subsidiary at Granshoren, UNIFER. 284/28 
I OIL AND GAS 
The American-Belgian company SOCOMISSIL ofBrussels takes a 41% interest in the fuel merchants ETS. COOMAN-PETRACO of Lemp­egem, 279/31 
The Belgian subsidiary of the American groupTEXACO builds a petrochemicals factory at Ghent. 269/29 
The Dutch group "Van der Heijden" forms MILANO at Etterbeek to run petrol stations,garages and parking places. F2 82/32 
ROYAL DUTCH/SHELL and STANDARD OIL CO OF NEW JERSEY plan to take over from theBritish company IMPERIAL CONTINENTAL GAS ASSOCIATION its 33. 3% shareholding inDISTRIGAZ of Belgium, which distributes Dutch nat:.ual gas in Belgium, in associationwith SAVGAZ of Liege. 282/30 
I OPTICS AND PHOTOGRAPHY 
GEVAERT-AGFA is formed as a result of therapprochement between GEV AER T of Belgiumand AGF A of Germany. 2 59 /2 8 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
The French film distributors FRANCORIZ, which are under Franco-Italian control, open abranch in Brussels. 268/30 
Belgium - Luxembourg 
The Belgian company LUNETTES MARWITZ 
takes over the activities of ETS. ROZIN of 
Brussels, the representative of the German 
optical company MAR WITZ & HAUSER, con­
trolled by American interests. 271/30 
ORWO BELGA is formed at Schaerbeek-Brux­
elles by associated Belgian and Dutch interests, 
to distribute the photo-chemical goods man­
ufactured by the East German company V, E. B. 
FILMFABRIK WOLFEN. 277 /39 
13 
The German camera manufacturer VOIGTLAEN­
DER appoints ATLANTIC TRADING CO of 
Brussels as its sales agent for Belgium.280/33 
PACKAGING 
Merger of two Belgian metal packaging comp­
anies, SOCAMBROSE and SOBEMI, both ass­
ocated with the Dutch group THOMASSEN & 
DRIJVER. 267 /22 
PLEXICO-FRANCE joins Belgian interests to 
form MINIGRIP-BELGIUM at Molenbeek-St­
Jean to sell plastic packaging, etc. 2 80/35 
The Swedish group MO OCH DOMSJO gains 
c;ontrol of MANUFACTURE BELGE D'ARTIC­
LES EN PAPIER. 274/29 
PAPETERIES DE BELGIQUE SA gains almost 
c;omplete control of ZUPACK-BENELUX of 
Brussels (in which it already had a majority 
interest) which manufactures packages of 
plasticized or metallized paper. 279/33 
PAPER 
JONCKV ANSTEEN is formed at Roeselare by 
associated Belgian and Sou th African interests, 
to make bags and cloth goods for packaging. 
272/33 
The American company MEAD CORP. streng­
thens its shareholding in the Belgian company 
PAPETERIES DE TISSELT. 275/31 
f PHARMACEUTICALS I 
The French homeopathic laboratories DOLISOS, 
form a sales subsidiary in Brussels. 260/30 
The Amsterdam subsidiary of the German group 
BYK-GULDEN LOMBERD forms a sales 
$Ubsidiary at Schaerbeek. 266/18 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
The American group WARNER LAMBERT 
forms a holding company in Brussels, FIR AP, 
gains control of LABORATOIRES S. A. M. of 
Forest (264/23) and reorganizes all its 
interests in Belgium around the new holding 
company. 285/24 
Belgium - Luxembourg 
The British firm EYELURE forms a subsidiary in Brussels to sell beauty products. 259 /32 
The London pharmaceutical group SMITH & NEPHEW ASSOCIATED forms its fourth Belgian subsidiary, in Brussels, WALLACE CAMERON (BENELUX) to distribute sanitary equipment, bandages, and surgical instruments. 275/32 
The American chemical-pharmaceutical group RICHARDSON-MERREL DRUCHEM, forms a sales administrative and financial subsidiary at St. Josse-ten-Noode. 
14 
PLASTICS 
ANGLO-BELGE VANA is taken over by CENTRAL SHOE of Dienst (plastic and leather shoes). 268/27 
The American company THE PLASTICS COAT­ING strengthens its control over its manufactur­ing subsidiary in Brussels, KIV AR (plastic coated materials) 278/37. 
The American company EMERSON & CUMING (plastic goods for the electronics industry) forms a manufacturing and sales subsidiary at Mol. 278/37 
The British group FORDHAM HOLDINGS forms its first Common Market subsidiary, in Brussels (equipment made from fibre and plas­tics) (272/2 8) and this subsidiary builds a factory at Soignies for reinforced fibre mouldings. 276/35 
The British group ANSELM HOLDING (LONDON) plastics for the automobile, building and furn­ishing industries, etc) is taken over by IMPER­IAL TOBACCO, which thus obtains an interest in CREATORS CONTINENTAL SA of Rhode-St. Genese. 278/36 
BOWATER FLEXPIPE PERRETTITE DEVELOP­MENT of Brussels, (reinforced pipes, thermo­plastics) joint subsidiary of the British group BOWATER PAPER CO RP and the Belgian group ETERNIT, changes its name to STE EUROP­EENNE DE DEVELOPPEMENT DE TUY AUX FLEXTUBE. 278/36 
CROWN-GENERAL INTERNATIONAL is formed in B'Llssels by two American groups, GENERAL FOAM and CROWN RUBBER, to manufacture latex foam and vinyl. 284/31 
I PRINTING AND PUBLISHING I 
The Dutch publishing house ESKA forms a sales subsidiary at Berchem .F265/26 
UNIROYAL of Brussels, a subsidiary of U S  RUBBER, patents the brand "Uniroyal" on behalf of the American group. 266 / l 9 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
The American publishers MILLER FREEMAN PUBLICATIONS (commercial and business periodicals) forms a subsidiary in Brussels. 275/33 
The German group METZELER forms a sales subsidiary in Luxembourg. 267 /23 
Belgium - Luxembourg 
The American company MIDWEST RUBBER 
RECLAIMING CO gains control of a Belgian 
company in the same line of business, USINE 
DE MATIERES PREMIERES POUR L'INDUS­
TRIE DU CAOUTCHOUC (275/33) and changes 
its name to UMAC-MIDWEST. 282/32 
15 
TEXTILES 
The British group WOOLCOMBERS gains 
control of the combing company HAUZE UR -
GERARD of Verviers, and forms a subsidiary; 
there, jointly with the Dutch group HART, to 
run the business, 263/30, 
The American firm TREND INDUSTRIES 
forms a subsidiary at Ronse to manufacture 
and sell its carpets and other textile goods, 
281/34 
S,N,I, of Brussels helps to form SERVIBEL at 
Binche, which will sell ready-made clothing. 
260/32 
The French group PRENATAL forms a sales 
subsidiary in Brussels. 272/31 
The French textile group ETS, PORON forms 
a sales subsidiary at Ixelles-Bru xelles. 2 82/33 
The Italian wool group DONATO F AINI forms 
a sales subsidiary in Brussels. 265/23 
The Dutch firm DELANA forms a sales sub­
sidiary in Brussels. 267 /25 
BOONEN & FRANZKOWIAK, a ready-made 
clothing company, is formed at St. Ingbert by 
associated German and Belgian interests. 
280/36 
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The Dutch carpet manufacturer H. DESSEAUX 
gains control of VAN HOORNICK of Waasmun­
ster, 268/28 
A cooperative company, SIT LIN is formed at 
Ghent for chemical linen retting .F.269 /14 
The Japanese textile company YAGI TSUSHO 
KAISHA opens a second Benelux sales branch, 
in Brussels. 263/30 
COURTAULDS (BELGIUM) is formed to 
increase the use of the synthetic and artificial 
fibres of the British parent company, in 
Belgium. 275/34 
The Dutch fabric printing company SWINKELS 
forms a manufacturing and sales subsidiary 
at Bree. 264/26 
The German ready-made clothing manufactur­
ers ALFONS MUELLER-WIPPERFUERTH, 
build up a network in Belgium for the sale of 
men's wear (267 /24) and transfer control of 
the weaving company LA TEXTILE DE PEP­
INSTER to the Italian company BANCO AMB­
ROSIANO. 275/34 
Belgium - Luxembourg 16 
I TIMBER AND FURNISHING I' 
EUROPEAN WOOD PRODUCTS is formed at Antwerp by Scandinavian interests to sell timber. 270/24 
DECOSY, a sales company, is formed in Brussels by three Dutch furniture manufact­urers. F268/25 
TOBACCO l 
The Dutch Cigar and tobacco manufacturers HUDSON form a sales subsidiary in Brussels. 264/28 
The South-African group REMBRANDT TOBACCO increases the capital of one of its holding companies in Luxembourg, TOBACCO HOLDINGS, to Sf200, 000. 279/35 
CIE INTER CONTINENT ALE DES TABACS is formed at Elsene, Belgium by American capital .F2 85/29 
I TOOLS AND HARDWARE l 
The Belgian company ETS. CYCLOPA (tungs­ten tools) forms a property subsidiary at Antwerp. 267 /20 
AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC CORP forms UNIF AST MANUFACTURING in Brussels to distribute its fasteners,hooks, etc. 278/32 
The German company ADOLF WUERTH forms a subsidiary at Turnhout to sell screws, nuts, bolts, etc. 263/26 
I TOURISM I 
The Swiss holding company HIGHWAY INSUR -ANCE, controlled by American interests, forms three hotel subsidiary companies, two at Brussels, and one holding company at Luxem­bourg, EUROPA-HOTEL INTERNATIONAL (263/30) in which WESTERN SALES of Nassau, Bahamas takes a direct shareholding of 45. 8% 275/35 
The American firm VESELEY forms a subsid­iary at Nessonvaux to manufacture and sell all kinds of camping and travel equipment and vehicles. 272/30 
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SICANTUR BELGIQUE is formed at Brussels, partly by Italian interests, to organize trips to Sicily. 263/30 
SUN AIR, a travel agency, is formed in Brussels by American, French and Belgian capital. 269/34 
Six European merchant banks form a finance company in Luxembourg for the tourist indus­try, FINATOUR. 275/35 
CONV AN is formed at Edegem, Antwerp by British capital to sell camping equipment. 276/36 
Belgium - Luxembourg 
First CHANIC and then S.N.I., both of Bruss�ls,take shares in OFFICE DE REPRESENTATION INDUSTRIELLE & COMMER CIA LE O. R. I. C., which remains under the control of the Dutch company A. MAASSEN. 259/32 and 277 /23 
SOCOMABEL of Antwerp and VERDER & CO ofHong-Kong form a company at Antwerp to sell agricultural and industrial goods. 268/29 
ETINCO is formed at Charleroi, by French interests associated with the banking group 
17 
C . I. C . , to sell man-produced goods (textiles,plastics, health products etc). 263/31 
HENDLER CONTINENT AL is formed at Over­mere by associated Belgian and South-African capital, to sell furniture, building materials, household goods, etc. F283/35 
I TRANSPORT I 
The American company CONTAINER TRANS­PORT INTERNATIONAL helps to form a companyat Antwerp for refrigerated and other special kinds of transport. 259/31 
The German company POTTINGER & CO formsa subsidiary COTRACO at Luxembourg as road transport control and consultancy. F264/27 
NIEUWE WERK NATIE of Antwerp is taken overby the Dutch group THOMSEN'S HAVENBED­RIJF (transport and chartering) F270/29 
The Belgian group PLOUVIER forms a companyat Etterbeek, RAIL-ROUTE-EXPRESS for special trucks. 264/2 8 
The Belgian companies CHANTIERS NAV ALSJ. BOEL and COKERIES DE MAR LY increasetheir shareholding in the Antwerp shipping company U .B.E.M. F264/27 
I VARIOUS l 
JIFFY-POT-BENELUX is formed at Woluwe-St­Pierre by associated Belgian and Norwegian interests, for all kinds of articles for agriculture,tree growing and forestry. 2 81 /37 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
The Dutch State undertaking WATERLEID­INGBEDRIJF MIDDEN NEDERLAND liquidatesits Liege subsidiary crn DES EAUX D' UTRECHT and takes over the distribution workitself. 2 81/36 
Belgium -Luxembourg 
I I - OPE R A T I O N S  O U T S I D E  TH E COMM U NITY 
I BUILDING I
BUILDING MATERIALS 
The Belgian company CIMENTERIES & BRI­QUETERIES REUNIES cuts down its share­holding in the Canadian cement and civil engi -neering group MIRON from 80. 8% to 69. 2%. 277 /27 
I CHEMICA� 
The Belgian company UCB - UNION CHIMIQUE increases its shareholding in the Madrid com -pany LA CELLOPHANE ESPANOLA to 40%. 284/21 
ELECTRONICS 
The British electronics group PAINTON & CO, acting through its Luxembourg holding company CEIL, gains complete control of its subsidiary in Sweden. 283/25 
I ENGINEERING I
The Belgian company ATELIERS DE CONST-RUCTION DE LA BASSE-SAMBRE grants a licence to a Yugoslavian company for the puri-fication of ore. 281/30 
I FINANCE 
18 
The Luxembourg holding company INTER LEASE joins STE DE BANQUE SUISSE of Basle to form INDUSTRIE-LEASING at Zurich for the hire of industrial machinery for transport and the building industry. 277 /32 
The Belgian company COFININDUS helps to form BANCO DEL NOROESTE in Spain for the economic development of North­West Spain. 269/25 
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Belgium -Luxembourg 
A holding company, CLYF, is formed atGeneva by Belgian interests. F266/18 
The Belgian oil group PETROFINA forms arefining subsidiary in Britain (276/33), and then a prospecting subsidiary at Dallas, Texas. 282/30 
I OIL & GAS 
I PLASTICS I 
The Belgian group SOLVAY and its subsidiaryat Baltimore, HEDWIN, join the American group ETHYL to form WYPACK at Baltimore,a company to manufacture rigid plastic recep­tacles. 279/34 
I TOURISM 
The Belgian finance groups COFININDUS and CIE D'OUTREMER POUR L'INDUSTRIE & LAFINANCE join the Spanish group HUAR TE & CIA to form CIA URBANIZADORA HISPANO-BE LGA in Madrid to develop the tourist and hotel industry. 279/36 
19 
The Luxembourg holding company GENERALSHOPPING (financing department stores) in­creases its shareholding in the holding companyTURICUM of Zurich and thus strengthens its interests in department stores in Lausanne, Geneva and Milan (273/26); in Austria it 
SARMA -IBERICA controlled by Belgian andSpanish capital, begins building its first shop in Madrid. 274/32 
takes a shareholding in W ARENHAUS­IMMOBILIENG ES. INNSBRUCK and plans to form a holding company to manage the commer­cial assets it has thus acquired; in Spain it takes an interest in the chain of SIMAGO shops controlled by British, French and Spanish capital, 278/38 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
Belgium -Luxembourg 20 
I TRANSPORT 
The Belgian chartering and shipfitting company 
SOMARA forms a holding company at Zug to 
group all its interests together. 271/33 
I VARIOUS 
A mining Bubsidiary of the Belgian group ME­
TALLURG IE HOBOKEN diversifies by becoming 
the representative in Ruanda and Burundi for 
the German group KLOECKNER HUMBOLDT 
DEUTZ (heavy engineering) and the American 
group GOODRICH (rubber). 262/32 
Opera Mundi - Eu rope No . S2 
INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC RE LA TIO NS 
(EUROPE) of Belgium, which is controlled 
by American capital, opens a branch in 
London. 284/33 
France 
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France 22 
I - O P E R A  TI O NS I NS I D E  TH E C O MMU N I T Y
I ADV ER TIS ING I 
The British agents AUGER, TURNER & BARA TIE take a 25% interest in CONCEP­TIONS & IDEES PROMOTIONNELLES of Pari5. 285/16 
The American agents COMPTON ADVERTISING take a sh;:i re holding in the French agency CON­TACT, whose name is changed to CONTACT­COMPTON. 272/31 
The British advertising group COLMAN PRENTIS & VARLEY gains control of PROMOS of Paris. 285/16 
The American group J. WALTER THOMP­SON increases the capital of its Paris sub­sidiary from Ff 8,000 to Ff 2 million. 283/20 
�-;;;���LES, BICYCLES & ACCESSORIES I 
PEUGEOT and CITROEN enter into closer relations by forming a joint subsidiary in Paris to make parts and equipment used by both groups. F262/ 19 
SIMCA INDUSTRIE forms SIRVA in Paris to repair and sell cars. 269 /22 
The Swiss group GEORG FISCHER and the American group DAYTON STEEL FOUNDRY join 50-50 to form a company in Paris, FIDA Y, to design, manufacture and sell car accesso­ries and transport equipment. 276/23 
The Paris group GENTIL & CIE divides up its activities and forms two sales subsidiaries, one for equipment and accessories for bicycles, motor-bicycles and cars, and the other for pleasure craft. 264/27 
EUROSTABLE formed at Lening, Moselle, by German interests, to sell car accessories. 268/29 
The Belgian bus and coach manufacturer VAN HOOL & FILS forms a sales subsidiary at Bobigny, Seine. 277/26 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
The British company WILMOT BREEDEN increases its shareholding in CIE INDUS­TRIELLE DE MECANISMES (mechanical equipment for bodywork) from 89% to 96%. 273/15 
The French companies EN GINS MA TRA and AUTOMOBILES RENE BONNET join to form a company to make sports cars. 273/15 
The British group BMC adds to its distri­bution network in France by forming three sales companies (Lyons, Bordeaux and Roubaix) (260/21) and later a fourth at Rouen. 282/20 
SIRPAUTO - STE POUR L'IMPORTATION & LA REPRESENTATION DE PIECES D'AUTOMOBILES is formed in Paris by French and German interests, to sell the goods manufactured by the German firm ALFRED TEVES. 284/19 
BLUEMEL-APA formed in France by joint French and Briti.sh interests to sell car and bicycle equipment, 273/15 
France 
I BANKING 
BANQUE INDUSTRIELLE PARISIENNE is taken over by STE FRANCAISE DE BANQUE in Paris. 268/21 
The French company HUILCOMBUS (of the CFP group) takes a large shareholding in CREDIT CHIMIQUE of Paris, a bank in the PECHINEY group. 261/22 
STE FRANCO-BRITANNIQUE DE PARTICI­PATIONS hands over to CREDIT ALGERIEN of Paris its shares in BANQUE MAR TIN MAUREL of Marseilles. 283/26 
BANCO NACIONAL ULTRAMARINO of Lisbon gives up its control of BANQUE FRAN­CO-POR TUGAISE D'OUTREMER of Paris to the Manuel Bouloza group. 281/29 
23 
Within the BANQUE DE PARIS & DES PAYS­BAS SA group CREDIT SUCRIER & COM­MERCIAL takes over BANQUE DES PRO­DUITS ALIMENTAIRES. 272/25 
SUEZ and L'UNION DES MINES - LA HENIN tighten their links with the BANQUE DE L'UNION PARISIENNE by taking minority shares in it. 264/17 
STE FINANCIERE WORMS & CIE is formed in Paris to take over the banking activities of the group WORMS & CJE. 276/27 
The Paris branch of AMERICAN EXPRESS of New York widens its activities to include semi-banking transactions. 276/28 
I BUILDING I 
FINANCE 
CEMP INVESTMENT of Canada contributes to another property finance operation in France backed by UNION FRANCAISE IMMOBILIERE. 265/16 
SOFAP, a property finance company, is formed in Paris by IMMOBILIERE-CONSTRUCTIONS DE PARIS, in association with several banks and insurance companies. 269/26 
SOFICO FRANCE - STE FINANCIERE IN­TERNATIONALE DE CONSTRUCTIONS FRANCE is formed in Paris by Spanish capi­tal to sell apartments in Spain. 285/27 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
BANK FUER GEMEINWIR TSCHAFT of Frankfurt and CONTINENTALE D'EPARGNE 
e, D 'HYPOTHEQUE of Brussels are among the foreign shareholders in CREDIT IMMO­BILIER EUROPEEN,. formed in Paris for all kinds of deferred loan transactions. 277/31
L'UNION FRANCAISE DE CREDIT POUR LE COMMERCE & L 'INDUS TR IE, the bank of the French civil engineering group STE GENERALE D'ENTREPRISES, forms a holding company in Paris, SOFIDEC -STE FINANCIERE DE PARTICIPATIONS D'ETUDES & DE GESTION. 278/31 
France 
BUILDING MATERIALS 
BHTP of Rheims takes over the CLAVEY slate 
works of Belfort and Revigny, Meuse. 271/22 
CASTROL re-organizes its interests in France 
by merging two companies, SECOMASTIC and 
SEURALITE, both of which specialize in water­
proof and bitumin9us sealing products. 272/22 
The British group READY MIXED CONCRETE 
gains control of BETON FRANCE of Paris, 
which used to be controlled by Australian capi­
tal, and takes a shareholding in the French 
firm SOPEAL (pre-stressed concrete). 271/22 
SIDELOR, a member of the French steel group 
PONT A MOUSSON, increases its shareholding 
in SA DES CIMENTS PORTLAND DE ROM­
BAS to 12 .2%. 274/25 
QUARTZ DE L'EST is formed by French and 
German interests to process sand and gravel 
at Hatten, Bas Rhin. 262/21 
STE DE PANNEAUX & AGGLOMERES GUA­
DELOUPEENNE formed in Bordeaux by 
USINES DE BEAUPOR T to make bagasse from 
sugar refineries into wall-board. 277 /27 
INDUSTRIALISATION DU BATIMENT DU SUD­
EST is formed at Grenoble by Swiss capital to 
develop a system of heavy prefabricated 
building. 284/20 
UNA LIT formed at St. Usage, Cote d'Or, by 
SWEDISH MATCH, to produce wood fibre 
board. 269/33 
The Italian group CERAMICA POZZI appoints 
a new firm, POZZI FRANCE, formed at Ivry, 
Seine, with French capital, to represent it in 
France for ceramics and refractory materials . 
266/10 
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PRODUITS CERAMIQUES DE LA SEINE 
of Chevilly-Larue, Seine, divides its 
assets between two companies, one spe­
cializing in bricks and the other in 
ceramics. 268/18 
24 
CIE DES SABLIERES DE LA SEINE SA 
of Paris takes over SABLIERES DE PARIS 
of Creteil, Seine. 280/22 
The American company PRELOAD INTER­
NATIONAL hands over to SAINRAPT & 
BRICE of Paris its shareholding in the 
French pre-stressed concrete firm TEPNO. 
268/18 
The British group INDEPENDENT ALUMI­
NIUM HOLDINGS (building parts made of 
aluminium) gains 50% control of COGI-ALU 
of Paris, and changes its name to COGI­
INDAL. 281/22 
STE INDUSTRIELLE DES BOIS OUVRES 
of Aynac, Lot, forms a subsidiary in Paris 
to distribute "Siboflex" parquet flooring, 
269/33 
Ti.e American metallurgical group BUTLER. 
MANUFACTURING forms a subsidiary in 
Paris to sell and assemble panels, material,. 
structures and containers for prefabricated 
buildings. 282/21 
V ARIEL FRANCE formed in Paris to use 
the prefabricated building process of the 
Swiss company ELCON. 285/28 
The Belgian firm STEPHAN PASEK & CIE 
(refractory products) forms a sales subs.i -
diary at St. Dizier, Haute Marne. 275/20 
France 
PROPER TY DEVELOPMENT 
TESSIM FRANCE is formed in Paris by British capital for property preservation andmaintenance . 2 79 /21 
CIE FRANCAISE DE L'AFRIQUE OCCIDEN­TALE forms a new property subsidiary in Paris, STE MARSEILLAISE-CATALANS. 280/22 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIE EUROPEENNE DE MATERIEL DE PETROCHIMIE is bought from CIE EURO­PEENNE DE MATERIELS and changed intoPANTRAMA by the entrepreneur M . A . Liebaert who transfers to the new company four civil engineering and buildingconcerns. 281/24 
The Italian civil engineering company COSTRU­Z IONI CEMENTO COMPRESSO-FONDISA and the French one, LES TRAVAUX SOUTER­RAINS .join to form EES, Paris (foundations,earth consolidation and treatment). 285/27 
25 
The French finance company ALGECO formsa subsidiary at Marseilles called CONSEIL DE GESTION-MIDI for property promotion and management (278/24) and a company in Paris, OMNIUM DE DEVELOPPEMENT PYRENEEN for the development of the tourist resort of Peyresourde, Hautes Pyrenees. 279/36 
INTRAFOR of Paris takes over the Frenchcompany HYDRA (hydraulic drilling and soundings). 282/20 
The Lubeck firm HARMSTORF forms acivil engineering subsidiary in Paris . 273/16 
STE CHIMIQUE & ROUTIERE DE LA GIRONDE takes over two of its Paris sub­sidiaries, CIE GENERALE DE TRAVAUXPUBLICS (earth moving and civil engineer­ing) and SAM-SCRG (equipment). 282/21 
I CHEMICALS I 
GAZ INDUSTRIELS DU MIDI, a company at Marseilles manufacturing cryogenic chemicals,takes over a nitrogen factory at Aiguebelle, Savoie. 271/23 
The French chemical group ETS KUHLMANNtakes over CIE BORDE LAISE DE PRODUITS CHIMIQUES of Bordeaux and helps to form FERTILOIRE - STE D'ETUDES INDUSTRIEL­LES & AGRICOLES at Paris (which will designa phosphoric acid and fertilizer factory in the Loire Atlantique region). 280/23 
The French company STE GENERALE DES PRODUITS REFRACTAIRES takes over its sub­sidiary CIE DES PRODUITS REFRACTAIRES of Uzes, Gard. 279/22 
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The subsidiary at Romainville, Seine, be­longing to the Berlin paint manufacturers DIW AG extends its sales network. 262/22 
PLASTIQUES & CELLULOSE takes over two other Paris subsidiaries of the French chemical group PROGIL (278/27) which in turn takes over two holding companies asso­ciated with it, PLASTIQUES & CELLULOSEand QUEBRACHELES DUBOSC. 283/23 
The American firm UNIVERSAL OIL PRO­DUCTS gains control of ETS DE TREVISE, a French company manufacturing essences and basic materials for the perfume industry.260/22 
France 
The NOBEL BOZEL group takes over from 
ALSETEX of Paris a factory making cart­
ridges at Richwiller, Haut Rhin, and two 
firms making agricultural products and plas -
ticn. at Marseilles and Brianne, Eure. 
270/ 16 
The Belgian company STE METALLURGIQUE 
DE PRA YON takes a large shareholding in the 
French company SECO - STE DES ENGRAIS 
CHIMIQUES & ORGANIQUES, 278/27 
Equal association between PROGIL and the 
British group DISTILLERS CO to manufacture 
solid and liquid carbonic anhydride at Roches­
de-Condrieu, Isere, 261/19 
LORILLEUX LEFRANC of Paris forms a sub­
sidiary for fine paints, STE DES COULEURS 
LEFRANl & BOURGEOIS, 285/28 
CIE DU PYRETHRE formed in Paris by 
Franco-British associated interests to sell 
agricultural products . 2 59 /20 
The Dutch group KON. SCHOLTEN, FOXHOL 
takes shares in PAUL DOITTAU following the 
latter's acquisition of SCODO, which manufac­
tures starch, dextrines, etc,, and is associated 
with the Dutch group. 263/21 
GOBERT FRERES is formed in Paris by 
British capital to distribute products for timber 
treatment and preservation, 278/28 
The French companies STE DES POUDRES 
DE SURETE and ETS. DAVEY, BICKFORD, 
SMITH & CIE re-organize their sales and 
form a firm to sell explosives. 278/28 
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In return for patents and brand names, the 
American company ENTHONE has taken 
shares in the Paris company PERNIX 
ENTHONE ( chemicals for treating and 
finishing metal and plastic surfaces). 
277 /29 
The group formed by PECHINEY and its 
subsidiary SEICHIME increases its holding 
in NAPHTACHIMIE of Paris, 285/28 
LAMBIOTTE FRERES of Premery, 
Nievre, controlled by Belgian interests, 
hands over its "Formal, solvent and car-· 
bonisatwn ' uqx.u:, ment to a new subsidiary 
of PRODUITS AZOTES. 268/19 
BRITISH TITAN PRODUCTS of London 
forms TIOXIDE at Calais to manufacture 
titanium dioxide and pigments for white 
paints, 282/23 
CHIMINDUSTRIE is formed in Paris, as 
an associate of LABORATOIRES DELA­
GRANGE, to manufacture chemicals for 
industry. 267 /14 
The Paris subsidiary of the American 
group INTERNATIONAL MINERALS & 
CHEMICALS (fertilizers and minerals for 
agriculture) handles the group's program 
mes for expanding sales in Europe. 
277 /29 
France 27 
I CONTROL, MEASUREMENT & AUTOMATION I 
The French company MATERIEL ELECTRI­QUE DE CONTROLE INDUSTRIEL takes a 30% interest in STE D'ETUDES & DE REALI­SATIONS D'INSTALLATIONS DE MESURE, TESTUT ELECTRONIQUE, of Paris. 277 /30 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT & CONTROLS is formed in Paris by French capital to representseveral British groups. 262/32 
The British group TELEFLEX PRODUCTSforms MA TIN DYNAMICS in Paris to manufacture and sell electronic and electro-mechanical command and controlapparatus. 281/27 
The French company SNECMA obtains alicence from the London group ULTRA ELECTRONICS for controls for the aircraftindustry. 269 /24 
I COSMETICS & TOILET AR TIC LES I 
Breakdown in negotiations for an agreement under which two French companies, MAX FAC­TOR and PARFUMS CORDAY SA were to be taken over by AMERICAN CYANAMID. 266/10 and 262/21 
The Swiss holding company SODI-PROCHIMIEtakes a 30% interest in UNION CHIMIQUE RHONE-ALPES of St. Egreve (disinfectants, insecticide, cosmetics). 278/26 
The French group L'OREAL gains control ofthe Paris sales company for "Jacques Fath" perfumes. 269/31 
The British company IMOTHEP forms a salescompany in Paris for shampoos and skin­treatment products. 269/31 
The chemical-pharmaceutical group J .R. GEIGY gains control of PARFUMS CARON of Gennevilliers, Seine, and in -creases its shareholding in LE FLY TOX.279/23 
The American group NATIONAL CHEM­SEARCH forms its first subsidiary in Paristo manufacture and sell cleaning goods . 273/17 
SIFDER is formed at Aubervilliers, Seine,to import the cosmetic products made by the Italian firm LUDOVICO MARTELLL 268/26 
I ELECTRICA� ENGINEERING 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT, ETC. 
MEEM of Levallois, Seine, is taken over by PER TRIX FRANCE, makers of accumulators andbatteries, which is controlled by German inter­ests. 262/23 
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The British group BOWTHORPE HOLDINGStakes shares in CIE DEUTSCH of St. Cloud, Seine (connectors) which is controlled by American interests. 263/21 
France 
The Chicago group MAREMONT (electrical 
fittings for automobiles) forms a subsidiary in 
Paris (286/16) and negotiates an agreement 
with PECAZAUX & KREUTLER-LA MECANI­
QUE DE PRECISION of Asnieres, Seine. 
273/18 
The Danish company TITAN forms a subsidiary 
in Paris to sell its centrifugal separators . 
275/22 
The American company SPRAGUE ELECTRIC 
(condensers) forms a sales subsidiary in 
Paris. 285/27 
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES 
The American group SCOVILL Mfg forms a 
subsidiary at Lourdes and gains control of a 
company in Lourdes manufacturing domestic 
electrical appliances and lighting equipment. 
267/16 
G. BAUKNECHT of Stuttgart (washing machines,
refrigerators, electric motors) forms a sales
subsidiary in Strasbourg. 277 /30
HEAVY EQUIPMENT 
The two French groups MATERIEL ELECTRI­
QUE SW and JEUMONT decide to combine their 
respective electrical engineering assets in a 
joint equally-owned subsidiary (271/24), STE 
DE CONSTRUCTIONS ELECTROMECANIQUES 
JEUMONT-SCHNEIDER, with a capital of 
Ff 90 million. 283/23 
LESA COSTRUZIONI ELETTROMECCANICHE, 
the Italian manufacturers of radio and electrical 
equipment, form a sales subsidiary at Lyons. 
276/25 
The French companies CIE ELECTRO­
MECANIQUE and STE FRANCAISE GARDY 
decide to form a joint subsidiary to manufacture 
heavy electrical equipment and prefabricated 
electrical units. 283/23 
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The American small electrical equipment 
manufacturer RONSON increases its pro­
duction capacity in France by opening a 
second factory. 264/17 
IPTC (FRANCE), a sales company, is 
formed in Paris by GHER TSOS of Switzer­
land, which represents the German electrical 
group ROBERT BOSCH in a number of 
countries. 268/28 
The French group HOTCHKISS-BRANDT 
takes over SURMELEC of Paris (washing 
and ironing machines, refrigerators, etc.). 
280/23 
The Belgian company EUROMA T forms a 
company at Gagny, Seine & Oise, to sell 
household equipment. 275/36 
The Luxembourg company REFRIGERATE URS 
SIVIA closes down its sales subsidiary at 
Boulogne, Seine. 279/23 
The Grenoble electrical engineering company 
MERLIN & GERIN allots to STE DE CONS­
TRUCTJONS ELECTROMECANIQUES JEU­
MONT-SCHNEIDER a minority shareholding 
in its ca pita!, in return for becoming the 
group's leader for low and high voltage 
apparatus. 281/26 
STE FRANCAISE D'ETUDES POUR LE 
DEVELOPPEMENT INDUSTRIEL DU 
NEGUEV is formed in Paris by French and 
Israeli capital, to build and run an electric 
cables factory in Israel. 281/27 
France 
SOUND, RADIO AND TELEVISION 
The French groups LEBON and L YONNAISE DES EAUX pool their television and radio assets in a new company, COCELA. 270/18 and 271/25 
The American group ITT gains 60% control ofOCEANIC-RADIO of Paris (radio-electrical fittings) (270/17), takes a 25% interest in another French company in this branch, DU­CASTEL FRERES and takes over entirely BU­REL FRERES and J. DELAITRE. 279/24 
KUBA FRANCE formed in Paris with French capital to jmport and distribute the manufactures(radio-gramophone-TV sets, radio receivers, etc) of the German firm KUBA TONMOBEL &APPARA TEBAU. 273/17 
The German company WOLFGANG ASSMANN forms a subsidiary in Paris to sell its recordingand magnetic sound reproduction equipment. 283/25 
AMPLIVOX, the British audio-electrical equipment experts, gain control of their distributors in Paris. 260/23 
29 
The American group GENERAL TELE­PHONE & ELECTRONICS (sound, picture transmission and communications) forms a sales subsidiary at Neuilly-sur-Seine, SYLVANIA FRANCE ECLAIRAGE & TELE­VISION. 273/18 
The American firm NOV A-TECH forms a subsidiary in Paris to sell radio control anddirection-finding equipment, etc, 275/23 
The German electrical group BRAUN formsMAJOR ELECTRONIC at Paris to sell its radio sets, gramophones, etc. 283/23 
L'ELECTRONIQUE APPLIQUEE, the French specialists in radio-telephony and telegraphy, and the American electronicsfirm VICTOREEN INSTRUMENT sign a mutual representation agreement; the French company also obtains a licence fromthe American partner. 273/19 
ELECTRONICS I 
Merger of two French medical and industrialradiology companies, CIE GENERALE DE RADIOLOGIE and STE CHENAILLE. 278/28 
As a result of a series of agreements, the American group GENERAL ELECTRIC gainsvirtual control of BULL, except for its defence production. 263/22a 
JAPAN ELECTRON OPTICS LABORATORY COforms a subsidiary in Paris, JEO LCO (EUROPE) to import and maintain its electronicequipment for the optical industry, machining, etc. 283/26 
RANSON FRANCE (data processing instruments)is taken over by UGC INSTRUMENTS from another American group BENSON-LEHNER. 275/22 
The French glass group SOVIREL hands over its electronic activities to a subsidiaryat Vesinet, Seine & Oise. 259/22 
The French groups CSF and CGE cooperatein automation and industrial computers, and form a holding company CIE POUR L' lN -FORMATION & LES TECHNIQUES ELEC­TRONIQUES DE CONTROLE; CSF also takes a 20% interest in STE D'ETUDES & DE REALISATIONS POUR LE GENIE SPA­TIAL and the interest held by CGE is re­duced from 35% to 20%, 261/20 and 279/23 
NATIONAL TRADING CO, Paris, which re­presents the Japanese electronic group MAT­SUSHITA, enlarges its sales organization,263/22 
France 
Two French groups, CSF and TI-IOMSON­HOUSTON, join to run launching stations, andto develop space rockets. 268/20 
CARATOME and STE D'APPLICATIONS INDUSTRIELLES DE LA PHYSIQUE jointly form NUCLEOMETRE at St. Denis, Seine, to manufacture equipment using isotopes and radioelements. 285/19 
SEDAD, the French firm specializing in indus­trial and nuclear electronics, obtains patents from OMICRON ITALIANA for static transistorconverters. 259/21 
30 
The French holding company LILLE, BONNIERES & COLOMBES strengthens the electronics side of STE ALSACIENNE DE CONSTRUCTIONS MECANIQUES of Mulhouse,by handing over some of its interests in return for a 20% shareholding. 277 /33
The French group CSF forms SESTRO inParis for research into electronic space exploring equipment (268/20); the Americangroup GENERAL DYNAMICS has a minorityshareholding. 269/24 
I ENGINEER!� 
PETRAL, a firm formed in 1958 by a French group to build a petrochemical plant in Germany,goes into liquidation. F270/27 
The Belgian metallurgical engineering firm ENGETIL and the BANQUE DE L'AFRIQUE OCCIDENTALE form a subsidiary to specializein industrial chimney sweeping. 273/20 
The Swedish company FERR OX forms a subsi -diary at Puteaux, Seine, for research into and the application of metallurgical and steel pro­cesses and technical know-how. 273/23 
The French engineering company HEUR TEY and the American chemical company PENNSAL TCHEMICALS form a 50-50 company to make and sell food dehydrating plants. 281/28 
LITWIN, a chemical and petrochemical engi -neering company, is formed in Paris by American capital. 262/25 
SO LEXPER T INTERNA TIO NA L ( earth-moving)formed in Paris by Swiss interests. 278/29 
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The British group DAVY-ASHMORE takes over the French controlled minority interestin POWER-GAS FRANCE (chemical engi­neering and petrochemicals), 265/14 
Six French companies (four engineering and two banks) form BUREAU TECHNIQUE FRANCO-PAKISTANAIS, Paris, for research,design and work in Pakistan. 273/19 
The Spanish subsidiary of the French groupHEUR TEY (metallurgical, oil and chemicalengineering) becomes a licensee of the American company LEE WILSON ENGI­NEERING for bell-type annealing furnaces for closely or loosely wound coils . 275 /23
The American group SEALOL forms a second French engineering subsidiary, atNeuilly, Seine. 261/21 
The Italian paper engineering company POMILIO takes a minority share in CELPAC,a new engineering company formed in Paris, 263/24 
France 
The French company TUNZINI obtains a licence from the German company VEREINIG­TE KESSEL WERKE to build plant for inciner­ating urban rubbish. F282/25 
The American chemical engineering group BOWEN ENGINEERING appoints BIGNIER,SCHMID, LAURENT to manufacture underlicence and sell in Europe its atomization machines . 259 /25 
An investment trust controlled by insurance companies is taken over by PROVINCE­INVESTISSEMENT of Paris. 263/25 
BANQUE DE PARIS & DES PAYS BAS indirectly obtains a substantial shareholdingin STE FINANCIERE & INDUSTRIELLE LATIL of Paris. 272/24 
I FINANCE 
Because of the contribution made by the Belgian group EMPAIN, STE PARISIENNE POUR L'INDUSTRIE ELECTRIQUE, Paris, a mem­ber of the group, increases its capital from Ff 25 to Ff 42 million and becomes a 2. 5% shareholder in BANQUE DE L'UNION PARI­SIENNE. F282/25 
UFILOM, a finance company, is formed inParis by several banks, finance companies and insurance companies. 259/22 
COPPA, a subsidiary of the SIMCA INDUSTRIEgroup, forms a credit company, PROMODEC, in Paris, to finance the extension of the sales network of SIM CA AUTOMOBILES. 262/26 
The American stockbrokers MITCHELL­HUTCHINS & C-0 open a branch in Paris .265/16 
The Philadelphia brokers DREXEL & COform a subsidiary in Paris. 264/18 
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The French group CHANTIERS DE L'AT­LANTIQUE (PENHOET-LOIRE) becomes a licensee of the New York company STRU­THERS SCIENTIFIC, for the construction of plant to produce urea and ammonia . 268/19 
STE D'AMENAGEMENT & DE DEVELOP­PEMENT of Paris extends its activities and increases its capital. 265/15 
STE DE GESTION MOBILIERE of Paris takes over STE HA VRAISE D 'INVESTIS­SEMENT. 279/27 
DESCLEE FRERES & CIE of Tournai becomes a shareholder in STE LYONNAISEDE PLACEMENT & D 'INVESTISSEMENT of Lyons, which is already associated with another Belgian group, ELECTRO-BEL. 282/25 
Three groups of banks form SOGINTER atParis, an investment trust with variable capital. 260/24 
HOLDEPAR, a holding company, is formedin Paris, and controlled by Mr. Tullio Pansa. 264/18 
EUROPEAN ENTERPRISES DEVELOPMENTof Luxembourg raises its Paris branch to the status of a subsidiary company. 268/21 
STE TRANSAFRICAINE D'ETUDES & D'INVESTISSEMENTS is formed in Paris by associated French and British interests. 275/25 
France 
The London bank S. G . WARBURG and the American company CUMMINS ENGINE jointhe board of CIE INTERNATIONALE DE PLACEMENTS & DE CAPITALISATION ofParis, 276/28 
The French perfume group LANVIN formsSTE D'INVESTISSEMENT EN VALEURS INDUSTRIELLES & FINANCIERES in Paris.281/25 
The Franco-American group "ZILKHA" formsGENERAL LEASING CO SERVICE - "GEN­LEAS-SERVICE" in Paris, to take care of the activities of the GENERAL LEASING CO "GENLEAS". 275/25 
The French company CIE CENTRALE DE FINANCEMENT takes a 5% interest in LOCA­BAIL of Paris. 275/25 
INVESTORS OVERSEAS SERVICE FRANCEis formed, to complete the Common Marketnetwork of the financial group headed by IN­VESTORS OVERSEAS SERVICES LTD of Panama (management of investment funds). 272/25 
The New York stockbrokers WERTHEIM & CO form a subsidiary in Paris. 275/25
The French companies L 'UNION DESMINES-LA HENIN and BANQUE DE L'INDOCHINE back ELPIC, a company formed in Paris for the hire of industrialand commercial equipment. 268/23 
I FOOD & DRINK I 
The two French bakery and milling companies HEUDEBERT and R. MARTIN pool their manu­facturing activities in a common subsidiary, while retaining their autonomous sales organi­zations. F275/25 
WILLIAM BOLTER & CIE is formed in Bor­deaux by associated American and British interests, to deal in spirits. 275/26 
The French deep-frozen products company DELICO, a member of the Dutch group UNI­LEVER, hands over its "Ice cream" depart­ment to another specialized French firm, ORTIZ-MIKO. 275/26 
HARVEY OF BRISTOL takes over the Burgundywine dealers CLOS DE LA BOUCHE D'OR, Santenay. 267/19 
The German jam manufacturers M. BASSER­MANN & CO form a sales subsidiary in Strasbourg. 270/20 
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An all-European food paste group, REGIA­PANZANI, is formed (264/ l 9) as a result of the merger of the French companies REGIA SCARAMELLI and PANZANI -PATES LA LUNE. 285/21 
The Swiss dairy group URSINA reorganizesits interests in France, and as a result STEDES LAITERIES DE LA VALLEE DE LA VIRE & DU COT ENTIN raises its capital.274/24 
UFIMA - UNION FRANCAISE D'INDUS­TRIES & DE MARQUES ALIMENTAIRES of Paris receives various assets from CA­PES MOKALUX, after taking over STE GENERALE DE TORREFACTION of Paris, and the brand name and goodwill ofLE CAFE MARTIN of Levallois-Perret. 282/29 
France 
The BANANIA group, of Courbevoie, Seine, 
takes over the "desserts" department of 
BIDDLE SAWYER FRANCE which, controlled 
by French interests, represents a subsidiary of 
the London company LEWIS & PEAT. 267/19 
The American group RALSTON PURINA 
( cattle food) gains majority control of its subsi -
diary at St. Philbert sur Risle, Eure, which it 
owns jointly with the French company DU­
QUESNE. F279/26 
SOLPA, the French subsidiary of the German 
company L. SCHEISFURTH, forms a meat­
canning factory at Abbeville, Somme. 259/23 
The British group SMITH'S POTATO CRISPS 
takes a minority shareholding in SAMO, a sub­
sidiary of the Marseilles group UNIPOL. 
264/18 
The French company V AMO, which is control­
led by Belgian interests, forms ALIMEX at 
Marchezais, Eure & Loire, to manufacture 
compound foods for animals. 266/13 
The Frrn ch wine distributors "GEVEOR" form 
a producing and sales subsidiary in Corsica, 
LES COTEAUX DE CAMPO-QUERCIO. 
280/27 
SEXCOFRANCE is formed in Paris by fourteen 
French fruit and vegetable growers, who wish 
to coordinate their exports. 268/22 
COURVOISIER INTERNATIONAL is formed at 
J arnac, Charente, by the British whisky manu -
facturer JAMES BARCLAY & CO, to increase 
sales of "Courvoisier" brandy abroad. 269/26 
STE DE STOCKAGE & DE COMMERCIALISA­
TION DES CAFES DE COTE D'IVOIRE is 
formed in Paris jointly by Ivory Coast and 
French capital. 280/26 
Four French malt firms form FRANCE MALT 
EXPORT in Paris to increase their exports . 
rn3/27 
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JOHN HOLT & CO of Liverpool is to help 
form a Paris company to sell in France 
agricultural produce from the Togo Repub­
lic. 267 /18 
The French company ETS. A. HESSEMANS 
(animal foods) which is controlled by Belgian 
interests, divides its assets between two new 
companies. 270/19 
CHARRINGTON UNITED BREWERIES LTD 
gains control of ALEXIS LICHINE & CIE 
of Margaux, Gironde (sale and export of 
wines and cognac). 280/26 
South African interests join the French dis -
tilling company MAR TELL & CIE to form 
RICHE LIEU & CIE in Charente, which will 
produce cognac to be exported to Africa, 
260/26 
LATECOS, the Rouen subsidiary of the 
Dutch group UNILEVER, which specializes 
in processing animal fats, extends its 
activities. 266/14 
The French company GENERALE ALIMEN­
T AIRE receives part of the assets of CIE 
FRANCAISE DE PRODUITS ORGANO­
CHIMIQUES (279/27) and then takes over the 
group headed by LA PIE QUI CHANTE, of 
Wattignies, Nord, (sweet manufacturers). 
282/26 
The Luxembourg firm EURO BEL HOLDING 
forms a company in Paris to manufacture 
soft drinks. 284/24 
Acting through a Swiss subsidiary, the 
ISRAEL DISCOUNT BANK group of Tel­
Aviv forms a company in Paris to sell agri -
cultural products and foodstuffs, 268/22 
INTERLACTA formed in Paris by a German 
group dealing in dairy products and poultry. 
284/24 
France 
CODIFRANCE of Aubervilliers, Seine, takes over all the sales activities of its three founder companies, the French biscuit manufacturers BISCUITERIE DE L'AMANDIER - SABA, BISCUITS VIGNALS and STE GESLOT VOREUX. 280/27 
34 
I FURNITURE 
The Italian chair-manufacturing group GESSEF appoints POLYTECHNIQUE DU SIEGE its distributors for France. 260/33 
The French company VERRERIE SOUCHON­NEUVESEL (packing glass) takes over VERRERIES MECANIQUES DE BRETAGNE and VERRERIES DE FOLEMBRAY, increases the capacity of its works at Givors, Rhone, and prepares to build an industrial glass fac­tory in the Bas-Rhin area. 272/26 
The German company KARL KOBEL (furniture components) forms a sales com -pany in Paris. 285/27 
The RHONE POULENC group takes shares in STE DU VERRE TEXTILE of Paris, a subsidiary of the SAINT-GO BAIN group. 263/29 
I HEATING, REFRIGERATION, AIR-CONDITIONING, VENTILATION : 
The American group TRANE (heat exchangers) increases its shareholding in CIE EUROPEEN­NE DE MATERIELS THERMIQUES from 35% to 100% and builds an air -conditioning factory at Golbey, Epinal. (277 /34) 
MASSER of Belgium (collective electrical heating, using the Danish system "Elvaco ") forms a second subsidiary in Paris. 276/26 
The Paris foundry company AR THUR MAR TIN takes a shareholding in the French domestic heating appliance manufacturer FAURE & CIE. 259/21 
SMITHCO EUROPE, the American heat ex­changer firm, opens a branch in Paris . 266/15 
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The British company THOMAS POTTER TON (gas burners and heating units) gains control of STE NOUVELLE DIENY & LUCAS (oil burners, boilers) and forms POTTER TON & CIE at Maisons Alfort, Seine, for heating, air-conditioning, etc. 276/32 
ELECTRIC PARTS of USA joins the French textile company COMPTOIR LINIER to form CILSOR, to manufacture electric heating units, at St. Pol, Nord. 266/11 
The German company ALUMINIUM- & METALLWARENFABRIK J. REIERT forms THERMAL FRANCE J. REIER T in Paris to manufacture heat exchangers. 281/30 
France
The Italian company CONTARDO (ventilating,
refrigerating and air-conditioning equipment) 
forms a sales subsidiary in Paris . 282/2 7 
STE INDUSTRIELLE COMMERCIALE & DE 
PARTICIPATION and STE DE CONTROLE &
D'ETUDES CALORIFIQUES, both of Paris, 
join (66-33) and form CIE GENERALE DE 
TELECHAUFFAGE for the design, manufacture
and maintenance of urban and factory heating 
plant. 272/29 
35 
The German group LAURENZ OTTE &
CO forms a subsidiary in Paris to sell its
heating equipment. 269/27 
The French company CHAUFELEC obtains 
a licence (manufacturing and sales) from the
British company HEATSTORE (HOLDINGS) 
for its heat storage radiators. 282/24 
The British company MARSTON EXCEL­
SIOR appoints STE D'ETUDES & DE 
CONSTRUCTIONS AERO-NAVALES SA, 
of Gennevilliers, Seine, to sell its heat 
exchangers in France. 274/27 
I INSURANCE I 
The American fire insurance company AFFILI­
ATED FM INSURANCE CO opens a branch in 
Paris. 272/26 
The insurance brokers STE DE GERANCE 
BACH & WELMAN is taken over by the British
group STENHOUSE HOLDINGS (279/28) which 
also changes its Paris branch into a subsidiary
with the name STENHOUSE FRANCE. 284/25
As a result of an association between the 
French holding and finance companies LA
CIE FINANCIERE and CIE DES CHEMINS
DE FER PLM, STE FINANCIERE D'AS­
SURANCES is far med in Paris. 284/26 
[ MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
MM. DE ROTHSCHILD FRERES becomes a 
minority shareholder in the Paris subsidiary of
the American group DIEBOLD (company organi­
zation and management, particularly automa­
tion). 276/38 
COTEFI is formed in Paris with the backing of 
the BANQUE LOUIS DREYFUS, to assist com­
pany groupings and expansion. 261/21 
The Italian company ALDO CHIAPPE STUDIO
PR and the Franco-British firm EUREL sign 
an agreement for mutual collaboration in con­
sultancy and public relations. 277 /41 
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The French companies SYNERGIE -ROC
and SEMA - STE D'ECONOMIE & DE 
MATHEMATIQUE APPLIQUEE group to­
gether their research offices, some under
SEMA and some under a new company, 
SEESA - STE D'ETUDES ECONOMIQUES
& SOCIA LES AGRICOLES. 283/33 
The American organizational consultants
WOFAC form a subsidiary in Paris. 
276/38 
The Paris agents R. L. DUPUY, SES FILS
& LENORMAND SA become consultants to 
the French metallurgical company NA TIO­
NAL STANDARD DE FRANCE for sales 
organization, vocational training and adver­
tising. 282/29 
France 
The American group HILL & KNOWLTON 
(market research, consultancy and public 
relations) forms a subsidiary in Paris . 
283/34 
36 
I MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
LIGHT ENGINEERING 
AMDES, which is the outcome of the merger of
two mechanical engineering companies (textile 
machinery) of the Haut Rhin, is approximately 
60% controlled by the French group AMELIOR­
AIR. 276/30 
As a result of a merger in the French machine­
tool �ndustry, the American group NEW BRI­
TAIN MACHINE has a 49% shareholding in ClE
DES MACHINES DE NANTERRE . 260/26 
Following an agreement between the American 
groups RHEEM MANUFACTURING and HOFF­
MAN INTERNATIONAL, the STE FRANCAISE 
DES MACHINES HOFFMANN (laundry and 
pressing machines, etc) is taken over by the
former. 285/22 
The American micro-filter engineers MILLI­
PORE FILTER form a manufacturing and sales 
subsidiary at Malakoff, Seine. 273/22 
The Dutch company SEFFELAER & LOOYEN
forms a subsidiary in Paris to sell its food 
machinery. 261/23 
COMPTOIR DE COMMERCE INTERNATIONAL
formed at Paris, partly by Swiss interests, to 
sell hydraulic presses. 264/21 
The German company SCHUMACHER 'SCHE
FABRIK (filtering equipment) forms a sales
subsidiary in Paris. 268/24 
\ division of the American group McGRAW 
�DISON backs a company at Neuilly, Seine, to
oordinate its sales of laundry and dyeing 
1achinery in Europe. 270/17 
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The New York company AMERICAN 
BRAKE SHOE concentrates its interests in
France, placing them in the hands of its 
subsidiary, DENISON ENGINEERING. 
278/32 
STE ELECTROMECANIQUE JAPY of Paris 
hands over its "pumps" department to 
MATERIEL INDUSTRIEL & MENAGER 
JAPY, Aubervilliers, Seine. 285/22 
The German company WINKLER (machinery 
for the food industry) forms a sales subsi -
diary at Charenton, Seine. 277 /34 
The British company HAMWOR THY PUMPS 
coordinates its products with those of the 
French company POMPES GUINARD of 
St. Cloud, Seine. 260/26 
LOMBARDINI FRANCE formed at Rueil,
Seine & Oise, by French capital to sell 
small motors manufactured in Italy. 
260/20 
MA TRASUR is formed at Ivry, Seine, to 
sell American equipment for the treatment
of surfaces. 261/28 
A company is formed in Paris by French 
interests to sell goods manufactured by the 
German group KOCHS ADLER: sewing 
machines, weaving machines and typewriters,
etc.). 265/18 
France 
The American company HELMAC PRODUCTS 
(cleaning, stain-removing and dust-removing 
machinery) forms a subsidiary at Morainvil -
liers, Seine & Oise. 275/29 
MAIER & CO, the Austrian manufacturer of 
machine tools for wood and metal working, 
forms a sales subsidiary in Paris, EMCO­
FRANCE. 279/29 
The American group APPLIED POWER INDUS­
TRIES (hydraulic, pneumatic and mechanical 
tools) forms a sales subsidiary in Paris. 
280/30 
The Italian group FINMECCANICA forms 
STE IPD (FRANCE), Paris, acting through 
one of its Liechtenstein holding companies, to 
distribute equipment, tools, instruments and 
industrial machinery. 280/31 
HEAVY ENGINEERING 
The American company ADJ\MSON UNITED CO 
(rubber, plastics and plywood machinery) takes 
a 33% interest in ANC. ETS. REPIQUET of 
Bobigny, Seine (heavy industrial machinery and 
presses). 285/22 
The German group MANNESMANN forms a 
second subsidiary in Paris, to distribute its 
mining, metallurgical, and heavy industrial 
equipment. 259/27 
ALCO MEDITERRANEE is formed jointly in 
Paris by ALCO PRODUCTS of USA and 
FORGES & CHANTIERS DE LA MEDITER­
RANEE, and has the exclusive licence for the 
sale of the American company's locomotives, 
generators, pumps and motors. 277 /35 
The French paper machinery engineers E .M. 
LAMOR T FILS obtain a licence from a Spanish 
nanufacturer for de-fibrating paper pulp. 
?279/23 
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HAAR FRANCE is formed at Garenne­
Colombes, Seine, by German interests to 
sell hydraulic equipment. 268/37 
The German manufacturer of metal-working 
machinery and tools PAUL F. PEDDINGHAUS 
forms a sales subsidiary at Strasbourg. 
270/20 
The French company AUTOMOBILES M. 
BERLIET obtains an exclusive licence from 
the German firm WOLFGANG MAASBERG 
CO for its high-pressure drain cleaning 
equipment. 281/30 
LOCOMOTEURS of France takes over 
MAGIRUS-DEUTZ-FRANCE, Paris, which 
like itself distributes heavy engineering 
equipment manufactured by the German 
company KLOECKNER-HUMBOLDT-DEUTZ. 
279/28 
The German firm ING. ALFRED SCHMIDT 
(mechanical winding equipment) backs 
FRANCE NEIGE at Annecy, Haute Savoie. 
275/27 
The American group ELLICOTT MACHINES 
(dredging and metallurgical plant) liquidates 
its Paris sales subsidiary. 275/29 
The Canadian company S. W. HOOPER 
(machinery for the paper industry) forms a 




STE INDUSTRIELLE DE MECANIQUE DE 
PRECISION AERONAUTIQUE is formed at 
Toulouse by Spanish capital. 264/21 
The German clock-makers GUENTHER & CO 
increase the capacity of their subsidiary at 
Soultz, Bas Rhin. 265/20 
38 
TRABON formed in Paris by the French 
group SCHNEIDER & CIE to use the pro­
cesses (automatically oiling precision 
machinery) of the American company 
TRABON ENGINEERING. 275/28 
The Swiss clock sellers JEAN PERRET & 
CIE form a subsidiary in Paris, 275/36 
CNIL ENGINEERING, LIFTING & HANDLING EQUIPMENT 
The two French firms ASCINTER and ASCEN­
SEURS OTIS merge under American control. 
259/26 
The Italian building machinery firm OFFICINE 
MORANDO forms EQUIPEMENT BRIQUETER -
IES MORANDO at Lyons, a subsidiary to make 
equipment for brick works, tile works and the 
ceramic industry. 283/28 
BELL EQUIPMENT of New York forms an in­
ternational subsidiary in Paris to sell its me­
cha.nical handling and civil engineering equip­
ment in Europe. 270/20 
SOPERI formed in Paris to be the agent for the 
lime and cement works equipment of one French 
company and three German companies . 
F261/23 
The French company STE ALSACIENNE 
D'ETUDES & DE TRAVAUX obtains a licence 
for mobile earth-moving equipment made by 
the German group DEMAG. 276/31 
AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY 
The Dutch manufacturer of agricultural ma­
chinery, VAN DER LE LY, forms a sales 
subsidiary at Alencon, Orne. 271/21 
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Several French civil engineering firms 
form STE AUXILIAIRE DE MATERIELS 
DE CANAUX in Paris to buy civil 
engineering equipment. 269 /22 
The Italian mechanical handling equipment 
manufacturer CERETTI & TANFANI 
increases the capital of its sales subsidiary 
in Paris. 269/27 
The Belgian civil engineering company 
CRIBLA forms a sales subsidiary in Paris . 
272/28 
OTO MELARA of Italy and AUTOMOBILES 
M. BERLIET of France sign a cooperation
agreement on civil engineering vehicles,
heavy capital equipment, etc. 273/22
LOUIS JONKER, CASCADE, the Dutch 
manufacturer of hydraulic cylinders and 
mechanical handling accessories, opens a 
branch at Montmorency. Seine & Oise. 
284/27 
DECHENTREITER FRANCE is formed in 
Paris by associated German and Dutch 
interests, to import and distribute agri -
cultural machinery. 273/14 
France 
MOTORS & ACCESSORIES 
STE ELECTROMECANIQUE JAPY, Paris, hands over its "motors" department to a companyit has formed under the same name. 285/21 
Negotiations are under way for the Americancompany HEWITT-ROBINS (gears and trans­mission equipment) to be taken over by the British group DAVID BROWN (transmission equipment, tractors), which would give the British company an indirect subsidiary in Paris. 280/30 
The French group HOTCHKISS-BRANDT formsa new subsidiary to specialize in hydraulic motors and transmission, particularly those of the British group DOWTY. 272/28 
The German company KOEBOE-KOHLER & BOVENKAMI (mechanical transmissionparts) forms a sales subsidiary at Rueil­Malmaison, Seine & Oise. 280/29 
39 
The London mechanica 1 engineering groupBIRFIELD negotiates for a larger share­holding in the French company GLAENZERSPICER (transmission shafting) with the majority shareholders, particularly the EMPAIN group. 275/28 
I METALLURGY 
The French metallurgical and engineering group UNIV ACIER reorganizes its activities and forms four new companies. 266/16 
SEPROM of Suresnes, Seine, takes over FRANCAISE THERMOTITE (protection offerrous metals). 271/29 
The French groups DENAIN-ANZIN and FOR­GES & ACIERIES DU NORD & DE L'EST decide on a financial merger, and hand over most ci their works in France to subsidiary companies. 279/30 
The steel selling agency LONGO-METAL takes over two of its subsidiaries. 272/29
The Belgian steel company FORGES DE LA JROVIDENCE merges two of its subsidiariesn France, STE METALLURGIQUE DE ... 'AXSNE and TUBES DE LA PROVIDENCE .81/31 
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FONDERIES DE BIACHE-ST VAAST handsover its sales of non-ferrous metals to a subsidiary formed jointly with the French group TREFIMETAUX. 267/21 
STE METALLURGIQUE D'AUBRIVES &VILLERUPT is taken over by STE DES FGNDERIES DE PONT-A-MOUSSON. 278/35 
STE INDUSTRIELLE DE FONDERIE D'ALUMINIUM of Courbevoie, Seine, takes over the manufacturing and commer­cial assets of three French companies withsimilar activities . 2 79 /2 9 
The French steel tubes manufacturer VALLOUREC takes over its Paris subsi­diary E LE CTROTUBE -SO LESMES. 280/31 
TREFIMETAUX of Paris (copper, alumini·· um) hands over control of BAR-LOR­FORGE (forgings, stampings and tooled castings) of Bar-sur-·Aube, Aube. to STEDES ACIERIES DE POMPEY. 283/29 
France 
STE DES FORGES & ATELIERS DU CREUSOT 
and ETS BOUCHAYER & VIALLET combine re­
sources for hydraulic valves and pressure pipes . 
272/27 
The New York group SIMMONS CO gains con­
trol of its associate, CONTINENTALE SIM­
MONS, which manufactures metal bed and fur­
niture upholstery. 267 /21 
The Belgian group COMPTOIR MOBILIER & 
FINANCIER increases the capital of its French 
subsidiary LAMINOIRS & ATELIERS DE JEU­
MONT (cold rolling soft and extra-soft steels). 
276/32 
The American company CAMERON IRON 
WORKS (valves and taps, particularly for the
oil industry) increases the capital of its Paris 
subsidiary from Ff 1 to Ff 8. 5 million. 
276/33 
ELECTRO-FEUILLE is formed in Paris to 
manufacture thin copper sheet by electrolysis; 
it is the result of an association between ANA -
CONDA of USA and the two French companies 
TREFIMETAUX and CEGEDUR. 277 /36 
MANUTUBE FRANCE forms a subsidiary at 
Aubervilliers, Seine, to run its 11 steel plated 
swimming pools 11 department. 262/28 
The German group MANNESMANN forms a 
third sales subsidiary in Paris, to specialize in 
hangars, silos, reservoirs, and receptacles . 
280/32 
GIBBON FRANCE is formed in Paris to sell the 
industrial furnaces of the British group WE L­
LINGTON TUBE HOLDINGS, of which it is the 
indirect subsidiary. 274/28 
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The French companies ACIERIES & TRE­
FILERIES DE NEUVES-MAISONS CHATIL­
LON and TISSMETAL, LIONEL-DUPONT, 
TESTE & CIE pool their production of 
hard steel wire and derivatives. 272/29 
The PENARROY A group gains control of 
two companies, GAMICHON & CARETTE 
and ARTHAUD & LA SELVE, both of 
which specialize in lead metallurgy. 
271/29 
CIE GENERALE DU DURALUMIN & DU 
CUIVRE-CEGEDUR, Paris, comes under 
joint control of the two French groups 
UGINE and PECHINEY. 279/30 
STE GENERALE DE FONDERIE increa­
ses its capital as a result of the property 
assets taken over from HAUTS FOUR­
NEAUX & FORGES DE SAULNES & 
GORCY and the industrial assets of CIE 
ELECTROMECANIQUE, and increases 
its sanitary engineering capacity. 272/29 
AMERICAN METAL CLIMAX changes its 
Paris office into a subsidiary company, 
CLIMAX MOLYBDENUM (all kinds of 
metallurgical work), 280/31 
The German manufacturer of aluminium 
goods, J. & A. ERBSLOEH forms a 
sales subsidiary in Paris. 260/27 
R. W. FRANCE, a company controlled by 
French capital, is appointed sole distri­
butor of the special steel goods made by 
the German company STAHLWERKE 
ROECHLING-BUDERUS. 260/28 and 
279/30 
The French company SERGOT and the 
German subsidiary of the BABCOCK & 
WILCOX group sign a commercial and 
industrial agreement for industrial 
valves. 260/27 
France 
STE DES MINES D'ANDERNY-CHEVILLON,Paris, takes over a shareholding in STE DE MOUTIERS (iron mines) from the Belgian me­tallurgical company COCKERILL-OUGREE. 281/31 
41 
The French company MINES DE KALI­SAINTE-THERESE hands over its interests in uranium to CIE FRANCAISEDES MINERAIS D 'URANIUM of Paris . F277 /29 
I OFFICE EQUIPMENT 
The French group BAIGNOL & FARGON takesover the rubber KOH -I-NOOR, which is of Austrian origin. F259 /31 
The American group SCM CORP forms a sub­sidiary in Paris to sell office equipment. 260/18 
The German manufacturer of ball -point pens and inks, JOSEF KREUZER formsa sales subsidiary at Montpellier. 264/29 
WILLY SCHEIDEGGER, the Swiss officeequipment company, forms a subsidiary and a typing school in Paris. 259/31 
OIL & GAS I 
The ANT AR group is to take over the distribu -tion network for the "Avia" and "Lys" brands from PETROFRANCE and its subsidiary CICOL. 271/29 
The French company UGP obtains a minority shareholding in UNION DES GAZ MODERNESof Paris, which sells liquid gas. 260/29 
Possible rapprochement between the distributionnetworks of OZO, TOTAL and CFR. 261/26 
Liquidation of the French company SOMOS,which was controlled by Franco-American interests and was to have built a butadiene plant at Arzew, in Algeria. 264/22 
Three French companies, LES TRAVAUXSOUTERRAINS, FORASO L and COSIFOR form a company in Paris for off-shore drilling,1amed FORAMER; the two foreign sharehol­iers are WERF GUSTO of the Netherlands and�NTREPRISES ACKERMANS & VAN HAAREN 1f Belgium. 277 /37 
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CFR takes over a subsidiary and distribu -tion business from the French companies DESMARAIS, CIE DELMAS-VIELJEUX and DOCKS DES ALCOOLS, CARBURANTS& LUBRIFIANTS. 280/33 
Liquidation of the French company SET­REL which was responsible for transpor­ting gas from Hassi R'Mel, Algeria, into Europe (260/29) and of SEMAREL, Neu illy, Seine, which was formed by BRP and GAZ DE FRANCE for researchinto the transport of Sahara gas to the Continent of Eu!'ope. 265/23 
The Belgian group PETROFINA 's Paris subsidiary and the ANTAR group promotean oil depot which has been built and is run by a new company with headquartersin Paris. 263/27 
I 
France 
The Belgian group SOLVAY takes a 26% 
interest in the consortium formed to build and 
run the steam cracking plant at Feyzin, Rhone, 
together with the French companies SNPA, 
PROGIL, UGINE and RHONE-ALPES. 277/36 
UGP builds a refinery at Nangis, Seine & 
Marne, forms a subsidiary company to run it 
and another to manage its pipeline. 284/29 
UIP and ANT AR form a subsidiary to run an 
oil depot at Limoges, Haute Vienne. 269/30 
The French oil distributors, DESMARAIS 
FRERES form STE FINANCIERE DESMARAIS 
POUR L'INDUSTRIE ET LE COMMERCE. 
281/33 
BRITISH PETROLEUM of London forms a new 
research subsidiary at Courbevoie, Seine, 
STE INTERNATIONALE DE RECHER CHE BP. 
277 /38 
S . 0 . M . BER THIOT of Paris takes over an 
optical company at Levallois, Seine, manufac­
turing "Foca" equipment. F270/26 
STE D'ETUDES & DE DEVELOPPEMENT DES 
INDUSTRIES MODERNES is formed at Plessis­
Robinson, Seine, with the backing of the French 
investment company LILLE, BONNIER ES & 
COLOMBES; it will specialize in radiology. 
285/26 
1COMPTOIR FRANCO-EUROPEEN DE DISTRI-
BUTION is formed in Paris by associated 
French and Swiss interests, to sell optical and 
electrical goods. 264/29 
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ROYAL DUTCH-SHELL forms a company 
in France to build and run the pipeline in 
France which is to link the Lavera-Karls­
ruhe pipeline to the future refinery at 
Cressier, Neuchatel, in Switzerland. 
273/25 
The French company ESSO STANDARD 
decides to equip its refinery at Port Jerome 
with a large capacity steam-cracking plant, 
282/30 
The American group UNION CARBIDE 
joins the French company PRODUITS 
CHIMIQUES PECHINEY-SAINT GOBAIN 
to form STE EUROPEENNE DES TAMIS 
MOLECULAIRES (equipment for proces­
sing liquids and gas). 284/29 
The American company PERM EA TOR 
grants rights to REGIE AUTONOME DES 
PETROLES for its process for fuller utili­
zation of oil deposits. F276/30 
The factory at Chalon-sur-Saone, which 
belongs to the French subsidiary of 
EASTMAN KODAK, is to produce fibres 
and sensitive surfaces for the whole 
European market. 279/34 
OR WO-FRANCE is formed in Paris to 
distribute the photographic equipment 
manufactured by the East German firm 
V .E .B. FILM-FABRIK WOLFEN. 
262/30 
ARMEL, a subsidiary of the French group 
CIE DES COMPTEURS, obtains a licence 
from the Swiss company FIRMENICH for 
a low cost chromatograph. 270/18 
France 
The German company ZEISS IKON gains con­trol of its sole agent in Paris and changes it in­to a subsidiary company, ZEISS IKON FRANCE to distribute cameras; at the same time it forms CARL ZEISS in Paris to distribute its scientific apparatus. 280/34 
43 
I PACKAGING I 
The group WEILL & CO and three other French bag manufacturers merge their interests in TEXAC which is owned by WEILL & co. 264/24 
The American paper group THE MEAD CORP takes a 40% interest in the French company ETS HABERMACHER & CIE (automatic packaging). 285/23 
The Mexican company T APON CORONA (metal corks and capsules) forms a manufacturing sub­sidiary in Paris, EURO BOUCHON METALLI­QUE. 281/31 
The British company AERO FILL (which manu -factures aerosols) forms a sales subsidiary at Boulogne, Seine. 285/23 
PAPETERIES LEON CLERGEAU of Nantes comes under the control of a Swedish group and is to specialize in corrugated cardboard. 268/25 
STE DE PAPETERIES AUBRY of Paris gains ontrol of STE DES PAPIERS ELECTRONIQU­ES, which deals in paper and plastics for elec­tronic components. 280/34 
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The French company LAFARGE EMBAL­LAGE negotiates to take over MARTIN­GUILLEMIN of Rethel, Ardennes (card­board and packaging). 285/24 
UNIPOL, of Marseilles and PECHINEY­SAINT-GOBAIN together form a company for plastic packaging for liquids. F260/28 
The French company USINE METALLUR­GIQUE DE MASSILY obtains a licence from the American firm ANCHOR HOC­KING GLASS CORP for closures for glass packages. 285/23 
STE DE FABRICATION D'EMBALLAGES PLASTIQUES is formed in Paris by the UNION FINANCIERE DE PARIS group. 284/31 
The French company PAPETERIE BLOUD & GAY is taken over by the Belgian com -pany PAPETERIES DE VIRGINAL. 272/30 
The American group INTERNATIONAL PAPER opens two packing paper factories in Martinique and Guadeloupe, and forms a sales subsidiary in Paris. 271/31 and 278/36 
France 44 
PHARMACEUTICALS I 
The American company PLOUGH negotiates anassociation to manufacture its patent medicinesin France. 260/30 
The French group FEVRIER, DECOISY, CHAMPION join two laboratories, at Boulogne and Montreuil, Seine, to form a new biochemi­cal company, LYOTHERA. 261/26 
The Dutch group UNILEVER forms SPECIALI­TES PHARMACEUTIQUES GIBBS at St. Denis, Seine, to manufacture goods under medical con -trol. 270/23 
The French company ETS. FOULD­SPRINGER hands over its "Biosynthesis Products" department for pharmaceuticalsand foodstuffs, to ORSAN of Paris. 261/18 
REXALL DRUG gains control of two labo­ratories at Lyons for pharmaceuticals anddietetic products. 268/27 
I PLASTICS I 
The British group IMPERIAL TOBACCO takesover ANSELM HOLDING (LONDON) (plastics for automobiles, the building industry, furni -ture, etc), thus gaining a shareholding in STEFRANCO-ANG LAISE DE PLASTIQUES of Lyons. 278/36 
British interests contribute to form FAPI inParis (reinforced plastic goods). 259 /30 
LA CELLOPHANE joins the Belgian group SOLVAY to form a new company, to which it hands over plant for the manufacture of waxedcloth, rubberized fabrics and plastic sheets. F283/23 
he French company PRODUITS CHIMIQUESE BALEYCOUR T, which is under British ontrol, takes over the clientele from ETS. LOUIS & CIE of Ecroubes, Meurthe & oselle, for "phtalic ester" plasticizers. 66/18 
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ALLIBERT BENEKE & CIE is formed atNeuilly, Seine, by French and Americaninterests, to manufacture and sell "wood flour" machines. 259/30 
ROYAL DUTCH SHELL and BADISCHE ANILIN decide to build a factory at Berrefor 45. 000 tons of polythene a year. 263/28 
The French chemical group NOBEL-BOZELtakes over ETS. POTIER of Brianne, Eure(polyester foam rubber for furnishings) (260/30) and forms MOUSSE FRANCE inParis to push the same brand. 278/37 
The American company GEORGE WOLOCHCO forms a subsidiary in Paris to sell plastics, rubber and machinery for these two industries. 274/30 
France 45 
I PRINTING & PUBLISHING 
UNION FINANCIERE DE PARIS gains controlof its associate, EDITIONS R. JULLIARD of Paris. 270/23 
The Dutch publishing and advertising company SPAARNESTAD INTERNATIONAL forms a sub­sidiary in Paris. 281/33 
The American publishing group HEARST opensa branch in Paris. 276/35 
S. A. DE PUBLICATIONS PERIODIQUES -IMPRIMERIE E . DESFOSSES - NEOGRA­VURE of Paris takes over IMPRIMERIE CHAIX and changes its own name to IM­PRIMERIE CHAIX-DESFOSSES-NEOGRA­VURE. 282/31 
The company EDITIONS SUGARMUSIC isformed in Paris by Italian interests . 283/34 
i RUBBER I 
The BERGOUGNAN group of Clermont-Ferrandbecomes a holding company and puts its manu -facturing work in France in the hands of a new subsidiary. 262/31 
The American chemical group W.R. GRACE &CO increases the capital of its Paris subsidiaryDEWALCO, which manufactures rubber goods. 280/36 
The French company KLEBER COLOMBES obtains a licence from the American companyRYAN AERONAUTICAL for its triangular "Flex Wing". 263/22 
The Belgian firm J . SA LICK sets up atSaint Quentin to manufacture latex and textile fibres. 263/30 
The German company EFFBE-MEMBRAN­ENWERK FRITZ BRUMME (anti··shock and anti -vibration rubber goods) sets up a sales subsidiary in Paris. 277 /39 
I TEXTILES 
LA CELLOPHANE of Paris hands over its "Cotton Textiles" departments at St. Priest, !sere, to LE BLAN & CIE of Lille. 261/27 
The American group COOPER TEXTILE formssubsidiary at Roisel, Aisne, to manufacture lastic fabrics. F269 /22 
e American textile group FIELDCREST ILLS forms a subsidiary in Paris to manufac­re and sell household linens, cotton textiles nd carpets. 276/36 
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The wool company JEAN NIZET of Montolieu, Aude, is taken over by KREG­LING ER S .A. F., the Paris subsidiary of a Belgian group. 262/31 
The British group COURTAULDS plans towiden its industrial interests in the North of France by taking over FINE SPINNERS& DOUBLERS of Manchester (264/26) and then, in association with the French groupPROUVOST, merging their production in the area in a new company, COURT AULDS.274/31 
France 
POL YFIBRES, of Remiremont, Vosges, the
joint subsidiary of the Italian textile group 
CHATILLON. (majority shareholder) and the
American rubber group FIRESTONE, is 
going to build and run a factory at St. Nabord,
Vosges, for rayon and nylon for reinforcing 
tyres, and for industrial rubber. 275/34 
The Dutch group AKU forms a subsidiary in 
1 Paris to sell man· made fibres and chemical 
fibres . 264/25 
The British ready-made clothing manufacturers
MONT AGUE BUR TON continue to establish 
themselves on the French market and are pre­
paring to open a number of shops there . 
272/32 
The French texti:e company SAINT FRERES 
is to act as agent for the moquette and carpets
of the German firm DURA TUFT ING . 
285/25 
The French company RHODIACET A is licensed 
by the Italian group MONTECATINI to manufac­
ture and sell polypropylene thread and fibre. 
264/27 
The OPTORn group forms a Guiana forestry
subsidiary in Paris. 263/32 
46 
BOUCLESA FRANCE is formed in Paris by
German capital, to sell carpets. 260/33 
The Dutch ready-made clothing manufac ··
turers, M.J. VAN DE WALL, form a 
sales subsidiary in Paris. 261/27 
The French, German and Italian hosiery
companies ETS PORON, HENGEL & CO
TRIKOT- & STRICKWARENFABRIK and 
RAGNO combine in order to bring out a 
new brand of beach wear. 272/32 
The Italian manufacturer of yarn and wool­
len textiles A. ZEGNA FILATI DI LANA 
PETTINATA forms a sales company in
Paris, STE DE TEXTILES ASTRUM­
FRANCE. 275/34 
STE BLICKLES INTERNATIONAL is 
for:rp.ed in Paris by French capital to distri­
bute textile goods (knitwear' sport and 
leisure wear) made by the German com -
pany BALTH. BLICKLE's Wwe KG. 
280/36 
DIV A formed at Xanrey, Moselle, by 
Franco-German interests for the timber
trade. 260/33 
I TOOLS & HARDWARE 
BA TIME NT FERR UR ES "BATIFER" is formed
at Forbach, Moselle, by German capital, for 
iron fittings and prefabricated parts for 
building. FJ83/35 
IRROWARE CO, which manufactures kitchen
forms a sales subsidiary in Paris. 
Opera Mundi - Europe No . S2 
JACK MIDHAGE of Stockholm joins its 
Frankfurt subsidiary to form a sales sub­
sidiary for tools, at Villier-sur-Marne. 
268/24 
The German firm WESER BAUELEMENTE
(frames for the building industry) forms a 
sales subsidiary at Auneuil, Oise. 
279/21 
France 
CIE DE FABRICATION DE VIS VIS-NOVA 
takes over STE BLACAS (cutting, stamping, 
embossing, etc) and changes its own name to 




The British travel agents GLOBAL OF LONDON 
gain control of VOYAGES FLANDRAC of Paris. 
277 /40 
The American pleasure boat builder, AR THUR 
PIVER, and his agent in Britain, are preparing 
to form TRIMARANS FRANCE in Paris, to 
manufacture and sell "Trimaran" boats . 
281/36 
The French company L'EUROPEENNE D'IN­
VESTISSEMENT & DE TOURISME (property 
for the tourist trade) is formed as a subsidiary 
of the Dutch group PHS. VAN OMMEREN. 
276/37 
THE RANK ORGANISATION forms a sub­
sidiary in France to develop motels, 
garages and service stations. 261/27 
The American coach-builder DIVCO 
WAYNE negotiates to form a subsidiary in 
France to build caravans and camping 
trailers. 273/15 
The two Paris subsidiaries of the American 
hotel group HILTON joln to form the re­
search company MOBERGE, which is to 
plan a diversification of business in the 
direction of motels and inns . 2 77 /39 
I TRADE & DISTRIBUTION 
Through assets contributed by the SUEZ group, 
DOCKS DE FRANCE gains complete control of 
SUPERMARCHES DOC of Paris. 281/35 
The SUEZ group forms a subsidiary, AUXILI­
AIRE DES SUPERMARCHES, to manage proper­
ty interests such as shops and shopping centres . 
267 /25 
BANQUE PASCHE of Geneva, which is linked 
with the French group CIC, forms LOGEMAC 
in Paris to sell mass-produced goods. 266/21 
The French group CFAO adds to its regional 
shopping centres and supermarkets, by forming 
MEDIS to cover the Marseilles area. 263/31 
Opera Mundi - Europe No . S2 
The Luxembourg holding company GENE -
RAL SHOPPING (which finances department 
stores) takes a 3% interest in UIS - UNION 
IMMOBILIERE DE SUPERMARCHES & 
CENTRES COMMERCIAUX of Paris. 
273/26 
Several banks and commercial companies 
form FRANCEXPA, Paris, for the export 
of agricultural products ('.2."i9/ :31); STE 
BEAUJOLIN and SIRIAC then increase 
their shareholdings in the new company, 
267 /26 
French and Yugoslav interests join to form 
COFYMEX in Paris for trade between 
France and Yugoslavia. 266/21 
France 
The Japanese import-export group TOYO 
MENKA changes its sales branch in Paris into 
a subsidiary company. F267 /15 
COTE D'IVOIRE D'AUJOURD'HUI formed in 
Paris by several French groups to encourage 
expansion of the Ivory Coast's foreign trade , 
266/22 
The KRUPP group finally forms a fuel import 
exchange in Paris, in association with French 
interests. 268/29 
The American group F .W. WOOLWORTH 
forms a second subsidiary in Paris to import and 
distribute mass-produced goods. 277 /40 
The French multiple store group DOCKS RE­
MOIS groups some of its trade shareholdings 
into a holding company. 282/33 
The American group INTERNATIONAL RE­
SEARCH CONSULTANTS (technical and commer­
cial links between the USA and Europe) forms a 
subsidiary in Paris. F282/21 
48 
CIE BANCAIRE joins STE D 'INVESTISSE­
MENTS IMMOBILIERS DE FRANCE to form 
three Paris companies to build shopping 
centres in housing areas to be developed in 
the provinces. 275/35 
The New York import-export firm ROOSE­
VELT TRADING forms a sales subsidiary 
in Paris, through its Hamburg subsidiary. 
268/29 
WIRACO formed in Paris as a subsidiary of 
the Swedish company CARL PERSSON & 
SOENER to deal in industrial, mineral and 
vegetable waste. 273/26 
Negotiations for the financial reorganization 
of STE DES GRANDES ENTREPRISES DE 
DISTRIBUTION INNO-FRANCE of Paris. 
284/32 
I TRANSPORT I 
The French ship-fitting group CETRAMAR be­
comes a joint-stock company and joins the Paris 
group AGPA to design and build ships to trans­
port methane. 271/33 
Four French groups form CIE GENERALE DE 
POUSSAGE in Paris, for transport on the 
Seine and the Valenciennes -Dunkirk canal. 
269/34 
The American forwarding agents D. C. AN­
DREWS form a subsidiary in Paris. F268/24 
The British company SEABOURNE SHIPPING 
forms a subsidiary in Paris for all kinds of 
transport. 278/38 
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CIE MARITIME DES CHARGEURS REUNIS 
takes over the whole shipping business of 
CIE FRAISSINET, and forms the NOUVELLE 
CIE DES PAQUEBOTS, in association with 
CIE DE NAVIGATION PAQUET. 280/37 
The Belgian company STE MARITIME AN­
VERSOISE forms a subsidiary in Paris for 
ship-fitting, chartering and marine insu­
rance. 280/37 
The Icelandic air transport company 
LOFTLEIDER opens an office in Paris. 
F277 /33 
The Belgian international transport company 
STE VVE DRAGUET & CO changes its 
branch at Ivry, Seine, into a subsidiary 
company. F277 /33 
France 
The French company ATELIERS DE CON­STRUCTION D'EPLUCHES forms a subsidiary in Paris, STE MOBILIERE INDUSTRIE LLE, which will buy, hire and lease rolling stock. 278/38 
49 
CIE GENERALE TRANSATLANTIQUE to represent two shipping companies belonging to the Israeli group SOMERFIN. 269 /34 
BURSPED FRANCE is formed in Paris by German capital, for international transport, 284/33 
I VARIOUS I 
Three companies of the French group CH. BORELLI (staff hire) merge and become EUROPE SECRETARIAT, Paris. F271/32 
The American company FLORSHEIM SHOE takes a shareholding in STE DES CHAUSSURES SIRIUS, Romans, Drome (luxury footwear). 282/27 
DOW CORNING of USA, SODECOM of Belgium and SISS and SCHNEIDER of France take shares in BARA. F259 /24 
VISURGIS FRANCE is formed in Paris by Swiss interests to manufacture and sell vee­belts, F276/33 
The German company VEREINIGTE PELZ­TIERFARMEN which rears and sells chinchil­las, opens a branch in Strasbourg. 281/36 
Opera Mundi - Europe No . S2 
The coal group BRITISH ANTHRACITE of Swansea hands over its interests in ETS CLEEVES, JACQUELINE & BRIZAY of Rouen to the French group STE COM -MERCIALE D'AFFRETEMENTS & DE COMBUSTIBLES, F276/34 
The American company IDEAL TOY forms a subsidiary in Paris to sell "Tammy" dolls. 265/25 
The French company SAINT-GOBAIN NUCLEAIRE obtains a licence from SAUNDERS-ROE & NUCLEAR ENTER­PRISES of Britain for "Betalight" nuclear lighting. 276/38 
PRESTOMARKS is formed in Paris by S·Niss interests to manufacture and sell transfers for fabrics, and other means of marking materials, 281/36 
France 50 I I  O P E R A T I O N S  O U T S I D E  T H E  C O M M U N I TY 
AUTOMOBILES I 
The Montreal company STE GENERALE DEFINANCEMENT provides the necessary backing to build a factory in Canada to as­semble RENAULT and PEUGEOT cars. 275/20 
RENAULT increatit;S Its shareholding in FASA - FABRICACION DE AUTOMOVILES of Madrid to 50%, and the Spanish companytakes a 50% interest in the sales company RENAULT ESPAN A. 284/19 
BANKING I 
STE GENERALE of Paris takes a sharehold­ing in the Spanish bank EUROBANCO. 262/ 26 
BUP joins other foreign groups in forming BANCO DEL NOROESTE in Spain, for the economic development of North-West, Spain.269/25 
BNCI of Paris forms a private bank in Mont­evideo, 276/27 
BUP of Paris groups its interests in the Maghreb countries in a bank formed at Casa­blanca, CIE MAROCAINE DE CREDIT & DE BANQUE, 281/28 
The activities of CREDIT L YONNAIS in theTogo Republic are taken over by a new bank at Lome. 260/24 
CREDIT FRANCAIS of Paris increases thecapital of its subsidiary in Geneva,, BAN­QUE INDUSTRIELLE & COMMERCIALE DE CREDIT from Sf 2 to Sf 5 million. 275/26 
STE CENTRALE DE BANQUE of Paris changes its branch at Tripoli into a 49%associate. 273/21 
CHEMICALS, PLASTICS AND PHARMACEUTICALS 
The French group MINES DE POTASSE D'ALSACE, acting through its subsidiary at Brazzaville, joins AMERICAN POTASH & CHEMICAL to mine potassium deposits atHolle, F261/20 
The French floor covering manufacturer ETS SOMMER grants the British company JOHN LAING & SON its "Tapiflex" patents.268/31 
Opera Mundi - Europe No, S2 
The French group LORILLEUX-LE FRANC(paints) forms a subsidiary at Halsingborg in Sweden, and signs an agreement with theBritish group BERGER, JENSON & NICH­OLSON to form joint subsidiaries in Aust­ralia and Jamaica. 264/16 
The French groups RHONE POULENC and ROUSSEL-UCLAF form a joint manufactur­ing subsidiary at Casablanca, Morocco. 26'8/26 
France 
The French company ISOLFEU (all kinds of 
heat insulation) forms a manufacturing sub­
sidiary in Geneva. 276/24 
The French company ETS KUHLMANN helps 
to form STE DES ENGRAIS DU SAINT­
LAURENT (chemical fertilizers) in Canada. 
F281/21 
The French company PARFUMS REVILLON 
forms a sales subsidiary in London and an­
other in New York. 282/24 
51 
The French company PERMO forms a sub­
sidiary in Madrid for water treatment and 
and purification. 278/28 
One of the Spanish subsidiaries of the French 
glass group SAINT-GOBAIN, called CRISTA­
LERIA ESPANOLA, is granted a "Float 
Glass" licence by PILKINGTON BROS. 
279/27 
CIVIL ENGINEERING AND BUILDING MATERIALS 
CIMENTS FRANCAIS helps to form CEM­
ENTOS DEL SUR at Madrid, which is build­
ing a cement works at Huelva. 271/22 
STE TECHNIQUE POUR L'UTILISATION 
DE LA PRECONTRAINTE-PROCEDES FRE­
YSSINET of Paris (prefabricating pre-stres­
sed parts) forms a company at Pully, with 
the aid of Swiss capital, to use its patents 
in Switzerland. 282/20 
The French civil engineering company PRO­
CEDES & MA TERIELS INDUSTRIELS 
forms its first foreign subsidiary in London, 
275/20 
The French company CIMENTS LAFARGE 
grants technical aid to the Swiss company 
GOLD BOND to build a factory for plaster 
panels and coverings. 284/20 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND ELECTRONICS 
The French group ARTHUR MARTIN takes 
a shareholding in MENA-LUX in Switzerland 
(household electrical appliances). 259/21 
The French company L' ELECTRONIQUE 
APPLIQUEE (radio electronics, telegraphy, 
etc) and the American electronics firm VIC­
TOREEN INSTRUMENT sign a mutual rep­
resentation agreement; the French company 
also obtains a licence. 273 /19 
CIE EUROPEENNE DE CALCULATEURS 
INDUSTRIELS & SCIENTIFIQUES of Paris 
opens a branch at Geneva. 274/22 
I FINANCE I 
BANCAIRE of Paris joins a group of Spanish FINACOR, a French finance company, and 
banks in forming UNION ESPANOLA DE CONTINENTAL OVERSEAS, an American 
FINANCIACION in Madrid, a loan company one, join to form MONECOR in New York, 
specializing in property loans. 261/22 which will handle all kinds of transactions on 
the international money market. 273/20 
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CIE FINANCIERE DE SUEZ, Paris forms a holding company in Geneva to administersome of its shareholdings abroad. 276/28 
52 
The BANQUE DE PARIS & DES PAYS-BAS forms a finance company in London, PARI­BAS NOMINEES. 284/23 
FOOD AND DRINK I 
The French biscuit company OLIBET makes 
Its shc1.reholding in the Spanish company LA IBERICA into a majority one. 260/25 
FROMAGERIES ROUSTANG forms a salessubsidiary in London. 261/23 
I MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS I 
The French management consultants groupPAUL PLANUS helps to form INVERPLAN at Madrid to develop foreign investment in Spamo 271/25 
The French company SEMA - STE D'ECON­OMIE & DE MATHEMATIQUE APPLIQUEE extends the METRA group by forming a company in Madrid, jointly with UNION IN-DUSTRIAL BANCARIA, for research into the problems of industry, commerce and management. 274/33 
[�_MECHANlCAL ENGlNEERlNG
The French company SACO MAT appomts the British company BAKER PERKINS as itsrepresentative for injection presses and rubber moulds. 280;29 
The American company PARSONS obtainsflexible transmission patents from the French company S E M HISPANO-SUIZA. 260/27 
STE D'ETUDES & DE CONSTRUCTION DEMACHINES POUR TOUTES INDUSTRIES of Villeurbanne, Rhone, which is the Frenchlicencee of the British group STEEL & CO, grants the British group a licence for its heavy engineering equipment, particularlyits drills. 274/26 
A subsidiary of the French group CIE DURONEO grants a Madrid firm a licence to make and sell its copying machines. 259/28 
The F:-:-ench engineers ANC CH BERTHIEZgrants the British firm BUTLER MACHINETOOL a licence for vertical lathes, drills, cutters, etc. 278/32 
METALLURGY 
PRODUITS CHIMIQUES DE THANN & DEMULHOUSE takes a minority shareholding in the Madagascan company SOTRASSUM. a subsidiary of PECHINEY-SAINT-GOBAIN(thorium ore). 266/16 
Opera Mundi -· Europe No. S2 
PENARROY A's plan to take a shareholding in the British group RTZ, is shelved for thetime being. 269/28 
France 
PECHINEY takes a direct minority share­
holding in the American company INTALCO 
ALUMINIUM, which is responsible for build­
ing an aluminium factory at Bellingham, 
Washington. 261/18 
The American metallurgical company HOWE 
SOUND which is associated with the 
French group PECHINEY, gives up manu­
facturing certain goods. 274/28 
53 
STRAFOR-HAUSERMAN of Strasbourg, 
which is under Franco-American control, 
opens a sales branch at Lausanne for metal 
panels and frames. 263/26 
I OIL AND GAS I 
EURAFREP and AUXIRAP form subsidiaries 
in Britain for prospecting in the North Sea. 
263/28 
Two French oil investment companies con­
cerned with drilling in the North Sea, COP­
AREX and EURAFREP, each form a subsid­
iary in London. 261/26 
The French group SNPA joins BP and SHELL 
to explore the East coast of the North ls­
land of New Zealand. F267 /23 
CIE INDUSTRIELLE & MARITIME SA of 
Paris backs SIGESTO, a new company for­
med in Geneva (gas and oil pipe-lines, sea 
port and airport oil installations, storage, 
transport and distribution). 272/30 
SNPA buys interests in research and drilling 
permits in Erg Iguidi from three Italian oil 
companies, OM, PETROSUD and SAIC!. 
276/34 
The French oil investment companies COF­
IREP and FRANCAREP form COFRASEA 
OIL CO in London for research in the North 
Sea. 281/32 
CFP forms STE TOTAL OCEAN INDIEN in 
order to take part in oil distribution in the 
Comoro Islands, Madagascar and the Mas­
carene Islands. 2 75 /30 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
UGP and RAP form STE KHMERE DE RAF­
FINAGE in Cambodia. 280/32 
The CFP group forms two new TOTAL sub­
sidiaries in London and plans to build a 
refinery at the mouth of the Humber. 263/27 
Two subsidiaries of BRP and six French or 
international oil groups form STE MALG­
ACHE DE RAFFINAGE to run a refinery at 
Tamatave, in Madagascar. 264/23 
The French oil groups UGP and CFP negot­
iate an association with INI of Madrid, to 
form a refining company. 274/31 
The SNPA group joins the American group 
ATLANTIC REFINING for prospecting 
rights in Australia. 283/31 
The French state-owned oil groups form STE 
DES. PETROLES D'IRAN, for off-shore 
prospecting in the Persian Gulf. 275/30 
The French companies FORENCO and FOR­
EX join to form a company for oil prospect­
ing in Brazil, at Salvador de Bahia. 279/32 
France 54 
[n,xnLES I 
The French group PROUVOST forms a sub­sidiary at Zug to sell its woollen goods in in Switzerland o 264/27 
TEXTIL of France, BURLINGTON INDUST­RIES of USA and SCHAPPE of Switzerland join to expand their production of texturized yarn in the German Federal Republic and Switzerlando 260/32 
HELlOTEX TIL INTERNATIONAL is formed at St. Gallen in Switzerland by French, German and Swiss interests to research and use new processes for textiles. 276/36 
The French group PROUVOST forms FRENCH WOOLS in London, in association with the British company JOHN LAING OF HAWICK, to sell its goods in Britain. 281/34 
The Paris fashion house CATHERINE DE POORTER opens a branch in Geneva o 277 /41 
A Basle associate of the French group TEX­TIL forms SCHAPPE··TEX to manufacture texturized polyester yarn. F263/31 
The French finance group ROTHSCHILD helps to form AREWA TEXTILES in Nigeria, through its Zurich associate HANDELSFIN­ANZ. 272/32
INTEBIS is formed at Oporto by French, American and Portuguese interests to manu­facture outerwear which will be sold under the trade mark cr. the French associate" 276/36 
[ VARIOUS I 
The French advertising agents Y. ALEX­ANDRE PUBLICITE join London and Munich agents to form a joint subsidiary in Geneva (260/28) which in turn forms an associate in Viennao 283/34 
The PATHE-CINEMA group forms another subsidiary in Londono 271/34 
The Swiss holding company of the French glass group CIE DE SAINT GOBAIN triples its capital and changes its name to SAINT GOBAIN INTERNATIONAL 284/25 
Opera Mundi - BJ.rope Noo S2 
Through its subsidiary at Abidjan, the French group RIVAUD & CIE joins German inter·­ests to form a company for wood veneering in the lvory Coast. 262/33 
A sales agency, SAMANACO is formed in Geneva by private French interests. 266/22 
The French company CLUB MEDITERRAN­EE forms a subsidiary at Berne to run a hotel at St. Moritz (F260/32), a subsidiary in Greece (F261/31) and another in Switzer­land to promote tourism in the Val d'Anniv­iers. 266/19 
Germany 55 
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Germany 56 l OPERA T ION S I N S I D E  T H E  COM M U N I TY 
I ADVERTISING I 
The Swedish advertising agency ARERIKSAFI -SCHER ING forms a subsidiary at Cologne. 274/19 The New York advertising group GREY ADVER­TISING takes a minority shareholding in WERBE­GRAM GES FUER WIRTSCHAFTSWERBUNG of Dusseldorf, 282/19 
The Swiss firm RINCO forms a company at Munich to produce and sell advertising films, RINCO FILM. 275/19 INTERMARCO of the Netherlands forms a subsidiary at Hamburg, 282/19 
I AIRCRAFT j 
The aeronautical engineering company ERNST HEINKEL is taken over by another German company in the same field, VEREINIGTE FLUGTECHNISCHE WERKE . 2 81/22 The American engineers BOEING take a 33% interest in the Munich aeronautical engineering group BOELKOW ENTWICKLUNGEN. 285/16 The American aeronautical engineers PIPER AIRCRAFT back a new company formed to co­ordinate the sales in Europe of the "Inka" air­craft. 268/18 
The German aeronautical engineering group DORNIER-WERKE forms a sales subsidiary at Munich. 273/14 SIEBEL-WERKE, MESSERSCHMIDT and BOLKOW-ENTWICKLUNGEN group their research into space rockets and helicopters in a joint subsidiary at Munich, B. M. S . -FLUGTECHNIK. 276/22 The American group ROCKWELL-STANDARD forms a subsidiary at IXisseldorf to sell and carry out maintenance on its "Aero Commander" planes (279/21); the director is Mr. Floyd R. Atchison of Zurich. 2 82/32 
r AUTOMOBILES. BICYCLES & ACCESSORIES 1 The mechanical engineering and steel group RHEINISCHE ST AHL WERKE gains control of HENSCHEL-WERKE of Kassel(which makes lorries, buses, special civil and military vehicles) which has long standing connections with American interests. 265/20 The State group SALZGITTER gains control of the BUESSING group of Braunschweig (lorries and buses) 271/21 Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
HELMUT WILK is taken over by the British company CARAVAN INTERNATIONAL (caravans and camping trailers). 269/33 VOLKSW AGENWERK takes a 50% interest in AUTO UNION which was up to now a wholly owned subsidiary of another German car man­ufacturer, DAIMLER BENZ. 276/22 
Germany 
The Italian group FIAT joins BUESSING to form a sales subsidiary at Munich for lorries and buses. 262/26 
JOHN G. TORGNER is formed at Hamburg by Swedish capital to sell "Artex" car accessories. 265/20 
The Dutch automobile engineers DAF change their subsidiary at Dusseldorf into DEUTSCHE DAF, a sales company, 276/23 
The British car accessories group TUDOR ACC­ESSORIES sets up its first sales subsidiary in Germany, at Krefeld. 266/15 
AUTONOVA of Zurich forms a subsidiary at Singen to sell car accessories. 264/28 
57 
The two German bicycle manufacturers SCHMINKE-WERKE and KARLKHOFF-WERKE form a joint sales subsidiary at Cloppenburg. 283/20 
The German SCHAEFFLER group sets up a subsidiary at Bamberg to specialize in "Festoon"plastic coating for cars. 269/31 
T ,U ,B, - TRANSPORTMITTEL is formed at Dusseldorf by Austrian interests to sell civil engineering vehicles and equipment. 266/16 
I BANKING j 
The London group S , G, W ARB UR G gains control of HANS W, PETERSEN of Frankfurt (263/26) in association with BANK OF LONDON AND SOUTH AMERICA, 270/19 
COMMERZBANK of Dusseldorf takes over control of the bank SANDOW of Peine from the mining and metallurgical group ILSEDER HUTTE 2 66/13 
HAMBURG-WESTAFRIKANISCHE HANDELS­BANK is formed at Hamburg by private interests (Ghanaian, Swiss and German) for West African banking, financial and commercial business , 281/29 
The American bank MORGAN GUARANTY TRUST changes its representative in Frankfurt into a branch, 274/23. 
The CLAAS group hands over the banking firm EGGERSTEDT & MORKEL to a new Hamburg bank, ALLGEMEINE HANDELSBANK. 271/26 
OLDENBURGISCHE LANDESBANK takes over a bank at Elsfleth, Weser specializing in shipping business, 261/22 
GENERAL SHOPPING of Luxembourg takes shares in the Dusseldorf bank KUNDEN KRED­ITBANK (,''inancing hire purchase transactions). 281/35 
I BUILDING I 
The Dutch building company FRIES BOUWBED-RIJF forms a subsidiary at Cologne. 272/19 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
Germany 
GUILDW A Y (DEUTSCH LAND) is formed at 
Hamburg by British capital to import and sell
prefabricated parts for houses. 274/20 
AMERICAN HOMES IMPORT is formed at Frank­
furt to sell and rent out houses prefabricated by 
the American company LEWIS MANUF ACTUR -
ING. 274/20 
BUILDING MATERIALS 
BFW-BETONFERTIGBAU WEST PAUL HAMMERS
& JOSEF KRAWINKEL (parts for standardized 
two-storey houses) is formed at Zans by two 
German cement companies. 2 84/21 
VAN BERGEN is formed at Materborn b. Kleve,
by Dutch capital, to sell building materials. 
262/21 
NORDDEUTSCHE SIPOREX is the sixth German
company to be set up to manufacture "Siporex" 
autoclaved (plaster and cement) concrete, under
Swedish licence. 274/20 
ERBES & CO of Switzerland (concrete plants)
backs a company at Gerlingen. 259/23 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
STE ROUTIERE COLAS of Paris takes a subs­
tantial shareholding in the Bonn civil engineering
company J. J, IPPENDOR F . 2 85 / 17 
The Austrian civil engineering company BAUGES
H. RE LIA & CO opens a branch at Munich. 
275/21 
58 
The Swedish specialists in prefabricated houses, 
YTONG, increase the capital of their manufact­
uring subsidiary at Schrobenhausen, Obbay to 
Dm 12 million, and open a second branch at · 
Dlisseldorf for their Munich subsidiary. 272/23
The British group INDEPENDENT ALUMINIUM
HOLDINGS (building parts made of aluminium)
forms a subsidiary at Ehrsen-Breden b. Schot­
mor, INDALPRESS ALUMINIUM. 281/22 
RIGIPS BAUSTOFFWERKE forms a manufact­
uring subsidiary at Gulstein, Boblingen for 
prefabricated plaster panels. 265/14 
The German company AGROB (bricks, terra 
cotta) gains complete control of GROSSPETER­
LINDEMANN of Grossk6nigsdorf, Cologne 
(sandstone pipes, building materials). 279/21
The Belgian company GYPROC-BENELUX 
(plaster and cement) forms a manufacturing 
and sales subsidiary at Dusseldorf. 278/25 
GAVLE VERKEN, the Swedish manufacturers 
of metal building materials, opens a branch at
Frankfurt. 282/29 
The French group STE DES GRANDS TRAVAUX
DE MARSEILLE SA sets up a civil engineering 
subsidiary at Essen. 272/22 
KOREMAN, a civil engineering firm, is formed
at Cologne by Dutch capital, 275/21 
I CHEMICALS I 
The German group BA YER gains control of a 
company at Heilbronn and hands it over to �ts
subsidiary AGFA-GEVAERT F261/29 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
The American group THE ST AND ARD OIL 
hands over to F ARBEN-F ABRIKEN BAYER its
process for producing acrylonitril from propy­
lene. 277 /2 8 
Germany 
The German company LESONALWERKE gains 
control of LUDWIGS & GERHARDS of Frankfurt 
(lacquer and varnish). 264/ 16 
The American chemical group W, R, GRACE 
increases the capital of its Hamburg subsidiary 
DAR.EX (silica gel) to Om 8. 7 million. 276/24 
AK CHEMIE, a member of the British group THE 
ASSOCIATED OCTEL, builds a factory at Bieb­
esheim for fire-fighting chemicals. 279/22 
Acting through its London subsidiary, the 
American group AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICAL 
forms a subsidiary at Dusseldorf to manufacture 
industrial gas, 283/22 
The German company FINE ORGANICS, which 
is controlled by American interests� forms a 
subsidiary at Mannheim for industrial detergents. 
265/13 
SUN CONTROL is formed at Sprendlingen to 
sell American manufactured chemicals for 
protection against the sun. 268/27 
The ink manufacturing group PELIKAN-WERKE 
of Hanover gains complete control of another 
German ink manufacturer, GREIF-WERKE 
DOW CHEMICAL plans to build two factories 
for latex-styrene-butadiene and styrofoam. 
278/26 
The American group OLIN MATHIESON CHEM­
ICAL forms a sales subsidiary at Dusseldorf. 
2 82/22 
59 
BANK FUER GEMEINWIRTSCHAFT of Frank­
furt hands over the control of BRENNT AG MIN -
ERALOEL, CHEMIKALIEN & SCHIFFAHRTS 
of Mulheim, Ruhr (chemicals, petrochemicals 
and petrol distribution) to the HUGO STINNES 
AG group. 280/24 
The Swiss company THEODOR CHRIST forms 
a subsidiary at Leonberg which will specialize 
in desalting water. 279/36 
RECKITT & COLMAN HOLDINGS forms 
NUGGET GOMPAGNIE at Ellerber, Hamburg 
to manufacture leather and plastic polish, 
282/23 
REXALL DRUG & CHEMICAL forms a sales 
subsidiary at Frankfurc 261/27 
The Belgian synthetic lubricants from LUBRICOR 
forms a sales subsidiary at Ludenscheid, 
269/23 
ROBERT BOWRAN & CO, the British manufact� 
urer of paints and varnish, forms a sales subsid­
iary at Huls" 
AMERICAN CY AN AMID forms its first factory 
in Europe for acrylamide,at Speyer, Mannheim" 
2 80/22 
The Swedish company SKOGSAGARNAS CELL­
ULOSA EXPORT forms SKOGGEL CELL ULOSE 
VERTRIEBS at Kronbert, Taunus, to sell 
cellulose, 2 81/24 
I CONTROL, MEASUREMENT AND AUTOMATION I 
The Swedish company C. E. JOHANSSON joins 
German capital to form a subsidiary at Bad 
Neuheim for precision measurement and control 
equipment, 264/20 
Opera Mundi - Europe No S2 
The British group TELEFLEX PRODUCTS 
forms a subsidiary at Essen, MATIN DYNAM­
ICS, to sell its electrical and mechanical 
control and command equipment, 27 8/34 
Germany 
The American group TEXTRON gains control of 
TREBEL-WERK of Ratingen (scientific measure­
ment and control equipment). 265/18 
60 
The British group FERRANTI appoints G. R. A. 




The German textile machinery firm "SPINTEX" SPINN- The German companies ADOLF MESSER and 
EREI-MASCHINENBAU STIEHL, FROMM & CO is KNAPSACK-GRIESHEIM pool their assets for 
taken over by the Stuttgart group ROBERT BOSCH 
which converts it to manufacture electrical equipment. 
272/21 and 285/19 
ERNST ROEDERSTEIN (condensers and electrical 
engineering and electronic equipment) takes over the 
Berlin company RICHARD JAHRE SPEZIALFABRIK 
FUER KONDENSATOREN. 283/24 
ELEKTRO MASCHINENBAU is formed in Germany 
by Swiss interests to manufacture and sell electrical 
equipment. 275/22 
DEUTSCH DETROIT is formed at Limburg to sell 
commercial refrigeration equipment manufactured 
by the Italian company ELETTRODOMESTICI MON­
FALCONE. 274/21 
S. E. S. -ELEKTROMATERIAL is formed in Germany 
by Swiss interests to sell electrical equipment. 
276/26 
The American company HUSSMANN REFRIGERATOR 
signs an agreement with the Dutch group VAN BERKEL 
to manufacture refrigerated show-cases for super­
markets in Germany. 274/21 
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES 
The Swiss company DUBE ELECTRIC forms a sales 
subsidiary at Hamburg. 261/19 
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electric welding, metal cutting and equipment 
for manufacturing electrodes and for liqui­
fying gas, and form a joint subsidiary at 
Frankfurt, MESSER GRIESHEIM. 273/18 
GARBE, LAHMEYER & CO ( electric motors 
transformers, etc) joins the ROBERT BOSCH 
group, Stuttgart. 285/18 
ASSOCIATED ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES of 
Britain hands over its shareholding in BIRKA 
REGULATOR of Berlin to its subsidiary at 
Solingen. 285/18 
The British company DUNBLANE CAGES 
( electrical equipment for poultry farming) 
forms a sales subsidiary, Dllsseldorf. 
264/28 
The British company PAINTON & CO (multi­
channel electric connectors) forms a sales 
subsidiary at Wuppertal. 274/21 
BERLIN NEW YORK KAEL TE HAND ELS is 
formed in Berlin to import refrigerators 
from the United States. 266 / 12 
Germany 
HEAVY ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
The German group FELTEN & GUILLEAUME, which is under Luxembourg control, hands overthe manufacture of electric cables to a new company at Nuremberg, over which it has indirect control, jointly with the Dutch groupPHILIPS. 261/19 
RADIO, SOUND & T. V. 
The British company ART & SOUND forms a sub­sidiary at Dusseldorf to sell gramophone records.271/34 
61 
The Berlin holding company BERGMAN ELEC­TRICITAETS-WERKE takes a majority share� holding in the Dlisseldorf electrical engineeringcompany CONTINENTAL ELEKTROINDUS­TRIE. 276/25 
The Belgian company CONFIRMEX (importand export of radio and TV sets) opens a branch at Aix-la-Chapelle. 283/22 
[ ELECTRONICS J 
The German electronic computer company ZUSE is taken over completely by BROWN,BOVERI & CIE of Mannheim. 274/22 
TELEFUNKEN of Berlin takes over ELEKTRON­ISCHE & LUFTFAHRTGERAETE (electronic equipment for aircraft, vehicles, weapons etc) from the American group GENERAL ELECTRIC.285/20 
The New York company TRYGON ELECTRONICS(rectifiers) forms a manufacturing subsidiary at Munich. 278/29 
The Dutch group PHILIPS forms a subsidiary atHamburg for industrial electronics. 267 / 17 
TWKELEKTRONIK of Dusseldorf becomes the distributor for electronic components manufact­ured by the British company GEMCO (ELEC­TRONICS). 276/26 
SPERRY RAND forms a sales subsidiary atMunich for scientific electronic equipment (compasses, stabilizers, radar equipment etc.)262/25 
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CLEVITE of Cleveland hands over its semi­conductor division to the LT, T, group 2 83/24.and 284/22 
The German group SIEMENS & HALSKE signs a mutual agreement with the American companyR, C. A, - RADIO CORP. of AMERICA for the manufacture and sale of computers. 2 85 / 19 
The American group INTERNATIONAL REC�TIFIER forms a company at Frankfurt for the sale of diodes and semi-conductors. 261/21 
The American optical and electronic equipmentcompany CHARLES BROWN & CO forms a sales subsidiary at Frankfurt. 275/24 
The British group THE RANK ORGANISATIONforms a subsidiary at Frankfurt to sell its "Xeronic" electronic printers. 279/24 
MACHINES BULL enables its Cologne subsidiaryto build up a sales network. 261/20 
Germany 62 
I ENGINEERING I 
The German group PREUSSAG takes a minority interest in the mine-engineering and oil companyBPG-BERGBAU-PLANNING, of Essen o 263/23 
The French company STE ALSACIENNE DE CHEMISAGE-ALCHEMINE (chimney proofing specialists) forms a subsidiary at Kehl to use itspatents o 285/27 
A firm of building engineers, INTEGRAL INGEN­IEUR is formed at Dlisseldorf by Belgian capital 0 276/26 
CHEMICAL & INDUSTRIAL CORP O, a member ofthe American group C o & L GIRDLER INTER­NATIONAL of Nassau-Bahamas, increases the capital of its Du'sseldorf subsidiary, INTERN AT�IONAL MATERIAL TRADING (chemical and petrochemical engineering) to Om 1 million, aten-fold increase O 276/33 
The American company READING & BATES OFFSHORE DRILLING forms an engineering and drilling company at Emden, 270/22 
The Swiss company CHEMAP forms a chemical engineering subsidiary at DUsseldorf,262/25 
The German chemical engineering companyFRIED o KRUPP CHEMIEANLAGENBAU is granted a number of licences by BELGE DE L'AZO TE & DES PRODUITS CHIMIQUES DUMAR LY, which will enable it to build new industrial planL 273/17 
I FINANCE 
Two investment companies at Frankfurt, EURO­PAFONDS and ATLANTIC FONDS are taken overby UNION INVESTMENT, in which three Swiss banks are the main shareholders. 274/23 
L 'UNION FINANCIERE DE PARIS takes optionfrom the German bank BANK FUER GEMEIN­WIRTSCHAFT on 51% of the shares in its subsidiary at Frankfurt, INVESTITIONS && HANDELSBANK, 280/25 
[FooD AND DRINK J 
NORDHARZER ZUCKER of Schladen, Uarz takesover another German sugar company, 269/26 
BIER IMPORT & VERTRIEB is formed at Mills­tatt, Baden by associated French and German interests, to import foreign beer O 271/26 
The British chocolate and confectionery companyROWNTREE & CO LTD, York, takes over assetsfrom a German company in the same line of business, STOCKMANNWERK, and they form a
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The Hanover biscuit company BAHLSEN takesa shareholding in FLESSNER of Neu Isenburg ("potato chips") (271/26) and gains control of the Munich biscuit company FEURICH KEKS 0 
RADOLFWERKE is taken over by the Swisscompany HUEGLI (soup manufacturers), 271 /27 
Germany 
joint subsidiary at Hamburg-Wandsbek, 
273/21 and 282/27 
MANNA-FUTTERMITIEL is formed at Baal 
by Belgian interests to manufacture and sell 
cattle foods, 267 /14 
The British company JAMES ROBERTSON & 
SONS (tinned fruit and jams)forms a sales sub­
sidiary at Hamburg, 2 59 /24 
LA GRANDE CA VE is formed at Frankfurt with 
French capital for the sale of Burgundy wines, 
THOMAS-BASSOT, a producer of Burgundy wines, 
opens a branch at Mainz, 259/23 
TREBONA, a sales company for cattle food, is 
formed at Hamburg by Dutch interests, 266/13 
MAIN-TAUNUS-RESTAURANT is formed at 
Frankfurt by the Swiss company EPICURA 
HOLDING to use its "Movenpick" restaurant 
system, 276/29 
AUJOUX & CIE, Burgundy wine merchants, form 
a subsidiary at Cologne, 277 /31 
The Dutch company GEBR . LAMERS which sell 
fruit and vegetables, opens a branch at Gel sen -
kirchen, 283/27 
The German company JENAER GLASWERK 
joins the French group SOVIREL to form a sales 
company for ''Piroflam" flame-proof ware, at 
Bruhl, Cologne. 269/27 
63 
The German mineral water and soft-drink manu­
facturers QUELLENLEHNIG takes over the 
"Karl Drackmeier" group (breweries "cham­
pagne", hotels, mineral waters.) 276/29 
CONFITURES & CONSERVERIES WILLIAM 
SAURIN of France forms a subsidiary at 
Coblenz, 2 84/24 
The French chocolate company IBLED forms a 
sales network in Germany, and a subsidiary at 
Aix-la-Chapelle. 259/24 
The German company KARL FLACH (drinks) 
forms AFRI-COLA & BLUMA CENTRALE at 
Cologne for its sales activities abroad, 266/13 
The Dutch sales company for deep-frozen 
products DIEPVRIES PRODUCTEN EUROFROST 
forms a subsidiary at Dusseldorf, 2 84/24 
The Italian wine merchants MONTI MARCO� 
LUNGO open a branch at Neumagen, Mosel, 
276/29 
Four Swiss holding companies form a company 
at Dissen to sell tinned foods, GEBR .SCHULE 
FLEISCHWAREN - VERTRIEB. 280/26 
The British company LIPTON forms a subsidiary 
at Hamburg to sell tea. 2 84/24 
UPRIGHT ASSOCIATES of New York take a 
2 5% interest in The German company LANISSA 
GLAS (blown glass) which was already 
American controlled, 271/27 
HEATING, REFRIGERATION, AIR-CONDITIONING, VENTILATION 
The British company THOMAS POTTER TON 
(gas burners and heaters) sets up a company in 
Germany to coordinate and extend its sales 
there, 276/32 
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The American company TACO HEATERS forms 
a sales subsidiary at Stockach for heating 
equipment. 259/25 
Germany
The American group TRANE opens offices at
Cologne to sell ventilating and heating equip­
ment. 259 / 27, 
The American group NUMATICS (ventilating and
air-conditioning equipment) opens a sales sub­
sidiary at Bonn, 278/31 
NATIONWIDE MUTUAL INSURANCE of U,S,A,
establishes itself in Europe by forming a subsid·�
iary in Frankfurt, in association with the German
mail order house NECKER MANN VERSAND, 
257 /27 
The British SUN INSURANCE OFFICE opens a
branch in Bremen_ 264, 20 
The Dutch insurance group "NILLMIJ" obtains a
permit to extend its business to the German 
Federal Republic (264/14) and opens a branch in
D\.isseldorL 274/25 
64
The American manufacturers of refrigerating
and air�conditioning equipment KENMORE 
MACHINE PRODUCTS form a sales subsidiary
at Cologne, 269/23 
BERLINISCHE FEUER-VERSICHERUNGS ..
ANST ALT of Munich and Berlin in now the only
remaining German shareholder in the insurance 
company SAAR �RHEIN, and it is associated in
the company with LA PROTECTRICE of Paris, 
276/13 
The Swiss group WINTERTHUR forms a credit





The British company SIMSON & McCONECHY
forms a subsidiary at Frankfurt to import and 
sell leather and skins, 279/37
The Belgian company GYMA (leather clothing)
opt'ns a branch at Frankfurt, 2 81/35 
[----· - - ·-· ------ --- -------- ----- ��,. MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS --=- ·�-- -�-• •• n -- - -- ·- -- � - �-- •• · ---
The Swiss company PRIVATE INVESTMENT 
(control and management) forms a subsidiary at
Frankfurt, 263/25 
A new marketing and financial consulrantcy
firm is formed at Frankfurt by American 
capital, with the name GENERAL SERVICE,
276/33 
�'·---·-- - -----�--�--- . .J MECHANICAL ENGINEERING - --
LIGHT ENGINEERING
WOTAN-WERKE, which is controlled by
American interests, gains control of VERE�
INGIGTE WERKZEUGMASCHINENF ABRIKEN
(machine tools), 265/18 
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The British firm KEX INDUSTRIAL SERVICES
(dry cleaning machmery) takes a 50% rnterest 
in REINIGUNGS VERLEIN of Bochum., 277 1 34
Germany 
The Chicago group STEW ART-WARNER gains 
control of the American company THOR POWER 
TOOL CO (tools, pneumatic and electrical equip­
ment), thus acquiring a subsidiary at Cologne. 
278/34 
SIGNODE of Chicago takes over ELASTIC of 
Frankfurt (hooping machines) from another Amer­
ican group. 268/24 
WILLIAMSON & CO, the American manufacturers 
of stereotyping machinery, form a sales subsidiary 
at Stuttgart. F270/30 
A subsidiary of ROBERT BOSCH of Stuttgart gains 
control of GEBR. HOELLER oHG of Bergisch­
Gladbach (machinery for packaging pharmaceut­
icals and foods). 268/24 
The British group BIRFIELD gains control of 
GELENKWELLENBAU of Essen ( axles for 
motors) 262/27 
The American group CROSS doubles the scale of 
its German subsidiary GROSS-EUROPA WERK 
(machine tools and equipment for the metall­
urgical industry). 276/31 
GILDEMEISTER-DEV LIEG SYSTEMWERKZE 
ZEUGE is formed at Senne by associated German 
and American interests, to manufacture adjustable 
tools which can be used for many purposes. 
278/33 
The British machine tools and precision tools 
company THE TAP & DIE CORP. forms a sales 
subsidiary at Dusseldorf, BOP A. 276/30 and 
280/29 
The German heavy engineering group SCHIESS 
joins Swiss interests to form a company at 
Dusseldorf for car washing equipment. 278/31/32 
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65 
The British firm KEX INDUSTRIAL SERVICES 
(dry cleaning machinery) takes a SO% interest 
in REINIGUNGS VERLEIN of Bochum. 277 /34 
The American groups RHEEM MANUFACTURING 
and HOFFMAN INTERNATIONAL reach an 
agreement for the German company HOFFMAN 
MASCHINEN (laundering and pressing machinery, 
etc) to be taken over by RHEEM MANUFACT­
URING. 2 85/22 
AS/GAARD is formed at Leck by Danish 
interests to sell cattle feeding equipment. 260/33 
The American group OILGEAR forms a subsid� 
iary at Frankfurt to manufacture pumps and 
hydraulic equipment. 277 /33 
K.S.B. of Frankenthal takes a large sharehold­
ing in EHRHARDT & SEHMER of Saarbrucken 
(pumps and compressors). 264/21 
The British company LIGHTNIN MIXERS, con 
trolled by Anglo-American interests, forms a 
sales subsidiary at Frankfurt for mixers and 
agitators for liquids. 2 6 7 / 1 5  
The Belgian machine !ool manufacturer 
ANCIENS ETS. RAOUL TOUSSAINT forms a 
sah�s subsidiary at Aix�la-Chapelle, 276/31 
MOTRA of the Netherlands (fire-fighting equip­
ment) forms a sales subsidiary at Emmerich. 
260/27 
The American company NASH ENGINEERING 
forms a subsidiary at Frankfurt to sell its 
machines, pumps and compressors. 275/29 
The British pump manufacturer SEALED MOTOR 
CONSTRUCTION forms a sales company at 
Bochum. 278/32 
Germany 
Th(: American textile machinery firm SACO­
LOWELL TEXTILE MACHINERY forms a sales
subsidiary at Frankfurt. 2 84/2 8 
HEAVY ENGINEERING 
The German mechanical engineering group 
MUNCH -HANSEMANN forms a subsidiary at 
Frankfurt for coordinating and investment purposes. 
279/34 
PRECISION ENGINEERING 
BILOFIX -SPIELW AREN is formed at Lorrach by 
associated Swiss and Danish interests to sell 
aircraft models. 268/31 
The Swiss watch-making company RENO forms 
a sales subsidiary at Pforzheim. 264/29 
AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY 
The American group DEERE & CO has chosen 
Heidelberg as the new centre for coordinating its 
activities in Europe, which were previously 
centred on Zug, in Switzerland. 268/18 
The Belgian agricultural machinery company F. 
VANDENABEELE forms a sales subsidiary at 
Ibbenburen. F277 /25 
66 
The British firm HAMWORTHY PU1'v1PS co­
ordinates its pumps with those manufactured 
by the German company GOTTHARD ALL­
WEILER. 260/26 
BANK FUER GEMEINWIRTSCHAFT of Frankfurt 
hands over the control of ATLAS WERKE of 
Bremen (shipyards, heavy machinery, engines, 
etc) to the FRIED. KRUPP group. 2 80/24 
The American group ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS 
gains complete control of its German subsidiary 
I. T. W. - HENTZEN (precision machine tools)
276/30
The German mechanical engineering group 
FICHTEL & SACHS considers taking over 
complete control of the agricultural machinery 
company FELLA-WERKE of Fencht. 279/20 
The Austrian agricultural machinery company 
ALOIS POETTINGER & CO forms a sales 
subsidiary at Munich. 274/27 
LIFTING, MECHANICAL HANDLING AND CIVIL ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT 
IBAG INTERNATIONALE BAUMASCHINEN-
F ABR TK of Neustadt (machinery for the building 
industry) is taken over by the German group 
"Fritz Meyer". 266/15 
TOTE SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL is formed at 
Frankfurt to use American patents for handling 
powdery goods. 268/31 
The German subsidiary of the Austrian firm 
FRANZ PLASSER (civil engineering equipnent) 
opens a branch at Munich. 267 /20 
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RI CHIER, the leading French civil engineer­
ing equipment firm, forms a subsidiary at 
Cologne. 275/28 
The German aeronautical engineer ERNST 
HEINKEL obtains a licence from ALBERT 
STUEBBE of Vlotho, Weser for mechanical 
handling equipment. 266/14 
BRAILEY & CO is formed at Hutten Kr, 
Sackingen by British interests to sell building 
machinery. 27 8/34 
Germany 
The French civil engineering equipment 
company TRACTEM forms a sales subsidiary 
at Wiesbaden. 277 /34 
67 
1:- METALLURGY I 
The Swiss company for sheet metal pipes, etc. 
WALTER SCHMIDLIN, forms a sales subsidiary 
at Cologne. 26 8/2 5 
L. POSSEHL & CO of Lubeck takes a minority
shareholding in DEUTSCHER EISENHANDEL of
Berlin (ore and metal merchants). 269/28
The German _boiler-maker companies MUELLER­
SCHUSS and SAMESREUTHER merge and form 
S ,M,S. 261/24 
GEBR .ROEDER of Darmstadt (cookers, and 
kitchen equipment) passes under 40% ownership 
of MASCHINENFABRIK GOEBEL. 278/32 
The Austrian undertaking RANSHOFENBERN­
DORF plans to build a foundry at Sombach, 
Bavaria. 265 /21 
The German steel group ATH takes over HAND­
ELSUNION of Dusseldorf. 
The German company NUKEM and the UK A. E. A. 
form NUKLEARDIENST at Wolfgang bei Hanau for 
the manufacture and treatment of fuel elements 
for reactors. 2 83 /2 8 
The American company KENNAMETAL (fine 
metallurgy) forms a sales subsidiary at Frank­
furt. 260/2 8 
The American company STRATOFLEX (precision 
pipes and joints for liquids and gases) forms a 
sales subsidiary at Frankfurt. 267 /21 
The export department of the Belgian metallurg­
ical group PHENIX WORKS forms a subsidiary at 
Diisseldorf, EUR INTER META LL HANDEL. 
278/35 
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The American steel group CRUCIBLE STEEL 
forms a sales subsidiary at Dusseldorf. 269/27 
and 28 
The Dusseldorf steel company STAHL­
ROEHRENWERK REISHOLZ gains control of 
KRITZLER of Holzhausen, Siegen (precision 
tubes). 265/21 
The German company WESTFALISCHE DRAH­
TINDUSTRIE (metal wire and cables) rejoins 
the KRUPP group. 276/32 
A foundry company, ELEKTROLEGIERUN­
GSWERK, is formed at Wengern by associated 
German and American interests. 264/22 
The American company METALLURG 
increases the capital of its manufacturing sub­
sidiary at Diisseldorf (iron alloys) to OM 50 
million 274/28. 
The German automobile coach-work company 
WILHELM KARMANN forms a subsidiary to 
run its second factory at Rheine, Westphalia. 
272/22 
The Franco-American company WHEEL­
ABRATOR-ALLEVARD (abrasive steel shot) 
forms a sales subsidiary at Cologne. 259/27 
A mutual representation agreement is signed 
for steel tubes by the Dutch and German 
metallurgical companies ROEHREN & SCHWEI -
SSWERK GEBR. FUCHS and MET AALBUIZEN -
F ABRIEK MIJ. "EXCELSIOR". 2 82/2 8 
Germany 
SEWIRE is formed at Hamburg by German and Finnish interests to deal in steels and metals. 270/21 
The American company W .S. TYLER forms a subsidiary at Velde to sell its filters and metal sieves. 280/32 
68 
I MOTORS AND ACCESSORIES I 
MARQUADT of Augsburg is taken over by GOETZEWERKE FR. GOETZE of Dt'isseldorf (segments , pistons and engine joints.) 266/14 
The British small combusion engine manufact­urers THE VILLIERS ENGINEERING CO close down their subsidiary at Bremen. 283/28 
The German mechanical engineering company MAN obtains a licence from THE ENG LISH ELECTRIC CO of London , for turbo-prop engines. 278/32 
The two German mechanical engineering groups KLOECKNER-HUMBOLDT-DEUTZ and NSU MOTORENWERKE join to form DEUTZ-NSU-VERTRIEBSGES FUER NSU­WANKEL-MOTOREN at Cologne to market the "Otto" rotary engine internationally. 282/28 
The Japanese group KOYO SEIKO helps to form a company at Hamburg to sell its ball bearings. 274/27 
I OFFICE EQUIPMENT I 
AMERICAN PHOTOCOPY EQUIPMENT forms a subsidiary at Frankfurt to coordinate its sales activities. 259 /28 
The Rotterdam holding company INTERNA TIO gains control of BUEROEINRICHTUNGSHAUS WINTER of Dt'isseldorf (office furnishing , and the sale of office equipment). 281/36 
The French group A .J. FAGARD forms a subsidiary at Kaufbeuren to use the "Watermann" brand for office equipment, 270/25 
The American office machinery and equip­r,1ent company A . B. DICK forms a sales company at Frankfurt. 276/33 
I OIL AND GAS I 
DEA gains complete control of RHEINPREUS­SEN of Hornberg (petroleum distribution) . 260/29 
Eight German companies form DEUTSCHE GES. FUER GASTRANSPORT at Dt'isseldorf, to build the gas pipeline to bring gas from Gro­ningen in the Netherlands, to Germany. 267 /22 
THYSSEN-BORNEMISZA hands over half of the Germa.n company THYSSENSCHE GAS & WAS­SER WERKE (gas distribution) to the oil groups 
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ESSO and ROY AL DUTCH negotiate to increase their shareholdings in GESERK­SCHAFT ELWERATH of Hanover, in order to control it jointly. 269/30 
The American group TEXACO forms a sales subsidiary at Hamburg. 269/29 
The French drilling company GEOSER­VICES opens a branch at Hanover for prospecting in the North Sea. 264/22 
Germany 
STANDARD OIL CO OF NEW JERSEY and 
ROYAL DUTCH SHELL. 273/24 and 284/25 
The American group SIGNAL OIL & GAS 
opens an indirect branch at Diisseldorf, for 
exploration. 267 /22 
CALIFORNIA OIL DEUTSCHLAND is formed 
at Frankfurt for oil and gas research on land 
and beneath the sea. 278/36 
MARA THON OIL takes over a distribution net­
work in the Saar (261/28) and forms an indus­
trial subsidiary at Frankfurt. 279/31 
SINCLAIR OIL opens a branch at Essen. 
F262/30 
69 
The German groups FARBWERKE HOECHST 
(chemicals) and WINTERSHALL (oil) nego­
tiate an association with the British group 
BP and the American group MARATHON 
OIL, to build a fifth refinery in South Ger­
many. 2 74/29 
The American oil group THE SUPERIOR 
OIL CO forms a subsidiary at Diisseldorf 
for research, stocking, processing, trans­
port and sale. 281/32 
HOBY TECHNISCHE AR TIKE L is formed 
with Swedish capital at Kupfermclhle to 
sell products connected with the oil 
industry. 277 /38 
I OPTICS, PHOTOGRAPHY, CINEMA I 
The German optical and photographic equipment 
company C .A. STEINHEIL SOEHNE OPTISCHE 
WERKE gives up its shareholding in !HAGEE 
EXACTAPHOTO of Munich. 284/30 
AGFA of Germany and GEVAERT of Belgium 
reorganize their manufacturing side, and AGFA­
GEVAERT is formed in Germany. 259/28 
The American group EASTMAN KODAK arran -
ges for the Stuttgart-Wangen factory of its Ger­
man subsidiary to manufacture cameras and 
accessories for the whole of the European 
market. 279/34 
HANNS PORST of Nuremberg forms a subsi -
diary to sell its optical equipment by the mail -
order system. 262/30 
The American cinema screen maker RADIANT 
MFG. forms a sales subsidiary at Nuremberg. 
268/31 
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The American company PROJECTION 
OPTICS joins the Swiss finance company 
INTEROPTIC to form a company at Aix­
la-Chapelle to manufacture and sell pro­
jection and audio-visual equipment. 281/33 
The American company TITMUS OPTICAL 
forms a subsidiary at Frankfurt to sell its 
contact lenses in Europe. 266/13 
The Japanese company MINOLTA CAMERA 
opens an office at Hamburg to represent it 
in Europe. 284/29 
The Japanese group SANKYO SEIKI forms 
a sales subsidiary at Diisseldorf (cameras 
and projectors). 264/25 
SAPHIRA INTERNATIONAL BRILLENMODE 
is formed at Munich by Brazilian interests 
to sell optical goods. F271/32 
Germany 70 
I p ACKAGING I 
AMERICAN CAN forms a subsidiary at Coblenz 
to manufacture "Dixie" and "Marathon" packaging. 
260/30 
J. W. ZANDERS FEINPAPIERF ABRIK of Bergisch 
Gladbach takes over the German paper company 
FELIX HEINR. SCHOELLER. 284/30 
The Swedish group MO OCH DOMSJO forms a 
subsidiary at Wiesbaden to sell cellulose. 266/13 
The American packaging group GARLOCK forms 
a manufacturing subsidiary at Dusseldorf, 
2 82/31 
ROSENDAHLS FABRIKER of Sweden forms a 
subsidiary at Frankfurt to sell stencils, carbon 
paper, typing ribbons, etc. F262/27 
I PHARMACEUTICALS 
] 
The British pharmaceutical group G LAX O forms 
a manufacturing subsidiary at Diisseldorf. 2 82/31 
The French company EUTHERAPIE forms a sub­
sidiary at Saarbrucken to sell pharmaceuticals 
made at the SER VIER laboratories at Orleans. 
270/23 
KENCED is formed at Wiesbaden by KENDALL 
of USA and CEDERROTH TEKNISKA of Sweden. 
275/31 
H. G. VAN LEEUWEN, a pharmaceutical 
company, is formed at Leichlingen with Dutch 
capital. 264/24 
The Frankfurt sales subsidiary of the American 
pharmaceutical group REXALL DRUG &
CHEMICAL opens a branch at Dusseldorf. 
280/35 
[ PLASTicsJ-
The textile firm TUCHFABRIK-BARTHOLOMAEUS 
& GLEIN, of Eschwege is taken over by KAUTEX­
WERKE of Hangelar, and converted to manufac­
ture plastic packaging. F264/24 
The Munich rubber and plastic company METZE­
LER takes over two German firms for polystrol 
tubes, panels and sheeting. 285/28 
VYNCOLUX PRESSTOFF is formed at Cologne 
with Belgian capital for moulded sanitary ware. 
263/28 
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ESSO of Hamburg takes over BISTERFELD &
STOL TING (plastic moulded parts). 269 /32 
GERDES & CO joins Belgian interests to form 
a subsidiary at Schwelm for moulded plastics, 
261/26 
ENGROSPLAST is formed at Dusseldorf with 
Swiss capital to import and export raw 
materials for the plastics industry, 272/31 
Germany 
The British company COMMERCIAL PLASTICS INDUSTRIES ("Fablon" adhesives) forms a sub­sidiary at Cologne . 274/27 
PROT AN is formed at Hamburg by associated German and Norwegian interests, to sell plastics and alginates. 267 /15 
The Swedish company HUSQVARNA BORST­FABRIK (brush ware) forms a sales subsidiary at Cologne. 2 84/30 
71 
The American manufacturers of household plastic goods, LENOX, chooses Germany as the centre of its sales activities in the Common Market. 266/22 
The American group MONSANTO Co forms a sub­sidiary at Diisseldorf to sell "Chemstrand" man -ufactured at Echternach, Luxembourg. 259/20 
[ PRINTING AND PUBLISHING 
NON FOOD VERTRIEB is formed at Abrensburg by German, Dutch, British and Swedish interests to wholesale books and periodicals. 262/33 
KUNST IMPORT VEROPAINT is formed at Berlin to sell art reproduction made by a Barcelona pub­lishing house. F275/23 
r RUBBER· 
U.S. RUBBER of New York forms a subsidiary at Frankfurt. 2 82/32 
The German company VEITH-PIRELLI, controlled by Italian interests, forms a subsidiary at Sandbach to deal with its international business. 269/32 
The D'usseldorf publishing house GISBERT HEN­NESSEN VER LAG (periodicals for the textile industry) gains complete control of VERLAG­TEXTIL-ZEITUNG of Berlin. F271/24 
Two German off set pringing companies merge to form ILLERT GRAPHISCHE BETRIEBE at Steinheim .F 2 83/35 
The American group GATES RUBBER forms a sales subsidiary at Dusseldorf. 259/30 
The American group TEXON (latex resin fibres) forms a sales subsidiary at Frankfurt. 271/ 23 
[ SCIENTIFIC AND MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS I 
The American company AUSTENAL LABORAT­ORIES gains control of DR. ERNST POHL of Kiel (surgical and dental equipment). 262/34 
The American medical instruments firm PROPPER MANUFACTURING forms a sales sub­sidiary at Jtingingen. 262/33 
[TEXTIL� 
AUGSBURGER KAMMGARN-SPINNEREI spin-ning mills take over a yam manufacturing com -pany at Winterlingen.F261/30, 
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Germany 
The textile company CURT ROEHRICH of 
Greven and Berlin is taken over by ALBIN 
BAUER (underwear) of Gelsenkirchen 296/33 
VEREINIGTE GLANZSTOFF-FABRIKEN takes 
over a shareholding in GLANZSTOFF-COURT­
AULDS from the British group COURTAULDS, 
and changes its name to GLANZSTOFF-KOELN 
(rayon yarn for cables, textiles and spun rayon) 
279/35 
GES, FUER BETEILIGUNGEN & INVESTIER -
UNGEN of Hamburg increases its shareholding 
in the German textile company SCHUL TE & 
DIECKHOFF (stockings and shirts) to 25%, 
285/25 
The American manufacture of lingerie and corsets 
WARNER BROTHERS and its German licencee 
form a manufacturing and sales subsidiary at 
Hamburg, 273/25 and 26 
The British company HEAL FABRICS (bedding 
textiles) gains complete control of its Stuttgart 
sales agents SCHWEIZER TEXTIL IMPORT and 
changes it to HEAL TEXTIL, a manufacturing and 
sales company, 277 /39 
DORIA TEXTIL is formed at Munich by Italian 
interests to sell hosiery goods, 268/28 
REICHMANN-MORO VERTRIEB is formed at 
Munich by Austrian and German interests for the 
international sale of textiles, 27 4/30 
The Austrian fashion house EXI MODE LL forms 
a sales subsidiary at Munich, 263/33 
Eight fashion designers, six of them German and 
two French, appoint ERBA, AG FUER TEXTIL­
INDUSTRIE to carry out sales promotion for 
women 's fashions, 274/31 
The German company R, G, WALKER obtains 
patents for Germany, and France from the 
American company HAT CORP, (men's hats) 
267/27 
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72 
The Dutch cord and canvas manufacturer W, A, 
HAMEL takes over two firms in the same line 
of business, in Hamburg, 271/31 
In order to reorganise its sales system, the 
German stocking manufacturer HUDSON STRUM­
PFFABRIK takes over its sales subsidiary, 
272/32 
The German group "Gotz" (knitwear and under­
wear) puts itself under the control of a holding 
company which it forms at Ravensburg, Wurtten­
berg, GOETZ, 282/32, 
DEUTSCHE SCHAPPE-TEX is formed at Zell 
by a Swiss holding company controlled by 
American, French and Swiss groups, to manu­
facture "schapira" polyester texturized yarn, 
260/31 and 265/24 
The British textile company PORRITTS & 
SPENCER forms a manufacturing subsidiary at 
Langendamm Kr, Nienburg, Weser, for textile 
filters for the chemical industry, 264/26 and 
279/35 
N1ETRIC PRODUCTS P Li\STIK Is formed at 
Dettenhausen by Anwrican interests to sell syn­
thetic and plastic textiles, 271/32 
The British company TOMKINSONS forms a sub­
sisiary at Hanover to sell furnishing textiles, 
carpets and moquette, 274/31 
DENBO the Danish furnishing fabrics company, 
forms a sales subsidiary at Frankfurt, 2 82/32 
The German textile company DURA TUFTING 
becomes the agent for the moquettes and 
"tufted carpet" range of the French company 
SAINT FRERES, 285/25 
Germany 
US PLYWOOD (importing hard timber and manu­facturing plywood) forms its first European sub; sidiary at Emmerich, to manufacture equipment for the food industry. 272/33 
73 
MUL TUM HANDELSGES. (furniture) is formedat Duren by Dutch interests. 270/26 
[ TOOLS AND HARDWARE J 
MASCHINENBAU HIL TI of Schaan, Liechtensteinforms a company at Munich to use its patents for fixing cables (262/29) and another company at Bremen. 263/26 
PRAZISIONS-DREHTEILE HEMO is formed at Binzen by French capital to sell bolts, etc. 260/27
The American group LAMSON & SESSIONS negotiates an association with F ASTENRATH of Plattenberg to manufacture bolts and rivets,267 /20 and 281/31 
TJEP-VERTRIEB is formed at Offenbach by Danish interests to sell riveting guns F262/24
�"OURISM ·1 
The American travel agency KOCH forms its second German subsidiary, at Frankfurt F261/31 The German mail order company NECKERMANNVERSAND forms a subsidiary at Frankfurt to specialize in organising travel, 284/32 
[ TRADE AND DISTRIBUTION I 
BANK FUER GEMEINWIRTSCHAFT of Frankfurttakes a large shareholding in GEG,, the central purchasing organization in Hamburg. 259/31 
AMSTERDAM-BERLIN-CONT ACT is formed at Berlin by Dutch interests for commercial repres­entation and advertising .F265/26 
IEUTSCH-IBEROAMERIKANISCHE ENTWICK­LUNGS AG is formed at Frankfurt by Swiss, Pan­amanian, Paraguayan, Moroccan and German interests, for the expansion of trade between South America and Western Europe. 284/32 
The Norwegian import-export company C . H . ISACHESEN & CO forms a subsidiary at Kiel.272/33 
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ISTRUM WARENHANDELSGESELLSCHAFT isformed at Hamburg for trade with Bulgaria. 263/32 
VEGRINA is formed at Hamburg to import food­stuffs from Greece. 266/21 
The German commercial group SCHICKEDANZ reorganises its interests and forms a subsidiary at Nuremberg HERMES ANLAGENVERWALTUNGfor its leasing business (271/21) and changes the name of its subsidiary QUELLE FAHRRAD to SCHICKEDANZ INTERNATIONAL HOLDING,to deal with its foreign affairs. 275/35 
The British banking group S. G. WARBURG & COhelps to form INDUSTRIE GEWERBEBAU at Frankfurt which is to build shopping centres, 284/32 
Germany 
STE COMN1ERCIALE MARCEL LEVECQ of Paris sells to German interests its Dusseldorf subsidiary which changes its name to C. HESS­ING o 281/36 
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I TRANSPORT I 
The Dusseldorf subsidiary of the Swiss transport company PANALPINA WELTTRANSPORT opens a branch at Bremen.F264/27 
The French company RHIN & RHONE and the German group HUGO STINNES AG form a sub­sidiary at Millheim to coordinate their fuel trans­port business o 269/34 
The American company SKAARUP SHIPPING forms a goods transport subsidiary at Hamburg. 271/33 
The German shipbuilding company J O HAFER -KAMP forms an inland waterway transport company at Mulheim o F268/24 
SPETRA SPEDITIONS & TRANSPORT, a Dutch controlled forwarding agency, opens a branch at Emmerich. 269/34 
DEUTSCHE TRANSFESA is formed at Kehl for special transport by rail O 272/33 
The Dutch road haulage company EUROMEX opens a branch at Bocholt. 277 /37 
I VARIOUS I 
The Geneva subsidiary of the American group OVERSEAS BOWLING gains control of MUEN­CHENER BOWLING KEGELBAHN. 279/36 
Acting through its French subsidiary the Amer­ican group ROGERS EXPLOITATIONS (geological and geophysical prospecting) forms a subsidiary company at Hanover. 2 84/34 
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The German tobacco manufacturers ME LITT A­WERKE BANTZ & SOHN take a 50% interest in AUGUST BLASE of Lubeck, Westphalia (cigars and cigarillos). F27 8/32 
The Swiss company SKI DEVELOPMENT, con­trolled by American capital, opens a branch at Berlin. 284/34 
Germany 75 
II OPERATIONS OUTSIDE THE COMMUNITY 
I ADVERTISING I 
The German agency WERBE-GRAMM GES FUER WIRTSCHAFTSWERBUNG takes a minority shareholding in the New York ad­vertising group GREY ADVERTISING. 282/19 
The advertising agency E. GRUNDLACH of Bielefeld, which is linked to the German group OETKER, forms PRESENTA P. PFRUENDER in Switzerland (pictorial ad­vertising). 260 /20
The German advertising company ST AR SERVICE opens a branch in Basle (260/20) and forms a subsidiary at Glarus. 271/21 
CARL GABLER of Munich joins a Paris and a London agency to form a joint subsidiary at Geneva (260/20), and through it helps to form an associate in Vienna. 283/34 
WILLIAM WILKENS of Hamburg joins a Lo11-­don firm to form a subsidiary in Vienna. 261/18 
WERBEAGENTUR DR. HEGEMANN forms a subsidiary at Zug, REFI ADVERTISING. 284/19 
The German advertising publishers STAEH­LE & FRIEDEL form a sales subsidiary at Zug. 285/16 
I BANKING I 
DEUTSCHE BANK of Frankfurt helps to form a bank at Lome to take over the work of the CREDIT L YONNAIS in the Togo Rep­ublic. 260/24 
DRESDNER BANK of Frankfurt re-opens its offices in New York. 276/27 
BANKHAUS FR. SIMON of DUsseldorf takes a minority shareholding in the Spanish bank EUROBANCO. 262/26 
BANKhAUS GEBR. BETHMANN of Frankfurt forms a holding company in Switzerland, INVESTA CHUR, at Chur. F281/27 
BUILDING I 
INTERREAL, a property company, is for­med at Zug by German capital. 262/21 
G. F. V. is formed at Zurich to finance building and civil engineering companies. 266/10 
The German civil engineering company POL­ENSKY & ZOELLNER joins local interests to form a civil engineering company in Libya. 280/22 
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BAUINVEST, a property investment company is formed at Zurich by German interests. 265/17 
MONTSABERT, a holding company, is formed at Basle with the backing of the Munich prop­erty construction group HELD & FRANCKE BAU. 285/17 
Germany 76 
I CHEMICALS I 
KNAPSACK-GRIESHEIM of Cologne joinsthe Austrian group KREMS-CHEMIE to build a factory for phosphoric acid in Aust­ria. 265/13 
The German company KOHLENSAEURE­INDUSTRIE joins the Spanish firm COROM­INA- INDUSTRIAL to form CATISA CORO­MINA-AGEFKO-TIKKO at Barcelona (carb­onic acid, using the "Tikko" process) 281/25 
The German chemical and metallurgical company TH. GOLDSCHMIDT forms a sub­sidiary at Zug in Switzerland to promote its expansion abroad. 283/20 
DEUTSCHE HYPERPHOSPHAT, the jointly­owned subsidiary of OETKER of Germany andNORD-AFRICAINE DE L'HYPERPHOSPHATE RENO of France, takes a 50% interest in as­sociation with the Austrian company DONAU CHEMIE (which is indirectly associated withthe French groups PROGIL, NOBEL-BOZEL and UGINE) in a new Austriar'1 company for binary phosphated fertilizers. F265/20 
The lacquers, paints and varnish manufactur­ed by HERBOL WERKE in its new factory at Baar, Zug, will be sold by VERCOSA, a com­pany formed at La Tour de Treme, in Swit­zerland, by local interests. 276/24 and 282/22 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING & ELECTRONICS I 
The German washing-machine companyPOENSGEN forms a sales subsidiary inBritain. 260/23 
RINGSDORFF WERKE forms MARSTEMA atChur, its fourth main subsidiary in Swit­zerland, which will specialize in electrical equipment for motors and machines. 263/22
WALTHER BUEROMASCHINEN (manufact­ure and sale of adding machines) is formed in Switzerland as a subsidiary of the Germ­an company of that name. F274/19 
SIEMENS & HALSKE re-forms a subsidiaryat Brentford, Middlesex to sell its electric­al goods, 285/19 
BASF takes over COMPUTRON of the USA which manufactures magnetic tapes. 282/24
The Mannheim electrical engineering groupBROWN BOVERI & CO takes over the Aust­rian subsidiary of the German company METRAWATT, 281/26 
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An electronic watch-making company, OHR­EN ELECTRONIC, is formed at Glarus, in Switzerland partly with German capitaL F.262/32 
The German electrical engineering and elect­ronics company BRAUN forms a subsidiary at Baden in Switzerland to sell electrical , electronic and photo-technical equipment,273/18 
The Munich electronic equipment company ROHDE & SCHWARZ grants the American group AMPHENOL-BORG ELECTRONICS alicence for high-frequency co-axial lines. 274/22 
SIEMENS & HALSKE signs a mutual agree­ment with RCA - RADIO CORP OF AMERICAfor the manufacture and sale of computers. 285/19 
Germany 77 I ENGINEERING I 
HERMAL HOLZVEREDELUNG forms an engineering subsidiary at Zurich for the wood and plastics industries. 280/24 
o: DOERRIES (paper machinery) grants lic­ences to the British engineering company EASTON & JOHNSON. F285/23 
FINANCE I 
The Munich bank FEUCHTWANGER forms a holding company in Switzerland to manage its interests abroad. 259/23 
BAU & BODEN INVESTMENT, a holding co mpany, is formed at Zurich with German cap­ital. 266/12 
I FOOD & DRINK I 
The German wholesalers of food and agric­ultural produce, J. A. KAHL, of Hamburg, form a fourth holding company in Switzer­land, NARUVA ZUG. 273/26 
PAUL WOLF is formed at GrcMig in Austria with the backing of the German confectionery company JOSEPH WOLF, to manufacture confectionery, pastries, cakes, etc. 283/26 
The German manufacturers of edible fats, EUREFTO, form a company at Lucerne to administer licences, INTERFETT, which will develop into a manufacturing and sales comp­any. 281/29
FRITZ LEHMENT of Kiel (fruit juices and spirits) forms a sales subsidiary at Graz in Austria. 259/23 
I MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
HEINZ B. STREUTKER TREUHAND, a firm of consulting engineers, is formed at Basle by German interests. F267 /26 
CONSCLTANTS is formed at Zug by German interests to act as consultants in economic and financial affairs. F274/31 
\ MECHANICAL ENGINEERING I 
LIGHT ENGINEERING 
HAUNI-WERKE KOERBER forms a subsid­iary at Drogheda in Ireland to manufacture machinery for the tobacco industry. 261/23 
STIEBER ROLLKUPPLING (machinery, bear­ings) forms a subsidiary in London mainly to manufacture free wheels. 284/27 
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The German small combustion engine comp­any SOLO KLEINMOTOREN joins the Ghana Government (40-60) to form a manufacturing company in Ghana (272/28); later it forms a manufacturing and sales subsidiary at Neft­enbach, in Switzerland. 275/29 
Germany 
Two Dortmund industrialists form ROT AQUA at Basle to sell their hydraulic rotary pumps. 275 /28 
The German agricultural implements companyWOLF GERAETE forms a sales subsidiary in Switzerland. 262/2 8 
The German precision machinery company FRANZ KUHLMANN forms a holding company atZug. 283/27 
HEAVY ENGINEERING 
The German motor-coach manufacturers BUESS­ING AUTOMOBILWERKE form a coach -buildingcompany in Denmark, in association with local interests, 274/19 
The German company for paper machinery, pumpsand hydraulic turbines, } e M, VOITH, forms a manufacturing subsidiary at Sao Paolo in Brazil. 284/26 
PINTSCH BAMAG grants the Spanish mechanicalengineering company LAURAK a licence for its heavy cranes for the metallurgical industry. 275/29 
78 
The German manufacturer of tools and machinery for woodworking, GEBR. LEITZ WERKZEU­GFABRIK increases the capital of its Zurich sub­sidiary, 279/29 
The German packinging machinery companyUNION VERP ACKUNGS opens a branch at Spiegel bei Bern. 279/29 
The German company OTTO DOWIDAT (hand tools) forms a holding company at Zug, INTER­TOOL HOLDINGF282/23 
The Kassel subsidiary of the Canadian agricul­tural machinery company MASSEY FERGUSON takes a 23, 5% interest in TRACTORS & FARM EQUIPMENT of Madras, 277 /26 
The German civil engineering equipment company WILHELM KOENIG BAUMASCHINEN­ST AHLBAU forms an administrative company at Zug, 279/29 
The British company YARROW & CO (heavy boilermaking, shipbuilding) obtains a licence from the German mechanical engineering firmM, A, N, for printing machinery 2 84/26 
I METALLURGY I 
The German group FLICK, acting through BUDERUS'SCHE EISENWERKE of Wetzlar, takesa minority shareholding in an Austrian company at Salbad, Hall manufacturing large-diameter tubes. 265/21 
The steel exchange OTTO WOLFF of Cologne joins HERMANN WIEDERHOLD LACKF ABRIKENto form a holding company T AGERS at Zurich. 274/23 
HERMANN WANGNER (fitters and wire-gauze)forms a second holding company at Lucerne. 279;29 
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The German metal-working company GEBR , TIELMANN APPARATEBAU forms a companyat Santander, in association with Spanish interests, to manufacture metal sinks and basins (276/31); earlier on it formed a similarcompany at Falkirk in Britain, in association with CARRON CO. 261/25 
The German steel company FERR OST AAL takes up its share in the increased capital of the finance company INVESTMENT HOLDING274/29 
Germany 
The German metal-working group WUERTH forms two companies at Chur, Switzerland onea holding company, and the other a company to coordinate its sales interests in the Common Market. 270/21 
The German company HANS VIESSMAN (heating equipment) backs a holding company, INTHIHAG and a sales company, VIE S S'MANN­HANDELS, both at Basle. 282/29 
79 
The German mining and metallurgical group STOLBERGER ZINK joins the South-American group HOCHSCHILD to form a holding company in Panama to take shareholdings in CIA MINEROMETALURGICA LOS GUINDOS in Spain ( lead mines and foundries). 283/29 
GRUENZWEIG & HARTMANN (insulating materials), which is associated with the Frenchgroup SAINT GOBAIN, grants a licence for "Sillan" mineral wool, to another associate of the group, the Spanish company FIBRAS MINER� ALES. 274/28 
r- ----- ---- ----- -- - ---,
�FF ICE MACHINER YjThe German industrialist Franz Carl Vogt (officeequipment) strengthens his control over the Zug holding company ORGA-PLANNING. 283/29 
The Cologne subsidiary of the French group BULLappoints the Swiss company AUTOMATION CENTER as a sub-contractor for its administrativemachinery. 275/23 
I OIL AND GAS 
Four German oil groups are among the foundersof TRANSALPINE OEL-LEITUNG at Innsbruck(the third Mediterranean-South Germany pipe­line). 264/22 
l OPTICS 
The German photographic equipment manufacturerVOIGTLAENDER appoints as sales agents NEGRA INDUSTRIAL of Barcelona, for Spain, and ROBERT BOSCH A/S for Denmark, and tlightens its links with its sister company ZEISSIKON in order to supply the American market through its New York subsidiary. 280/33 
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FORSTER INSTRUMENTS �testing and adding machines) is formed at Amersham Buckingham­shire by German capital . 2 84/27 
The German firm ORMIC ORGANISATIONS�MITTEL (duplicators, copying machines; forms a sales subsidiary in London. 276/33 
Foilowing the example of a number of AmericanCanadian and British groups, the German company UNION RHEINISCHE BRAUNKOHLEN­KRAFTSTOFF AG forms a subsidiary in Londonto prospect in the North Sea. 265/22 
The German company ERNST LEITZ (opticalequipment) forms a holding company at Zug. 280/34 
The German electrical and electronics group BRAUN forms DUBE FOTOTECHNIK at Baden to sell technical photographic equipment 284/29 
Germany 
The German paper company MAY & SPIES opens 
a branch at Zurich. 262/30 
The Dusseldorf subsidiary of the American group 
AVERY PRODUCTS (paper, films, adhesive 
packaging) extends its business to Switzerland 
and Austria, 275/30 
80 
WILHELM JACKSTADT & CO (sticky paper and 
labels) forms a sales subsidiary in London. 
283/31 
I PHARMACEUTICALS I 
A United States subsidiary of the German group 
FARBWERKE HOECHST hands over a share­
holding in AFFILIATED LABORATORIES, of 
White Hall, Illinios (serums and vaccines) to an 
American group, 268/26 
The German company LOHMANN (sanitary goods) 
forms a sales subsidiary in Vienna. 285/24 
The Swedish chemical-pharmaceutical group 
BARNAENGENS takes over control of the sales 
company VADEMECUM, of Bienne, in Switz­
erland, from its subsidiary in Cologne. 266/18 
The German chemical-pharmaceutical group 
SCHERING forms an administrative company in 
New York to deal with its sales in the United 
States. BERLIN LABORATORIES. 278/36 
[ PLASTICS 
r 
BADISCHE ANILIN gains control of a "Styropor" 
company in Mexico City. 263/28 
RENOLIT WERKE of Worms joins two American 
groups, to manufacture P. V. C. sheets in the 
United States. 259/29 
The German rubber and plastics company 
METZELER gains control of KAY BROTHERS 
(PLASTICS) of Britain (plastic foam rubber for 
the car and building industries). 279/34 
ISOLA WERKE of Germany and TAYLOR CORP 
of USA exchange patents for plastic electrical 
insular ion. 267 /15 
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WASAG CHEMIE of Essen takes a minority 
shareholding in PLASTICOS DEL CINCA in 
Spain, which will manufacture corrugated 
panels · and pipes in P. V. C. 264/25 
F ARBWERKE HOECHST forms a subsidiary in 
Australia to manufacture low pressure polythene, 
at Altona. 271/23 
J. H. BENECKE ACELLA (artificial leather) 
forms J .H. BENECKE HOLDING at Schwyz in 
Switzerland. F2 85/30 
Germany 81 
I TEXTILES I 
The German corsetry group TRIUMPH INTER­NATIONAL builds a factory in Athens to manu­facture women's underclothing. 275/33 
The German textile company G. ROTH & CO joins Swiss and French interests to form HELIO­TEXTIL INTERNATIONAL at St. Callen for research into and the use of printing processesfor fabrics. 276/36 
The German spinning and weaving group "Denk" increases the capital of its Swiss holding companySOPHIA INVESTMENT, and forms three other holding companies at Zug. 281/34 
The German bandages company LOHMANN forms a sales subsidiary near Zurich. 269 /35 
WILLBRANDT & ZEHNDER forms GOLD­ZACK INTERNATIONAL at Basle, in assoc­iation with Swiss capital, for the internationalpromotion for elastic fabrics. 277 /39 
The German textile group ADOLF AHLERS forms a sales subsidiary at Zurich. 2 83/32 
PHRIX WERKE of Germany and FEFASA ofSpain reach a manufacturing and financial agreement to build an acrylic fibre factory inSpain. 274/31 
I TIMBER I 
The German firm WEST AG & GET ALIT (plywood)joins French interests to form a timber veneering company in the Ivory Coast. 262/33 
STRING is formed at Diessenhofen in Switzer­land by German interests to sell furniture and decorative objects. 267 /27 
I TRANSPORT I 
PETROLEUM TRANSPORT is formed at Zug byGerman and Swiss interests to hire vehicles fortransporting oil and chemicals. 264/28 
MUEBA TRANSPORT is formed at Birsfelden,Basle, by German interests. 263/33 
f VARIOUS 1 
· 
FLORA MUSIKVERLAG, a musical publishinghouse, is formed at U ster in Switzerland by German interests .F262/32 
The German philatelist supply company RUDOLFCTIBOR opens a branch at Lutry in Switzerland. 274/31 
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The Hamburg tobacco manufacturers REEMTSMAjoin Swiss interests to form a subsidiary at Pfaffikon to sell cigarettes and tobacco (266/19) and a holding company at Chur. 267 /25 
The German fur dealers THORER & HOLLAN­DER join Swiss interests to form an investmentcompany at Zurich. 276/27 
Germany 
FRAENKISCHE PELZINDUSTRIE MAERKLE & 
CO (fur clothing) forms a sales subsidiary at 
Zurich. 281/36 
ALONTEX is formed at Zug by German interests 
to use patents for chemical textiles. 269 /23 
EUFTAG is formed by German interests at Dub­
endorf to sell dust extracting equipment. 270/21 
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INTERTECH is formed at Lenzburg, Switzerland, 
by German capital, for international sales of 
machinery. 263/26 
INTERPHOT is formed at Zurich by German 
capital to sell optical and photographic goods, 
271/30 
The Berlin hotel company HOTELBETRIEBS 
forms an administrative company at Glarus, 
Switzerland. 281/35 
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I O P E R A T I O N S I N S I D E  T H E C O M M U N I T Y 
I ADVERTISING l 
The German agency G. F, A, forms a subsidiary at Milan. 260/20 
The American agency COMPTON ADVERTISING joins Italian interests to form COMPTON -GUETO at Rome, 272/31 
The New York advertising group GREY ADVERT­ISING gains majority control of MILANA PUB­LICITA, 2 82/19 
ADVICO of Milan is formed as a subsidiary of the advertising group COHEN-HOLDING, 262/20 
The London advertising agency W, S, CRAW·· FORD forms a subsidiary at Milan. 2 82/19 
AUTOMOBILES AND ACCESSORIES 
The Italian company S. A, M. , which is the dis­tributor for RENAULT, divides Italy into five operating areas. 260/21 
DUCAT! MECCANICA is appointed representative for the British group LEYLAND MOTORS, for its diesel engines, gear boxes, axles, etc. 278/24 
The American group FORD signs an agreement with the Turin coach-builders OFFICINE ST AMP AGI INDUSTRIAL! to market a private car of the "Anglia Torino" type in Italy. 277 /26 
I BANKING] 
The ST AND ARD BANK of London opens an office in Milan. 260/25 
The Italian cement group IT ALCEMENTI gains control of four banks at Rome, Genoa and Florence and plans to merge them. 275/25 
INTRA BANK of Beirut forms a subsidiary in Rome. 272/25 
i · BUILDING I
BUILDING MATERIALS 
The prefabricated building company INDUSTRIA ROMANA PREFABRICATI is taken over by another Italian company in the same line of business, which adopts the name VEGNO-STAMPA, 276/23 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
The Swiss group LOSINGER takes a minority shareholding in BETON PRECOMPRESSO, a new company formed at Milan. 263/20 
Italy 
The Italian group EDISON takes a large share­
holding in CERAMICA POZZI (ceramics, refrac­
tories, etc.)270/19 
PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT 
The German group NEUE HEIMAT joins Italian 
interests to form a property development subsid­
iary at Rome. 265/12 
The Dutch group "Pieter Kuik" forms SUNCLASS 
BUNGALOWS ITALIA at Milan, to build bunga­
lows and manage property , 2 82 /21 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
The Italian marine civil engineering company 
SILM is taken over by the FERROBETON group 
271/23 
85 
The Dutch Zwolsman property group joins the 
Italian company CABOTO-CIA FINANZIARIA 
& MERCANTILE to form a company at Milan 
for property development, management and 
constroction. 284/20 
The American group BECHTEL forms a subsid­
iary at Milan for demolition, construction and 
maintenance of roads, bridges, buildings, pipe­
lines, etc. 282/21 
I CHEMICALS I 
The American group ARCHER-DANIELS-MID­
LAND gains control of ALCREA of Milan (resins 
for paints and additives for the foundry industry) 
267/15 
The Turin chemical group RUMIANCA forms a 
seventh subsidiary, in Sardinia (to manufacture 
acrylonitril) thus adding to the network it has 
built up to run the industrial plant it is building 
in that area. 273/17 
SOLAR FLEX is formed at Milan by Swiss 
interests to sell sun-protection varnish. 264/16 
The sales company for Italy of the German 
chemical group FARBWERKE HOECHST changes 
its name to HOECHST EMELFA. 276/24 
The American company SIMONIZ forms a sales 
subsidiary at Milan (household, automobile 
cleaning chemicals). 2 82 /2 3 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
The Luxembourg h olding company FIBRELUS 
takes a shareholding in the Milan subsidiary of 
the Belgian group U,C.B. 269/23 
Th.; American group OLIN MATHIESON forms 
WINCHESTER at Anagni, Frosinone to manu­
facture explosives and fire arms. 2 85/18 
The French paints group LORILLEUX-LEFRANC 
forms a sales subsidiary in Milan, 264/16 
STECKER INTERNATIONAL is formed in Milan 
by American interests to sell chemical 
elements and compounds. 267 /14 
The Dutch chemical group V AESSEN-SCHOE­
MAKER HOLDING forms a sales subsidiary at 
Como, 2 82/21 
Italy 
LUBRIFICANTI ERNESTO REINACH OLEOBLIZ obtains a licence from the American group KERNS UNITED for "Kleen Strip" special lubricating oils.283/21 
The Italian group FERRANIA is appointed rep­resentative of the American company P AKO CORP. for its photochemicals. 281/25 
86 
KIMA TES of Milan becomes the representative of the American group CALIFORNIA CI-EMICALand its subsidiary in Italy, CALGIL, for alky­lphenols and petrochemicals. 264/16 
I CONTROLS, MEASUREMEJ\!T AND REGULATION J 
The French company THERMEL (temperature control equipment) forms a sales subsidiary atMilan, 259/21 
The American company FISCHER & PORTER(control, measurement and regulating equip­ment for liquids and gases) increases the capitalof its Milan subsidiary from lire 5 to lire 183. 5 million. 276/30 
The American group HONEYWELL REGULATOR(electronic control and regulating equipment) forms a sales subsidiary at Milan. 283/25 
Through the Spanish company PUJOL & TARR­AGO S. E. & L., the Italian company LAMES (flexible cables and pipes) obtains the "steer Master" (telecommand) licence of the Americangroup AMERICAN CHAIN & CABLE CO. 284/28 
I COSMETICS AND DRUGS I 
The American group THE MENNEN CO forms a subsidiary at Turin to sell the cosmetics manu -factured by the Italian subsidiary of the French group L 'OR EAL. 2 80/23 
The American group STANLEY HOME PROD­UCTS (cosmetics, toilet articles) forms a manufacturing and sales subsidiary at Milan. 2 85/18 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT APPLIANCES 
The American group RONSON negotiates to build 
a factory for small domestic electric appliances and lighters in Southern Italy, in association with its subsidiaries at Paris and Cologne .275/22 
The British manufacturer cf electrical and mech­anical equipment and instruments, DERR ITRON,forms a manufacturing and sales subsidiary near Milan. 263/21 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
SONTIMER is formed at Milan by Italian andSwiss interests to manufacture and sell prog­rammers for electrical domestic appliances. 279/23 
The Swiss electrical tools company PERLESforms a sales subsidiary near Milan. 268/20
The French group MERLIN & GERIN forms IT ALMERGER at Cusano Milanino to sell itselectrical appliances. 2 79 /2 3 
Italy 87 
I SOUND, RADIO & T .v.
The Pavia radio company F. I. R. T. E. is takenover jointly by a subsidiary formed in Italy by the German companies BERL INER HANDELSGES,and KOERTING RADIO-WERKE, with the back­ing of the German group NECKERMANN VERS­AND. 263/31 
The British firm AMPLIVOX forms a subsidiary at Milan to sell its electro-acoustical equipment(amplifiers, loudspeakers, etc.) 280/23-
EUROPHON of Milan obtains patents from theJapanese manufacturer Y AOU ELEC1RIC for radio and TV transistor sets, 265/14 
A subsidiary of the FORD MOTOR group,at Phil­adelphia, gains complete control of PHILCO IT AL IANA of Milan (radio, sound recording andelectric domestic equipment), 267 /16 
ARTE & TELEVISIONE is formed at Milan withFrench capital to import and sell radio and TV sets. 283/24 
ELECTRONICS I 
The American group GENERAL ELECTRIC negotiates to take over the electronics side of the Italian group OLIVETTI (263/22a) but the Italian group finally decides to put them in thehands of a joint subsidiary under American control. 269/24 
COLUMBIA COMMERCE CORP. of New York forms a subsidiary at Milan to sell the electronicgoods of the American firms it represents. 262/24 
CAR LO GAV AZZI of Milan becomes the rep­resentative for the "S, D. S," calculating machinesmade in France under American licence by the C , G, E. group 2 6 7 / 18 
Through two of their subsidiaries, the Frenchgroup C. S. F. and the Italian group EDISON join to form C .S. I. at Milan for automation computers, to be manufactured under Americanlicence. 2 59 /22 
THE RANK ORGANISATION of Britain forms athird subsidiary in Italy for all kinds of elec­tronic, electrical and electro-mechanical toolsand fittings, etc. 272/24 
I ENGINEERING I 
The American group ALLIS CHALMERS opensa branch in Rome of its Atomic Engineering Division 260/24 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
The American group SEALOL, which specialisesin proofing, and chemical and mechanical engineering forms a manufacturing and sales subsidiary at Milan. 266/15 
Italy 
The German heavy mechanical engineering company PINTSCH BAMAG contributes 50% to form IT ALBA in Milan to programme and assem­ble equipment, particularly for the treatment of water. 274/27 
TECHNOLIT is formed at Milan for chemical,electrical and mechanical engineering by the Dutch engineering group VAN RIETSCHOTEN &HOUWENS in association with the Italian group MACCHINE MINERARIE EDILI INDUSTRIALI.279/25 
88 
EMAILS, the Milan subsidiary of FARBEN-F ABRIKEN BAYER of Leverkusen, joins theGerII].an engineering company DR . SCHMITZ & APEL T to form a company at Bergamo to buildand assemble chemical furnaces. 27 4/26 
The chemical engineering company ING. MARIOBALLESTRA & CO of Milan obtains a licence from the American group MONSANTO for plant for the manufacture of detergents. 276/24 
[FINANCE I 
A group of Italian banks forms a finance companyto develop Sardinia, SFIRS 262/27 
The American finance company ICAP forms aninvestment company at Milan, in association with an Italian consortium. 2 84/22 
DIAC IT ALIA, a finance subsidiary of theFrench engineering company RENAULT, extends its network to the whole of Italy .276/28 
FOOD AND DRINK 
MOTT A takes a shareholding in a subsidiary of SILVA of Milan (sale of drinks) which changes itsname to BIMOT. 259/24 
The Japanese group HOKO FISHING negotiatesfor association with TUNA of Palermo, to fish for tuna in the Atlantic. 271/27 
A meat selling company, CAP ITALIA, is formedat Genoa by Argentine interests. 274/24 
Two companies belonging to the Italian fruitanl1 vegetable canning group LOMBARDI are taken over by the American company COLGATEPALMOLIVE. 272/26 
The French distillery MARIE BRIZARD &ROGER opens a branch at Milan. 267/19 
HEATING, AIR-CONDITIONING, REFRIGERATION AND VENTILATION 
The German heating and dust-extracting equip­ment company WALTHER & CO forms a sales subsidiary at Milan. 259/25 
Opera Mundi - Europe No . S2 
The American company McQUA Y · gives techni -cal aid to the Italian firm AIR CON for new plant for making air conditioning equipment at Rome. 267 /20 
Italy 
GEA SCAMBIATORI DI CALORE is formed at Milan by associated German and Italian interests to sell and assemble heat exchangers and heat­ing and cooling equipment. 273/14 
89 
The American company FRICK CO gains com­plete control of COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE BARBIERI of Bologna (refrigeration equipment for industry) o 283/27 
f MANAGEMENT CONSULT ANTS I 
The Italian company ALDO CHIAPPE STUDI P.R. and the Franco-British company EUREL sign an agreement for mutual cooperation in the field of public relations. 277 /41 
DR. RUDOLF FARNER is formed at Milan by Dr. R. Farner, of Stafa, Zurich, for marketing, public relations and advertising. 2 81/22 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING l 
LIGHT ENGINEERING 
The American-British company CAM GEARS joins BERETT A of Milan to manufacture gears, bearirgs, etc. 261/24 
By taking over the American company THOR POWER TOOL CO (tools, pneumatic and elec� trical equipment) the Chicago group STEWART­W ARNER gains subsidiary companies at Turin and Milan. 278/34 
The Swiss company T AREX (automatic lathes) finances ITAL TAREX at Milan. 266/15 
The Canadian company INDUST AIRE (pneumatic tools for the paper and textile industries) forms a sales subsidiary at Turin. 274/28 
The British group DAVID BROWN(transmissions tractors, etc) negotiates to take over the Amer­ican company HEWITT" ROBINS (gears and trans­mission equipment) if it is successful the British company will gain an indirect subsidiary at Rome. 2 80/30 
HEAVY ENGINEERING 
B,S,R, � BREDA-RATEAU-SCHNEIDER is formed at Rorre by French and Italian interests, to design and build high powered heating turbines. 265/19 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
The American group CLEVITE takes over GLYCO (which manufactures ball bearings and valves at Gardolo) from German interests (263/27) and forms a subsidiary at Milan, 271/28 
The Swedish group BONNIER forms a subsidiary MIBIS at Milan to sell water filtering and purif­ication equipment. 263/23 
The German industrial machinery company W LFIOS MASCHINENF ABRIK forms a sales subsidiary at Milan. 2 72 /2 7 
The Swiss ball bearing and precision engineering company ERNST SCHAER forms ROLAX, a sales company, at Milan. 282/27 
The American group BALDWIN-LIMA-HAMIL­TON grants INNOCENTI of Milan a licence for metallurgical extrusion presses. 259/26 
Italy 90 
LIFTING - MECHANICAL HANDLING AND CIVIL ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT 
OTO MELARA of Italy and AUTOMOBILES M .  BERLIET of France sign a cooperation agreementfor civil engineering cehicles and heavy equip­ment etc. 273/22 
AMER I CAN HOIST & DERRICK appoints ICOMA of Milan to sell its cranes and excavators. 271/2 8
The French company STE GENERALE DE FON­DERIE takes a 20% shareholding in the Italian company FA.RAD. Italiana, in return for assis­tance in the manufacture of iron radiators. 272/29
NEOTECNICA-INDUSTRIA MOBIL! PER UFFICI(metal furniture) takes over two metallurgical companies at Rome. 282/29 
The Dutch metallurgical company LETTERGIET­ERIJ AMSTERDAM (foundry for type and printing equipment) forms a manufacturing and sales sub­sidiary at Milan. 262/2 8 
ST AHLWERKE SUEDWESTF ALEN forms a salessubsidiary at Milan for steel and metallurgical products. 262/29 
Acting on behalf of American interests, Swiss interests back ALIN which is formed at Milan todeal in aluminium and alloys. 265/12 
The Milan company S. A. CASSEFORME MET­ALLICHE & AFFINI obtains exclusive sales rights for Italy for the cranes and trucks of the American company INSLEY MANUFACTURING.277/33 
U.S. STEEL of Pittsburgh joins ITALSIDER 50/50 to form DERIVER at Genoa for the manu­facture of steel wire. 2 80/32 
The American group METCO (metal and ceramicburners) forms a manufacturing and sales sub­sidiary at Milan. 278/33 
The Austrian foundry company RANSHOFEN­BERNDORF, controlled by public capital, plansto increase considerably the industrial potential of its Milan subsidiary ARTHUR KRUPP .265/21
ACCIAI & MET ALLI SAMET AL is formed at Milan by German interests to import metallurg­ical and steel goods and machinery. 265/19, 
The Italian group MONTECATINI, in collabor­ation with the American company DORR� OLIVER, has invented the "Fluosolid" and "Fluid Red" processes for iron ore reducing.275/27 
OIL AND GAS I 
The American group MARATHON OIL takes over a shareholding in the ABC oil distribution networkof Rome from another American group (263/27) and forms a research and development subsidiaryat Rome. 269 /30 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
ESSO STANDARD IT ALIANA takes a large minority shareholding in the chemical groupRUMIANCA of Turin. 274/20 
Italy 
ROY AL DUTCH SHELL negotiates for a share­holding in the Milan refining company SAROM. 274/29 
BRITISH PETROLEUM forms a subsidiary at Rome to run a refinery being built at Volpiano,Turin. 259/28 
The American group TEXACO forms a sales sub­sidiary at Rome. 269/29 
Two Finnish groups take over the Italian paperbag company INDUSTRIA BERGAMASCA IM­BALLAGIO, 268/28 
The British group BOW ATER increases the manu­facturing capacity of its Genoa subsidiary (card­board packaging material) . F2 83 / 31 
The Swedish paper group BONNIER-FORET AGENand the Italian paper group CARTOTECNICA PO LIGRAFICA A & G FRATELLI BIANCHI join to form BI.BO at Cormano Milano for paper plate;;,cups, etc. 280/34 
91 
The Italian oil companies DOTT, EDGARDO GARRONE and B,P, ITALIANA exchange share­holdings in their respective refining subsidiariesat Genoa and Milan. 2 83/30 
S. I, A. S. a subsidiary of the Germany group WINTERSHALL, formed for oil prospecting inSardinia, is closed down. 264/23 
The American group STANDARD OIL Co of NEW JERSEY signs a sales agreement with ENI of Rome ensuring it a market for its forthcomingproduction of liquified gas in Libya. 277 /38 
The American cellulose and paper manufacturersKIMBERLY-CLARK form a subsidiary at Turin 271/30 
The American group AVERY PRODUCTS formsa manufacturing and sales subsidiary at Cinis­ello, Balsamo for paper, tapes, films, labels and packaging materials. 284/30 
1 PHARMACEIB'I CALS r 
The American company PLOUGH negotiates an association agreement, in order to manufactureits pharmaceuticals in Italy. 260/30 
The American group PHARMASEAL LABORAT­ORIES (medical, sanitary, chemical and pharm­aceutical products) forms a subsidiary in Milan, through its subsidiary at Trieste. 2 85/24 
The Italian group CARLO ERBA is appointed to sell laboratory equipment made by the Americancompany MECHROLAB. 275/37 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
The American chemical and pharmaceutical group WARNER LAMBERT PHARMACEUTICALforms a manufacturing and sales subsidiary at Milan, ADAMS. 276/34 
The German pharmaceutical group NATTER­MANN forms a Rome sales subsidiary. 277 /38
Italy 
I PLASTICS 
The American group GENERAL PLASTICS and the Italian group CEAT form a joint manufactur-ing subsidiary at Turin. 259/29 
The Belgian group SOLVAY forms a subsidiary at Ferrara (with headquarters at Milan) to manu­facture plastic packaging material. 267 /23 
SOC. ITALIANA RICERCHE & APPLICAZIONI PLASTICHE, controlled by French, Swiss and Italian capital, opens offices in Milan. 284/30 
92 
REXALL DRUG & CHEMICAL forms a sub­sidiary at Milan for the manufacture of plastics. 260/30 
The German company REHAU-PLASTIKS (plastic sections and pipes) forms a subsidiary at Milan. 273/25 
The Milan company ST A DEL LINOLEUM obtains an exclusive sales licence for Italy from the French company MANUFACTURE DE FEUTRES DE MOUZON, for its plastic underlay. 275/32 
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING r 
The German publishers GISBERT HENNESSEN (textile magazines) form, a subsidiary at Milan to publish the "Intertex" bulletin. 268/27 
r RUBBER 
PENGE GOMMA (rubber and synthetic material for shoes) is formed as a 60% subsidiary of the French synthetic leather company SALPA , 280/36 
MONTECATINI obtains patents from DUNLOP RUBBER CO for ethylene propylene terpolymers rubber. 283/32 
I TEXTILES 
The American group GENESCO takes a 50% shareholding in the Italian ready ;.made clothing company CONFEZIONI SAN REMO. 264/26 
ROSSI-GALA (clothing) is formed at Milan by two textile groups LANEROSSI of Italy and BLOCH-HELLER of the USA. 284/31 
The British group WINTERBOTHAM, STRACHAM & PLAYNE backs a second company at Milan to importwoollen fabrics. 267 /25 
Opera Mundi - Europe No . S2 
The Rome company IL LIBRO DEL MONDO, which is under American control, extends its sales organization in Italy. 270/23 
ANGST & PFISTER, the Swiss manufacturer of rubber and plastic joints and tubes, increases the capital of its sales subsidiary at Milan to lire 500 million. 282/32 
The i;;ubsidiary at Latina of the American textile group HUYCK opens offices at Milan. �t manufactures felt and filter cloths for the paper industry.) 279 /35 
Acting through its Italian subsidiary the British textile group J & P COATS & BALDWINS forms CUCIRINI RIUNITI MONTEROSA at Milan (sewing thread and haberdashery). 2 85/26 
Italy 
The British group TIIOMAS BOND WORTH controls BOND WORTH & VERGANI, which was formed to distribute "Axminster" carpetsin Italy. 261/27 and 264/27 
The French group V ALISERE (hosiery and ready­made clothing) forms a sales subsidiary at Turin.260/32 
The Italian textile group GIOVANNI BASSETTI and the American group SPRINGS COTTON MILLSsign a mutual agreement to distribute their household linens. 275/33 
LEGNO IMPORT is formed in Italy by German and American interests, to import and processtimber. 274/32 
The American company OWENS CORNING FIBREGLASS forms a subsidiary at Milan tosell glass fibres and wool. 269 /26 
93 
BARTHEL & STIEGER is formed at Milan forthe sale of textiles, financed by associated German and Swiss interests. 270/24 
The Austrian hosiery group BERNHARD ALT­MANN forms a subsidiary at Milan to sell stock­ings, bathing costumes, etc. 264/26 
The American group DU PONT DE NEMOURS appoints a new subsidiary at Milan to sell its"Corfam" pororileric textile fibres. 270/24 
Merger of two Italian timber companies, INDUSTRIALE MERIDIONALE LEGAN! andLEGNO SUD. 276/36 
I TOOLS AND HARDWARE I 
SCREW & BOLT CORP. OF AMERICA gives upits interests at Monfalcone, Trieste (bolts, screws, hardware). 27 8/34 
The Swiss metallurgical group FRANKE NORMforms a subsidiary at Peschiera del Ganda to manufacture and sell metal household goods (sinks, etc). 283/29 
I TRANSPORT I 
Two former electricity companies, now national­ized, of the BASTOGI group, merge and change torunning ferry-boats between Sardinia and the mainland. 265/24 
STE DE CONTROLE & D'EXPLOITATION DETRANSPORTS AUXILIAIRES of Paris forms a subsidiary at Milan for general transport purposes .280/38 
The American group DEAN VAN LINES adds to its sales network in Italy by forming a subsidiaryat Rome. 270/25 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
The FIAT group strengthens its position in theroad transport field by taking over GENERALEESERCISI AUTOMOBILI of Milan. 274/33 
The German transport company KUEHNE & NAGEL forms a subsidiary at Milan. 268/29
The American group CONTAINER TRANSPORTINETERNATIONAL sets up a subsidiary at Trieste (hire and transport of removal equip� ment and special refrigerated and tank contain -ers). 283/33 
Italy 94 
I VARIOUS J 
The British hotel group PONTIN'S LTD joins the I 
Italian insurance group SARA to form a subsidi -
ary at Rome to build holiday camps. 265/24 
The German photographic equipment company 
VOIGTLAENDER forms a sales subsidiary at 
Milan. 280/33 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
The Japanese import-export group MITSU­
BISHI SHOJO KAISHA changes its Milan branch 
into a subsidiary company. 266 /21 
Italy 95 
I I  - O P E R A T I O NS O U T S I D E  TH E COM M U N I T Y
BUILDING I 
The Italian property group "FINANCE" forms 
a company at Chur to finance operations abroad 
of Italian civil engineering companies. 273/20 
The three holding companies WIRN-HOLDING, 
BALMY and SURBIL, formed in Switzerland 
by Italian interests, finance three property 
companies at Milan. 278/24 
MONTECATINI grants ESSO CHEMICAL a 
non-exclusive licence for synthetic rubber 
for France, Scandinavia, and the East 
Mediterranean. 262/22 
The Italian oil and petrochemical engineering 
company C. T. I. P. - CIA TECNICA INDUSTRIA 
PETROL! is to build a fertilizer factory at 
Gabes for the STE TUNISIENNE 
D'INDUSTRIES CHIMIQUES MAGHREBINES. 
281/27 
The Milan property company STA IMMOBIL­
IARE ITALO SVIZZERA opens a branch at 
Geneva. 276/23 
KLEIMANN PROFUMI is formed at 
Novazzano with the backing of Italian 
interests, to sell toilet articles and 
perfumes in Switzerland. 266/18 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND ELECTRONICS 
The washing machines of the Italian group 
ZANUSSI are to be sold in the UK by a 
special subsidiary of the Ir itish group 
IMPERIAL DOMESTIC APPLIANCES. 278/29 
The refrigerator manufacturers IGNIS 
appoint THOMPSON-STARRET of New York 
as their representatives in the United States. 
262/23 
IME INDUSTRIA MACCHINE ELETTRONICHE Having terminated its agreement with 
HONEYWELL REGULA TOR CO of 
Minneapolis,Minnesota, the Italian company 
CARLO GAVAZZI negotiates for the 
representation of other American groups in 
Europe. 283/25 
forms a subsidiary at Los Angeles, I. M. E. 
INC. to sell its "IME 84" office calculating 
machine. 279/24 
CRUPERIA, a finance company, is formed 
at Bellinzona, Ticino, by a Milan group. 
268/20 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
IFINANCE I 
The BANCA COMMERCIALE ITALIANA helps 
to form a bank at Lome which will take over 
the work of the CREDIT L YONNAIS in the 
Togo Republic. 260/24 
Italy 1 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 1 96 USA TE is formed at Geneva by Italian interests, associated with Swiss capital, to sell automobile accessories. F. 272/.H The Italian manufacturers of grinders and abrasive tools ERMOLI open a branch at Mendrisio in Switzerland. 260/33 
FIAT forms another subsidiary in Britain to sell its "OM" agricultural machinery. 
274/19 
I METALLURG� 
The Italian group PIRELLI gains control of a company in the Argentine specializing in enamel wire and thin copper wire. 274/28 The Italian metallurgical company LAMES (flexible cables and pipes) forms a subsidiary at Barcelona, in association with the Spanish company PUJOL & TARRAGO S. E. & L., to manufacture flexible metal tubes. 284/28 
The U. K. A. E. A. signs an agreement with ENEL of Rome to recover plutonium from the station at Latina. 279/31 
I OIL AND GAS I 
The E. N. I. group decides to build a refinery in Britain in the Thames estuary. 260 /29. E. N. I. take s a SO% shareholding in TRANSALPINE OELLEITUNG IN OESTERREICH formed by the international consortium which is to build a pipe-line linking the Adriatic with the Ingolstadt region. F. 280/29 
I TEXTILES I 
Through its Zurich associate HANDELSFINANZ, BANCA COMMERCIALE ITALIANA helps to form AREWA TEXTILES in Nigeria. 272/32 The Italian textile companies COMBER, LUX SPORT, SABA and F. LLI RANOTTO open a joint office in London. 285/26 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
The Italian textile group GIOVANNI BASSETTI and the American group SPRINGS COTTON MILLS sign a mutual sales agreement for their household linens. 275/33 
Italy 97 
I VARIOUS 
V ANZO of Balzano backs an organisation 
named EUROTEL for Switzerland, at 
Thun. 261/23 
The Italian financial group FASCO 
represented by its holding company in 
Liechtenstein - plans to take a large minority 
interest in the American paper group 
BROWN Co. 262/30 
The Italian distillery CORA appoints 
GLENMORE DISTILLERS as its represent -
atives for the United States. 276/29 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
The Italian publishing house MONDADORI 
forms a sales subsidiary at Balsthal, in 
Switzerland. 263/29 
The Milan insurance group R. A. S. and its 
Vienna subsidiary join Swiss interests to 
form CONTINENTAL LEBENSVERSICHERUNG. 
at Zurich. 268/22 
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1 OPER ATIO N S  IN S IDE THE C O M M U N I TY 
I ADVERTISING I 
The American advertising agency YOUNG &RUBICAM forms its seventh European subsidiary. at Amsterdam. 274/19 
The Brussels advertising agency PUBLICONTROL and the Amsterdam advertising agency BUREAU VAN MAANENjoin to form an advertising company at Amsterdam. F. 282/31. 
An advertising company for restaurants,BUITENSHUIS ETEN HOLLAND CLUB is formed at Amsterdam by American capital.275/19 
The American advertising group TED BA TES& CO gains complete control of RECLAME­ADVIESBUREAU NOORDERVLIET of Amsterdam. 284/19 
I AUTOMOBILES AND ACCESSORIES] 
Thie Dutch group R. S. STOKVIS - which hastaken over SOGIDA of Brussels - is to sell "Austin" cars made by the British group B. M. C., in the Benelux countries. 264/15
The Dutch group STEENKOLEN-HANDELS­VEREENIGING (fuel merchants) forms a subsidiary at Muntendam for car repairs, garages and parking. F285/30 
The Swedish company AUTOINDUSTRI­SVENSSON forms a subsidiary at Amsterdamto sell safety straps and belts. 268/30. 
The American company SEIBERLING RUBBERjoins the Swiss firm AUTOMATIC CAR WASHINVESTMENTS, to form SEI-AUTO at Amsterdam to take shareholdings in car washing and mair1tenance concerns. 280/32 
BANKING I 
i The bank GOEDEWAAGEN of Gouda is takenover by the AMSTERDAMSCHE BANK, before it merges with the ROTTERDAMSCHEBANK. 259/23 
The French company MINES DE KALI-SAINTE­THERESE hands over its minority shareholding in REMBOURS & INDUSTRIEBANK of Amsterdamto the bank L'UNION DES MINES-LA HENIN of Paris. 263 /24. 
The BANK OF AMERICA plans to open its second Dutch branch, at Rotterdam. 266/12
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
CONTINENTAL ILLINOIS BANK & TRUST ofChicago takes a minority shareholding in NED. OVERZEE BANK of Amsterdam 2,0/24 
The Dutch banks ZUIDHOLLANDSE am CREDIET- & EFFECTENBANK form a jointholding company at Amsterdam, VEREENIGDE BANKBEDRIJVEN. 279/26
The Rotterdam bank SLAVENBURG negotiates to buy AVISTA, a banking andfinance company at The Hague. 266/12 
Netherlands 
The property groupJ. VAN EGTEREN of 
Enschede forms a subsidiary at Hasselt to 
specialize in prefabricated building. 271/22 
I. P. I. 'GIELISSEN HOLLAND' is formed by
associated Dutch and Italian interests, to
make prefabricated buildings of wood.
272/22
The holding company EUROHUIS, which was 
formed by the property group EUROWONINGEN, 
forms two building companies at The Hague 
(265/12), then a company at Vlaardingen to 
develop new methods of high-speed, 
economical building(273/16� a second company 
at Waddiuxveen (277 /27) and a third at 
Leidscheudam. F. 279/20 
FINANCE 
The property subsidiary formed at Amsterdam 
by the HUGO STINNES AG group, helps to 
form a property investment company at 
Roosendal. 265/17 
Two Dutch sister banks join 50-50 to form 
NORTHWESTERN FINANCIERINGS, at 
Amsterdam, a property management and 
finance company. 276/27 
BUILDING MATERIALS 
NEDERLANDSCHE CEMENT HANDEL of The 
Hague, controlled by German interests, 
forms a subsidiary at Deventer to run a 
concrete plant. 266/10 
MARLO SPAANPLA TENINDUSTRIE is formed 
at Lachem by associated German and Dutch 
interests, to manufacture plywood. 272/33 
SALOMON'S BOUW of Amersfoort forms a 
subsidiary to sell building materials. 269 /2 2 
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BATAAFSE PETROLEUM takes a share­
holding in HOLLAND BUILDING, a company 
specializing in the "HBC" building system, 
using reinforced plastic . 268/18 
The Amsterdam subsidiary of the German 
group HUGO STINNES AG forms a building 
company at Leeuwarden . 260/22 
The Amsterdam finance company O. B. M. 
forms a property subsidiary at The Hague. 
F. 271/24
MEBIN of Amsterdam and VAN NEERBOS 
of Vlaardingen back a concrete and mortar 
company at Breda (F 263/18) and MEBIN 
alone forms a subsidiary at Lelystadt to 
manufacture and sell special concrete and 
mortar. 281 /23 
EMBOUW is formed at Ellecom to manufact­
ure ··siporex" reinforced tiles, under 
Swedish licence. 264/15 
Nether lands 
The Swedish metallurgical firm OLOF 
NYBERG forms a subsidiary at Haarlem 
to sell metal frames. 277 /27 
PROPER TY DEVELOPMENT 
The Dutch building group J.P. VAN 
EESTEREN forms a property development 
subsidiary at Rotterdam. 276/23 
The SHELL group helps to form a 
property company at Rotterdam, COMETON. 
262/21 
The Canadian company MAGNUM 
DEVELOPMENT & MANAGEMENT forms a 
property development company at 
Amsterdam. 269/22 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
WILTON FIJENOORD forms a subsidiary 
at Rotterdam to build pipe-lines, gas pipes, 
etc. 266./17 
"STAGRO" GRONDSTABILISATIE is formed 
at De Bilt by "GRONTMIJ" and NEDER -
LANDSE BASALT, for ground stabilization 
and similar work. F279/34 
Two Dutch firms Selling building 
materials form a company at Helmond 
101 
to sell bricks, TEGELHANDEL HELMOND 
280/22 
NA TIO NA AL GRONDBE ZIT forms a new 
property development subsidiary at 
The HagueF262/20 
The mail order group WEHKAMP forms a 
property subsidiary at Zwolle. 
267/27 
The Amsterdam group WERKSPOOR forms 
GASCON at Utrecht to build gas ducts from 
the deposits at Groningen. 269 /29 
I CHEMICALS I 
The American group MARTIN MARIETTA 
! strengthens its hold over the company at
Soest which sells the chemicals manufactr 
ured by its "varnish and colourants" 
division. 259/21 
Three Dutch petrochemical companies 
group most of their activities together in 
the hands of one of them, UNILEVER­
EMERY, the jointly-owned subsidiary of 
UNILEVER of Rotterdam and EMERY 
INDUSTRIES of Cincinnati, Ohio. 273/22 
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The ZWANENBERG-ORGANON group takes 
over an alkaloid company at Apeldoorn. 
259/19 
The German group B A. S F signs a 5<l-50 
agreement with the Dutch group V. K F to 
build an ammonia factory at Pernis; part 
of the ammonia will be processed to make 
fertilizers in Belgium. 259 /20 
Nether lands 
BANQUE DE PARIS & DES PAYS-BAS joins the Dutch groups ZWANENBERG-ORGANON and KEMPENSCHE ZINKMIJ to form a company at Budel to manufacture fluoride chemicals for industrial purposes. 272/23 
The American group DOW CHEMICAL makes Rotterdam the centre of its sales in Benelux and the rest of Europe. 261/18 
The American group REXALL DRUG & CHEMICAL forms a subsidiary at Amste:rdam to sell its chemicals and plastics. 266/10 
The Amsterdam subsidiary of the American group MINERALS & CHEMICALS PHILIPP forms a company to trade chemicals and minerals with Asia. 271/24 
The French glass group SAINT-COBAIN forms a sales subsidiary at Amsterdam, through its holding company at San-van-GenL 277 /32 
The American company GENERAL ANILIN & FILM gains complete control of its agent and licencee at Delft, LICHTDRUK-PAPIER ca FABRIEK DE ATLAS ("Diaso" sensitized paper, "Ozalid White Print" duplicators), 283/21 
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The American company MILCHEM forms a subsidiary at Rotterdam to manufacture and sell chemicals for the minerals industry. 282/2.3 
The British chemical company WARD, BLENKINSOP & CO joins the Dutch group ZWANENBERG-ORGANON to form W. B. ORGANON at Oss. 284/21 
The Dutch manufacturers of paints, lacquer and varnish, SIKKENS GROEP form a sales subsidiary to sell products for craft use. 265/B 
The American organic and biochemicals company SIGMA CHEMICAL forms a sales subsidrn.ry at Amsterdam. 277 /28 
POLYCHEMIE AKU-GE is formed at Arnhem by GENERAL ELECTRIC of USA and AKU of The Netherlands,, to develop and manufacture "P. P. 0," (polyphenyl oxide), 282/22 
The Belgian company ETS. ROBERT CASTELEIN & CO forms a subsidiary at Leiden to sell industrial glues, 2 84 /21 
I CONTROLS, MEASUREME� D REG�LATION 
The American firm WOODWARD GOVERNOR forms its first Common Market manufacturing subsidiary, at Haalemmermeer (instruments for the regulation of motors and turbines). F.263/23
The British company AUSTIN E. BEECH (electric, pneumatic and hydraulic regulating equipment) forms its first Common Market subsidiary at Ijmuiden. 262/24 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
The U.S. groups I. T. T. and AMERICAN METER form a common subsidiary at The Hague to make pressure indicators and meters for liquids and gases. 265/19 
The American company ROBERTSHAW CONTROLS (automatic temperature pressure, power, and intensity etc. cont.rol devices) forms a sales subsidiary at Amsterdam. 2 72/24 
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I COSMETICS AND DRUGS I 
The Dutch company ANDRELON COSMETICSreorganizes its activities and forms a subsidiary company to run a new cosmetics factory. 268/19 
The Dutch group POLAK'S FRUTAL WERKEN (esters and aromatic products) and the Amsterdam bank LABOUCHERE & CO form asales and finance company at Amersfoort. 281/25 
The American group S.C.JOHNSON & SONforms a subsidiary at Mijdrecht to take charge of its manufactures of wax cleaning products for the whole of the Common Market. 269 /23 
The Dutch shipping transport company HOLLAND-AMERIKA LIJN joins the British company OCEAN TRADING SHIPS (beauty salons and institutes aboard steamers) to form a subsidiary company atRotterdam. 283/34 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING I 
HOUSEHOLD APPLICANCES 
The German electro-domestic appliances company GEHAG forms a sales subsidiary at Amsterdam. 259/21 
The Italian electro-domestic group IGNIS strengthens its sales agreements with theDutch company R. S. STOKVIS & ZONEN.274/21 
ELECTRICAL FITTINGS AND EQUIPMENT ETC. 
The Dutch group HAGEMEIJER forms a sub­sidiary at Amsterdam to sell heavy electricalequipment. 262/23 
SOUND, RADIO & T. V. 
The Danish company AMERICAN-DANISH OTICON (electrical deaf aids) forms a salessubsidiary at Amsterdam. 262/24 
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The Rotterdam group OGEM takes over the Dutch company ROOD & KAHLE, an importer and wholesaler of electrical and domestic equipment. 269 /24 
ESGEE of Eindhoven (small electric motors) becomes a subsidiary of the SKIL CORP. group of Chicago. 268/20 
The Dutch company DE VITRITE (sockets, tubes, etc) is taken over by the PHILIPS group.274/21 
EWALD HARTMANN is formed at Rotterdam by German capital to import wholesale radio,TV and recording equipment. F. 270/30 
Netherlands 
The American company NOVA-TECH (televiewers and radio receivers for aircraft) forms a manufacturing subsidiary at Amsterdam, and another in London 273/19
The German company DEUTSCHEGRAMMOPHON forms POLYDOR NEDERLAND at The Hague, a subsidiary company for all kinds of sound engineering277;30 
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The American group OAK ELECTRONETICS gains 75% control of the television aerials company at Emmen, MESSA ELECTRONICS277 /:30 
I ELECTRONICS I 
The Dutch group VAN DER HEEM forms anelectronics subsidiary at The Hague F 265;16 
OLTRONIX NEDERLAND (various electronicequipment) is formed at Hoogezand by Swedish capital 2,%/20 
I ENGINEERING I 
The Swedish civil engineering consultants and linancc company BJORNSTAD & CO, formsa subsidiary at Haarlem 275/17 
The American oil engineering company BECHTEL and the Dutch marine and electrical engineers WILTON FIJENOORD form AARDGASSERVICE, a company to carry out research on gas pipe- lines 275 /24 
The Dutch engineering group VAN RIETSCHOTEN & BOUWENS takes over another company at Rotterdam, IPEC 278/28 
The Dutch chemical and pharmaceutical groupGIST-& SPIRITUSF ABRIEK forms a chemical engineering subsidiary at Leiden F285/26 
The American engineering consultants <partirularly for mechanical engineering)BOOZ, ALLEN & HAMILTON, form a subsidiary at Amsterdam 275/24 
The New York engineering group STONE &WEBSTER INC form a subsidiary at Amsterdam for civil engineering fparticularly the transport and distributiono.c gas) 276/27 
The Dutch ship-builders and mechaniralengineers SMIT form an engineering subsidiary at Kinderdijk 279 /25 
The American building engineers BROWN &ROOT form a subsidiary at The Hague 280/24 
FINANCE] 
LETTERGIETERIJ AMSTERDAM joins threeDutch banks to form a finance company at Amsterdam for equipment for the printing industry 265/17 
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ALCO, a finance company, is formed at Rotterdam by Belgian and Dutch interests265/17 
Netherlands 
The finance company AMSTERDAMSE 
CREDIET MIJ becomes assodated wi th two 
banks, at Hamburg and London 267/18 
The Delft insurance company NA TIO NALE 
NEDERLANDEN takes a shareholding in the 
Amsterdam holding company OBAM 268/2 
The Belgian finance company FISKALEEN opens 
a branch at Breda 284/23 
The German group HENSCHEL-WERKE joins 
the Amsterdam finance company INTEHA to 
form a company to lease vans, trucks, etc 
261/22 
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Three Swiss rompanies form BOUW & 
BELEGGING- MIJ VASTE ACTIVA at 
Amsterdam, for investment and management 
266/13 
The Dutrh elertriral engineering group 
PHILIPS forms a rompany at Eindhoven to 
finance hire purrhase sales of its 
manufartures 273/21 
"ALFAM", a leasing company, is formed at 
Arnst erdam as a subsidiary of the garages 
and parking spaces rompany "ENTAM" and 
the bank HOLLANDSCHE KOOPMANSBANK 
280/24 
I FOOD AND DRINK] 
The Dutch milling group MEELFABRIKEN der 
NEDERLANDSCHE BAKKERIJ merges two of 
its subsidiaries engaged in manufarturing 
::attle food 272/26 
roB GOUDA-GOUDVRIES is formed at Ijmuiden, 
:1.s the manufacturing and sales subsidiary of 
:wo Dutch companies for the preparation and 
,ale of fish, which themselves berome holding 
:ompanies 279 /27 
fhe Dutch group G. LOKKEN forms a 
mbsidiary at Zaandijk to manufacture cattle 
'ood. 261/22 
fhe WESSANEN group forms a sales subsidiary 
Lt Wormerveer for packaged foods" 271/26 
rhe British group GILL & DUFFUS and the 
)utch sales company CONTINAF form a 
:ompany at Amsterdam to deai in cocoa beans. 
(80/27 
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The Am erk an chemical group W.R. GRACE 
strengthens its interests in the rocoa industry 
by taking over majority rontrol of the Dutch 
company CACAOFABRIEK DE ZAAN 273/29 
The American group GENERAL COCOA takes 
over the "Coroa" department of R KUPSCH 
of Amsterdam 28J /27 
PAUL C. KAISER-DAS (industrial baking 
and confectionery) is formed at l-Iilversum 
by Dutch capital. F262/32 
The British company WIMPY INTERNATIONAL 
("Wimpy bars") forms a subsidiary at 
Amsterdam to use its formula and supply the 
necessary technical assistance. 280/28 
and 282/26 
The Belgian company KOFFIE F. ROMBOUTS 
forms a subsidiary at Breda to distribute 
coffee, tea and stimulants. 282/26 
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GEA TING ' VENTILATION, AIR-CONDITIONING, RE FRIG ERA TION I 
The MARJA group of Utrecht forms two 
subsidiaries to sell abroad, one for heating 
equipment and the other for refrigeration 
equipmenL 261/24 
The German company LAURENZ OTTE 
(central heating equipment) forms a sales 
subsidiary at Amsterdam. 262/29 
The British company THOMAS POTTERTON 
(heating equipment) signs a sales agreement 
with the Dutch company DIEPENBROCK & 
REIGERS. 276/32 and 285/21 
The American group THE WARREN CO joins 
Dutch interests to form two subsidiaries at 
Rotterdam to manufacture and sell 
refrigerated show-cases. 260/22 
TEMCO (EUROPA) (gas heating equipment) 
is formed in the Netherlands by American 
interests. 2 80 /29 
I LEATHE� 
EUROPE SE SCHOENEN ASSOC IA TIE is formed 
at Wlaawijk by Dutch, Belgian and Italian 
interests, to sell shoes, leather goods and 
leather. 276/37 
The British company INTERNATIONAL SHOE 
AGENCIES (shoes, leather goods) forms a 
sales subsidiary at Am8terdam. 281/.30 
I MANAGEMENT CONSULTA� 
The Swedish accounts and fiscal experts TORE 
WAHLBERG REVISIONSBYRA forms a 
subsidiary at Haarlem. 267 /27 
The British company C. E. I. R. (mathemat­
ical calculations and computers for manage· 
ment) forms a ,:mbsidiary at The Hague. 
276/38 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING J 
LIGHT ENGINEERING 
The Amsterdam shipyards NED. DOK. & 
SCHEEPSBOUW form AVITOOLS there to 
nanufacture drills and cutting tools. 266/14 
fhe A merican oil drilling equipment company 
WEATHERFORD OIL TOOL forms its second 
3ales subsidiary in the Common Market, at 
fhe Hague. 261/26 
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RHEEM MANUFACTURING signs an agree­
ment with another American group, 
HOFFMANN INTERNATIONAL, to take over 
the Dutch company HOFFMANN MACHINE 
(machines for laundry, pressing, etc). 
285/22 
The Dutch firm STEMMLER .. IMEX enters 
into an association with a Bulgarian State 
company, to form RA STEM at Hilvers um to 
sell Bulgarian machine tools. 283 /28 
Netherlands 
The British firm HAMWORTHY PUMPS 
coordinates its pump manufacture with 
HOOTUIN PUMPEN. 260/26 
The British group DAVID BROWN (transmission 
equipment, tractors) negotiates to take over 
the American company HEWITT- ROBINS 
(gears and transmission equipment) which would 
give it an indirect subsidiary at Amsterdam. 
280t-W 
HEAVY ENGINEERING 
The Schiedam shipyards WILTON FIJENOORD 
gain complete control of the mechanical 
engineering company BRONSWERK, and ration­
alize their organisation by forming two 
subE::idi:aries, one to specialize in shipbuilding 
and the other in mechanical engineering. 
278/33 
WILTON FIJENOORD and the mechanical 
engineering group VEREENIGDE MACHINE-­
FABRIEKEN of The Hague form a joint 
,:3ubEddiary for military equipment. 278/33. 
The American group ELLICOTT MACHINE 
( dredging and metallurgical equipment) forms 
a sfl es subsidiary at Amsterdam. 275/29 
PRECISION ENGINEERING 
The Swiss company RICHARD forms a company 
at Amsterdam to sell clocks, etc. 258/36 
AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY 
The German company C. A. SCHLEMPER 
GESENKSCHMIEDE forms a subsidiary at 
Heiloo to sell agricultural implements. 
F.261/27
The British group OLIVIER RIX (sale and main­
:enance of agricultural machinery) forms a 
subsidiary at Lutten in the Netherlands. 
276/22, 
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The German diesel motor and textile 
machinery company MAK· MASCHINENBAU 
KIEL forms a sales subsidiary at 
Rotterdam. 272/27 
The Dutch subsidi_ary of the Svvedish group 
S. K. F. (bearings) forms a holding and 
management comp&ny at Amtrterdam. 
282/27 
The Svvisf: subsidi,;,__ry of the American group 
LAM-6 GRAY & HARBOR .builds a factory for 
paper machinery at Rocsend,rni. 26lj23 
The Belgian company PRESSES RASKIN 
forms a subsidiary at Laven to seH its 
metallurgical presses and shear,:;;. 
263/26 
The Swedish mechcmic,:t� engineering group 
FL YMO A/B (rohing stock) forms a sak.:; 
subsidiary at Am;terdam. 275/29. 
The Swedish group C. E. JOHANSSON forms 
a subsidiary at The Hague for the sale of 
precision instruments a_nd equipment for 
making finished parts in small seriec-J. 
262/28 
A. S. MOTOR HOLLAND is formed at Voor� 
shoten by Belgian capital to seli agricuJtural 
machinery and tools. F. 284/32 
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I METALLURGY I 
Three Dutch firms join to form METALON THERMOSTOFFEN (metallized fabrics) at Amsterdam. 261/25 
J. H. BUSE INDUSTRIE of Hilversum forms a subsidiary for aluminium processing (270/26) then rationalizes by forming a sales subsidiary for aluminium goods. 276/31 
The Dutch metallurgical dealers SCHUILLING f orm a manufacturing subsidiary. F. 272/31
SELAS CORP. OF AMERICA (industrial furnaces, burners, etc.) forms a subsidiary at The Hague. 278/35 
The Swedish metallurgical group "Nils Gustafsson" forms a manufacturing and sales subsidiary at Veendam. 282/28 
The London subsidiary of the Australian mining and metallurgical group MURPHYORES forms a sales subsidiary at Rotterdam. 266/16 
The German metallurgical company ROEHREN­& SCHWEISSWERK GEBR. FUCHS and the Dutch metallurgical firm METALLBUIZENFABRIEK MIJ. "EXCELSIOR" enter into an agreement for mutual representation for steel tubes. 282/28 
MEKO is formed at Bolsward by Dutch interests, for the treatment of metallic surfaces. 265 /15 
The Swedish company A/B BJORKLUND & VEDIN forms a subsidiary at Haarlem to install central heating, distribution of water, etc. 272/30
CLIMAX MOLYBDENUM CO OF MICHIGAN appoints another American company, THE FLUOR CORP., to build a factory at Rotterdam, through its Dutch subsidiary, for metal processing; the factory will be run by a company formed for the purpose. 273/23 
A Dutch-British association, YORKSHIRE ENGINEERING SUPPLIES/KENNERMERLAND/ MONTANORE forms UNIBRONS at Amsterdam to sell metallurgical goods. 272/28 
The French company METALLURGIQUE & MINIERE forms a subsidiary at Rotterdam to sell metals, scrap and ore, 266/16 
The Swedish bearings manufacturer SKF­SVENSKA KULLAGERFABRIKEN forms S. K, F. HELLEFORS HOFORS STAAL at Veenendaal to i::ell steel and steel products for bearings. 277/24 
I OFFICE EQUIPMENT 
ORDNA is formed at Bussum by Dutch capital for the supply of office and school equipment. 264/29 
The Amsterdam subsidiary of the British group RANK XEROX forms VECO at The Hague, to run a xerography equipment factory. 262/29 
I OIL AND GAS I 
ROY AL DUTCH/SHELL forms a subsidiary at The Hague to look after its interests in Libya ( 262/31) and then a subsidiary for research in Spain. 283/30 
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The American group PHILLIPS PETROLEUM forms a subsidiary at The Hague for oil sales and for prospecting in the North Sea. F. 263/28
NETHERLANDS 
The German group GELSENKIRCHENER 
BERGWERKS AG forms a holding company at 
Rotterdam to administer one of its subsidiaries 
which distributes petroleum in Switzerland. 
264/23. 
The American group GULF OIL forms its 
second subsidiary at Rotterdam for prospecting 
on land and off shore. 276/34 
The American group STANDARD OIL CO OF 
CALIFORNIA forms a subsidiary at The Hague 
for off shore prospecting. 280/32 
The French oil investment companies 
COFIREP and FRANCAREP form COFRALAND 
at Rotterdam for oil prospecting in the North 
Sea. 281/32 
ESSO NEDERLAND of The Hague and a property 
associate of the Dutch banking group FRTESCH­
GRONINGSCHE HYPOTHEEKBANK form a 
company to run service stations and parking 
places. 282/29 
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The Belgian group PETROFINA forms a 
prospecting company at Rotterdam. 272/30 
Through its subsidiary CANADIAN SUPERIOR 
OIL, the American oil group SUPERIOR OIL 
CO forms a company at Amsterdam for off­
shore prospecting. 276/34 
The French oil investment companies 
COPAREX and F1NAREP form COREXLAND 
at Rotterdam (277 /37) which then increases 
its capital from FLO. 3 to Fl L 5 million. 
279/32 
SHELL NEDERLAND invests Fl 40 million 
to increase the capacity of its refinery at 
Pernis. 281/32 
The Dutch property group E. M. S. negotiates 
with the .British oil group B. P. to form a joint 
subsidiary to run service stations. 278/25 
I PAPER I 
The Geneva subsidiary of the Swedish paper 
group NYMOELLA forms a sales subsidiary at 
Naarden. 264/24 
The foundation responsible for coordinating the 
exports of four Dutch paper groups, NEDER­
LANDS EXPORT UNIE, becomes a joint-stock 
company. F.278/30 
One of the Dutch associates of the Amsterdam 
pc.per group BUHRMANN TETTERODE 
becomes a holding company. 275/31 
VERPA PAPIER is formed at Westzaam by 
four Dutch paper companies, to be respons­
ible for their export business. 280/34 
I PHARMACEUTICALS 
The holding company INTERNA TIO gains control 
of the pharmaceutical company DR LAMERS & 
DR INDEMANS of Hertogenbosch. 268/26 
The American company PLOUGH negotiates to 
have its pharmaceutical products manufactured 
in the Netherlands. 260/30 
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The Dutch veterinary pharmaceutical 
company VERAPHARM is completely taken 
over by the chemical -pharmaceutical group 
ZWANENBERG-ORGANON. 283/32 
The British firm GARSALLE(UK) forms a 
subsidiary at Hilversum to sel l its phar­
maceuticals and cosmetics. 266/18 
Netherlands 
The Danish pharmaceutical group ALFRED BENZON forms a sales subsidiary in Ouder Amstel. 282/31 
llO 
PLASTICS I 
The Japanese group YOSHIDA KOGYO, which specializes in plastic zip fasteners, forms asubsidiary at Sneek to run a factory which ithas built there. 262/31 
TERCANAL is formed at Weert by the Germangroup FARBWERKE HOECHST and the Dutch group PHILIPS, to manufacture plastic sheets and decorative panels. 275/32 
The Norwegian company PANCO forms asubsidiary at Oldenzaal to manufacture plastic goods. 26:3/29 
The Swiss group NESTLE ALIMENTANAforms PROPLASTO at Purmerend for allmanufacturing and sales activities in theplastics sector. 280/35 
The British company INDUSTRIAL POLYMERS forms a sales subsidiaryat Amsterdam. 284/31 
I TEXTILES I 
The Dutch wool company ZAALBERG & Zp.Leiden gains control of the Tilburg textile company VAN BEURDEN VAN MILL, and handsover the fabrics manufacturing company F. W. HULSHOFF POL & CO of Hengelo to a carpet manufacturer at Alkmaar. 270/23 
The Dutch company TEXTIELINDUSTRIE ANDRIESSE forms a subsidiary at Rotterdam to manufacture children's clothing. F. 265 /25 
The British group DUNLOP RUBBER CO, which is associated with a textile group at Veenendaal,forms VEENENDAAL-RUBBER to manufacture rubber fabrics. 260/31. 
NOWOTEX NEDERLAND is formed at Goisle by Belgian and Dutch interests to manufacturernd sell textiles and plastics. 282/33 
Two Dutch textile groups join to form PERMESS
lt Borne, to sell linings. 267 /24 
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Three Dutch textile groups, NIJVERHEID,ANKERSMITS and VLISCO merge, and form a holding company at Helmond, TEXOPRINT. 267 /24 and 276/35 
An American clothing group, JONA THAN LOGAN, prepares to build a factory in theNetherlands, in association with Swedish interests. 271/32 
CHARBER T-BLYDENSTEIN is formed at Enschede by American and Dutch intereststo manufacture and sell elastic fabrics. 274/31 
The Dutch company ZAGORSKI-LANDAU,which is American in origin, forms a subsidiary at Dordrecht to sell textiles. 267/25 
AGENCIA DE VENTAS LA FORESTAL isformed at The Hague by associated Dutchand Mexican interests, to sell "Tampico"natural fibres. 276/35 
Netherl:in<.H 
The Dutch felt manufacturers VAN HEUGTEN 
form a sales subsidiary at Scherpenzeel. 280/36 
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DIANA COWPE is formed at Veenendaal by the 
textile group VEENENDAALSCHE STOOM­
SPINNERIJ & WVERT
J 
to make "Diana" bed­
spreads under the trade mark of an associate 
of the i)ritish group VANTONA. 281/34 
TOBACCO l 
The Dutch tobacco manufacturers GEBR. VAN 
SCHUPPEN"S RITMEESTER forms a subsidiary 
to make cigars. F. 262/32 
The British group GALLAHER joins the 
Dutch comp:c,.ny TH. NIEMEI}ER to form 
JOHN COTTON LNTERNATlONAL at Amster­
dam, to sell tob:1cco, ciga:rs, etc, 267 /25 
-1
TRADE AND DISTRIBUTION I 
SHARINGCOM is formed at Amsterdam by Dutch 
interests, for trade with Indonesia, 262/22 
VROOM & DREESMAN gains control of the 
Amsterdam group of shops VENDET DEN HAAG 
of Amsterdam (formerly PRIBA NEDERLAND) 
from Belgian interests. 266 /21 
The Amsterdam finance company NED. MIDDEN­
STANDSBANK leads the six founders of WINKEL­
CENTRUM AMSTERDAM-NOORD, which will 
run shops, 26 7 /26 
THEMANAX is formed at Rotterdam to trade in 
food products with the East Mediterranean. 
F.271/22
ANTAR HANDELMIJ is formed at Amsterdam 
by MARWA of Du'sseldorf, for import-export 
business between The Netherlands and Indonesia. 
F, 277/23 
The International trading group WA TTIE forms 
a company at Amsterdam to trade in tropical 
goods from Asia. 278/37 
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The South African import-export company 
GREENIB forms a sales subsidiary at Rotter­
dam, lSTUF, 265/26 
AUTO EUROPE of New York, which 
specializes in thE hireand sale of cars, adds 
to its organisation in the Common Market by 
forming a subsidi::try at Amsterdamo 267 /26 
UNIGRAAN is formed at Rotterdam by a 
Luxembourg holdmg company to trade in 
cereals with Latin Amtricao F. 271/21 
I�DOCA is formed at Rotterdam by joint 
Dutch and Indonesian interests for inter­
national tro.de in spice6, 274/32 
The French tradmg company for grain and 
tropical products J. A. GOLDSCHMIDT forms 
a subsidiary at Rotterdam. 277 /40 
The Dutch department store ALBERT HEIJN 
joins the Amste:i:dam group MIDDENSTANDS­
BANK uf Amst�rdam to form WINKELCEN­
TRUM WANDELBOS to build a shopping 
centrE: at Tilburgo 282/33 
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!TRANSPORT I
The British road transport company FERRY -MASTERS forms a subsidiary at Rotterdam. 262/33 
DIENSTEVERLENING BUITENGAATS is formed at Rotterdam by French and Dutch interests to supply floating oil rigs. 271/33 
ETOM of Rotterdam, a holding company controlled by Anglo-Dutch interests, takes over three Dutch road transport and chartering companies. 274/32 
A sea transport company, NORTH SEA FERRIES is formed at Rotterdam as a result of a double association of German and Dutch interests. 270/25 
A shipping company, GANDARA & VAN DIJK (274/33) is formed at Rotterdam by assoc­iated Spanish and Dutch interests; ROVA MARITIEM is also formed by Spanish and Dutch interests for chartering, broking and marinetransport. F, 277 /33. 
KLM takes a 25% interest in the Amsterdam chartering company MARTIN'S AIR CHARTER. 280/37 
I VARIOUS I
WOLTERING'S MEUBILIERINGS of Amsterdam forms a subsidiary for decoration and furnishing. F.259/31
Two Dutch poultry rearing companies form a joint holding company, E. P. U. -EUROPESE PLUIMVEE UNIE, to rationalize and coordinate their activities. F. 265/26 
Two Dutch publishing houses, ALGEMEEN HANDELSBLAD and NIEUWU ROTTERDAMSCHE COURANT merge to form NEDERLANDSE DAGBLAD-UNIE. 260/31 and 279/34 
GALLERY MENIST is formed at Amsterdam by American capital for exhibition anc;Ysales galleries. F. 276/34 
The Swedish architects STURE FROELEN ARCHITECT BYRA form a subsidiary at Haarlem. 283/34 
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DEXAM INTERNATIONAL is formed at Utrf'cht by British capital to sell household goods. 259/30 
DUTRA, a holding company, is formed at Naarden by Dutch interests; in turn it forms two sales subsidiaries CARA VANNING HOLLANDIA and RINEL (camping equipment and holiday huts, etc) F. 262/32 
The American doll and mechanical toy manufacturers DE LUXE READING and their London subsidiary form a manufacturing and sales subsidiary at Amersfoort. 273/27 
JOOP GEESINK'S DOLLYWOOD of Amsterdam, and six of the largest Dutch groups, form a company to build an amusement park similar to "Disney Land". 282/34 
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II - OPERATIONS OUTSIDE THE COMMUNITY 
l ADVERTISING, PUBLISHING AND MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS l
The Dutch advertising agency RECLATECNICA/ RECLASTUDIOS forms a subsidiary company in London, through its Swiss holding company, 275/19 
The Dutch printing company J. VAN BOEKHOVEN forms a subsidiary in London, 282/32. 
The management consultants company INSTAL­LATION EFFICIENCY ENGINEERING of Rotter­dam forms a subsidiary at Berne (271/34) and another in London, 27 4/33 
r-· --- ---- ---
cHbMICALS 
The Dutch State mines NEDERLANDSCHE ST AATSMIJNEN join the British group FISONS (minority shareholding) to form a factory for caprolactam, near Hull (260/22)which will be run by a joint subsidiary, NYPRO UK (283/21); it then joins the American group PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS to install similar factory in the USA. 263/20 
The UNILEVER group develops its Swiss sub­sidiary SUNLIGHT (soaps and detergents). 259/20 
The chemical company ERDALFABRIEK forms TANA CO UK in London (leather cleaning products). 277 /28 
H, VETTEWINKEL & ZONEN (paints, varnish, artificial resins) forms a sales subsidiary at Salzburg, in Austria. 2 84/21 
A London subsidiary of the Dutch group PHILIPS takes over the "Mi-Dox" department of RENT­OKILL LABORATORIES (pest control chemicals) and forms a subsidiary jointly with ARTHUR GUINESS of London, to run it. 271/31 
The Dutch group NAARDEN'' forms a subsid­iary at Caracas to make basic chemicals for the food industry, perfumes and ether chemicals (277 /28), then takes over FLAVOREX CO of the USA (basic chemicals for the food industry), 283/22 
The Dutch group INDUSTRIELE ONDERNE­MING W AVIN (plastic tubes) forms a sales sub­sidiary in Vienna. 285/25 
I ELECTRICAL AND MECHA�ICAL ENGINEERIN� 
PHILIPS forms a subsidiary in Malaya to run an electric light bulb factory at Kuala-Lumpur (270/16) and forms a subsidiary at Windhoek in South West Africa to manufacture electronic equipment used in geological and mine research. 281/27 
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The Dutch mechanical engineering group VERENIGDE MACHINEF ABRIEKEN joins Spanish interests to form NAVAL STORK WERKSPOOR at Madrid (medium power diesel engines), 280/31 
Netherlands 
The Dutch mechanical engineering company BRONSWERK forms a company at Johannesburgto manuiacture air conditioning equipment, 278/33 
The Dutch cutlery company GER OF ABRIEK forms a company at Zug, the second company to manageits foreign business,278/35 
NIERSE TRADING is formed at Lucerne by Dutchinterests to sell textile goods, 268/2 8 
114 
The Dutch hardware firm VAN ELDER ENSMETAALWARENFABRIEK BRABANTIA forms an administrative suosidiary atZug, 282/29 
An international textile sales company, INTERKNITTING is formed at Zug by Dutch capital, 
272/32 
l.�RANSPORT I
The Dutch airways company KLM puts its interests in the West Indies in the hands of a subsidiary company, which may be bought outin 1969, 264/27 
The Rotterdam shipping company HOLLAND -AMERIKA LIJN takes a shareholding in the Athens shipping line SUN LINE, 274/29 
The Dutch goup Tri r SSbl\-BOR>-.fblVIISZA formsan investment co'11pan:y for sea transport at Castuguola, in Switzerland, 270/25 
,-·-·-·. - - . -1 
I VARIOUS 
The Dutch company WILLELM F, VAN DERSCHOOT forms a company in Britain to sell nursery gardening products, 262/33 
ALHAMA is formed in Switzerland to sell cocoaproducts, by Dutch interests, 266/ 14 
ROY AL DUTCH SHELL forms a company in France to build and run a pipeline in Switzerlandlinking the Lavera -Karlsruhe pipe-line to the future refmery at CrE::ssier, Neuchatel, in Switzerland, 2 7 3/25 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
The American company PHILADELPHIA REIN­SURANCE is taken over by the Rotterdam groupALGEMEENE HERVERZEKERING, 264/19 
BANK VOOR HANDEL & SCHEEPVAART helP3 to form BANCO DEL NOROESTE in Spain for theeconomic development of North-West Spain, 269/25 
The Dutch commercial group BORSUMIJ WEHRYhands over its interests m East Africa to a subsidiary far:ned for the purpose O 2 84/33 
Netherlands 
The Dutch tobacco manufacturers THEODORUS 
NIEMEIJER build a factory at Brantford, 
Ontario. 285/26 
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Switzerland 117 
I BUILDING [ 
REPFONDS is formed at Geneva by Swiss interests to manage property in France. 277 /31 
The American property development company LARRY SMITH opens a branch at Lausanne. 267/14 
The British property company CENTROVINCIAL EST ATES forms a company at Baar to increase its business in Europe. 282/25 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND ELECTRONICS 
TE1\1PS & FREQUENCES is formed at Renens by American interests, for precision electro-mech­anical equipment. 262/23 
The American electronics company SPECTRA­PHYSICS forms a subsidiary at Lausanne for the development of lasers. 278/29 
The British company IMOIBEP backs a sales company in Lausanne for electrical and measure­ment equipment. 285/19 
The American group BULOVA WATCH forms an international subsidiary at Chaux de Fonds to assemble and sell its precision electronic equip­ment, 263/22 
E, S. RESEARCH LABORATORIES of USA forms a subsidiary at Zug to sell electronic testing equipment in Europe, 266/12 
The American group BENRUS WATCH opens a centre at Montreux to sell its electronic equip­ment. 285/20 
The Swedish company ADDO (printing account­ing machines etc) forms its second sales sub­sidiary at Zurich. 283/30 
[ ENGINEERING I 
MANDERST AM chemical engineering consul -tants is formed at Geneva by British interests. 260/24 
The British mechanical engineering company BAKER PERKINS forms a company at Zug to increase its business in the Far-East. 278/29 
I FINANCE AND BANKING I 
SVENSKA HANDELSBANKEN of Stockholm gains control of a bank at Zurich, in order to facilitate its transaction8 in Western Europe. 260/25 
The CHASE MANHA TT AN BANK opens a repres­entative office at Geneva. 265/15 
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The Spanish company SICOFISA, which specializes in financial information and advice, opens a branch at Geneva. 275/26 
The Spanish savings bank BANCO DE SIERO takes over BANQUE PAUL DE WERRA of Sion and changes its name to BANQUE SIERO, 279/26 
Switzerland 
A holding company, ALVERAN, is formed atZurich by Austrian interests. 2 84/23 
The FIRST NATIONAL BANK IN DALLAS backsa merchant bank at Geneva, TRANSINTERBANK259/22 
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SKANDIN AVISKA BAN KEN of Stockholm forms a bank at Geneva. 260/25 
I MECHANICAL ENGINEERING I 
The American company BESSER CO (machineryfor prefabricated building) forms a subsidiary at Zug to coordmate its activities inEurope. 259/26 
AUTOMATIC CARWASH INVESTMENT (carwashing equipment) is formed at Geneva by American interests .261/2 8 
JAMAG is formed by American interests to importmachine-tools. 266/15 
ST AHEBA N. ST AEGER & G. HELIOTIS is formed in Switzerland by Australian capital, in association with local interests, to make mach­inery for cutting polythene for packaging and insulation" F2 72/31 
RHEEM MANUFACTURING signs an agreementwith HOFFMAN INTERNATIONAL to take over the Swiss company HOFFMAN MASCHINEN (machinery for laundry, pressing, etc). 285/22
The Danish packaging machinery company BROD­ENE HARTMANN groups its interests in Germany,Britain and Spain together in a holding company at Vevey. 271/28 
LAMB is formed at Baden by Swedish interests,to sell paper machinery. 264/21 
The Swiss group GEORG FISCHER is chosen by the American group DRAPER to manufacture and sell its textile machinery in Europe. 259/26 
ROCKWELL-AUDCO is formed at Geneva by Anglo-American interests to sell valves.motorsetc., internationally, 270/20 
The London subsidiary of the American machinetools group BLACK & DECKER opens a branch at Zurich. 270/16 
The American company SACO LOWELL TEXTILEMACHINERY forms an international management subsidiary at Zug. 2 82/2 8 
The Japanese car and explosion motor manufact­urers ISUZO MOTOR backs a company formed at Kclllinken, Aargau, by Swiss interests and app,nnts the new company as its representative.277/26 
The British engineering company GEO W. KING(lifting and mechanical handling equipment) forms an international sales subsidiary at Olten.262/27 
The British agricultural machinery group GAS­COIGNES (READING) forms a sales subsidiaryat Berne. 279/20 
[ METALLURGY I 
NIPPON Y AKIN KOGYO forms a company at Geneva for the international sale of metallurgicalgoods. 265/21 
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MONT ANA ST AHL is formed at Wtlrenlingen bySouth African interests, to sell metal frames.269/22 
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I PHARMACEUTICALS I 
The Norwegian pharmaceutical group APOTHE­KERNES LABORATORIUM FOR SPECIALPRAE­PARATER forms a second subsidiary at Zurich.283/32 
The American beauty salon chain SELIGMAN & LATZ opens a branch at Geneva. 278/38 
PARFUMS & KOSMETIK is formed at Zurich to promote the sale in Europe of the French "MaggyRouff" perfumes and cosmetics. 277 /41. 
l PLASTICS AND RUBBER I 
- -
The American group UNION CARBIDE (plastics) adds to its interests by forming an administrative coordinating and marketing company at Lausanne. 275/32 
BEARCAT TIRE is formed at Zug by Americaninterests to sell tyres and other rubber goods. 269/32 
U.S. RUBBER CO of New York forms INTERBELat Carouge, a sales, finance, and manufacturing company. 265/23 
lTEXTILES I 
The MANHATTAN SHIRT company is set up at Zurich to manufacture and sell American shirts. 268/28 
SPORTSWEAR, sales company for clothes, isset up at Neuchatel by American interests. 282/33 
The British food group RECKITT & COLMAN increases the capital of its holding company at Chur, in order to increase its investment on theContinent. 259/34 
The Canadian paper company SOUTH NELSONFOREST PRODUCTS establishes a bridgehead for its sales in Europe, at Lugano. F265/26 
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NIERSE TRADING, sales company for textile products, is formed at Lucerne by Dutchinterests. 268/2 8 
TOURINVEST is formed at Geneva for invest­ment in hotels and the tourist industry (258/35);it is not connected with a Luxembourg company of the same name, formed by a group of European banks. 265/24 
Switzerland 
The American road transport company GREY -
HOUND forms its first European subsidiary, at 
Lucerne, F2 72 /.10 
ANGLO CONTINENT AL SCHOOL OF ENGLISH 
(BOURNEMOUTH) helps to form a company at 
Zurich to run modern language schools and 
increase the use of the English language 27 4/33 
The American publishing house MD PUBLICATIONS 
helps to form a medical publishing company at 
Zug, 275/33 
Opera Mundi - Europe No. S2 
The New York group TRANS-LUX opens a 
branch at Zurich to pro duce television 
programmes. 1•261/28 
120 
The British furniture manufacturers BEV AN 
FUNNEL open a branch at Berne, F 2 82/32 
The London consulting engineers ASSOCIATED 
INDUSTRIAL CONSULTANTS and the FOND­
ATION BEDAUX of Geneva form an international 
consultancy company at Geneva. 27 8/30 
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Banque Louis Dreyfus 
Banque de Paris & des Pays­
Bas 
P. 9 
23, 34 , 52,102 
2, 3, 7 
Banque Pasche 4 7 
Banque 0. de Schaetzen & Cie 3 
Banque de l 'Union Pa risienne (B. U. P)23, 31, 50 
Barc!f1Y & Co (James) 33 
Barnangens 80 
Bassetti (Giovanni) 93,96 
Bastogi 93 
Bataaf se Petroleum 1 00 
Bates & Co (Ted) 2 , 99 
Bauer (Albin) 72 
Bayer 58,88 
Bechtel 85, 104 
Belge de l 'Azote 62 
Belge de Constructions Aeronautiques 11 
Belge de Produits de Fonderie 5 
Belgonucleaire 7 











Berea plan 10 
Berenschot 10 
Beretta 89 
Bergen (Van) 5 8 
Berger, Jenson & Nicholson 50 
Bergman-Elektricitats-Werke 61 
Bergougnan 45 
Berkel (Van) 60 
Berliner Handelsges 87 
Berlinische Feuerversicherungs-Anstalt 64 







Bibby & Sons 
Biddle Sawyer 
Bignier, Schmid, Laurent 
Billiton 
Birfield 












Bisterf eld & Stelting 





Bohle & Co (Ernst) 
Bolkow-Entwicklungen 
Bolter & Cie (William) 
Bond Worth (Thomas) 
Bonnier 




Bouchayer & Viallet 
Bowater 
Bowen Engineering 
Bowran & Co (Robert) 
Bowthorpe Holdings 
Brasserie Artois 





British Petroleum (BP) 




Brown & Co (Charles) 
Brown (David) 
Brown & Root 
Brown, Boveri & Co 
Brumeca 




II Burkert (Christian) 
Burlington Industries 
Bursped France 
Buse Industrie (J. H. ) 
Bussing 
















































































Chantiers de l 'Atlantique (Penhoet-Loire)
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11 , 61,89 
Climax Molybdenum 
Club Mediterranee 





















Commerciale Marcel Levecq 






35 Cie Financiere (la) 
Comptoir Linier 34 
Comptoir Metallurgique Europeen 11 
Compton Advertising 22, 84 
Computron 76 
Confitures & Conserveries 
William Saurin 63 
Constructions Electromecaniques 
Jeumont-Schneider 28 
Container Transport International 93 
Contardo 35 

















Crawford (W. S.) 84 
Credit Algerien 23 
Credit Chimique 23 
Credit Francais SO 
Credit Immobilier E uropeen 23 
Credit Lyonnais 8,50, 75 ,95 










Davey, Bickford, Smith & Cie 
Dayton Steel Foundry 
Dean Van Lines 
Dechentreiter France 








Desclee Freres & Cie 
Desmarais 
Deutsche Bank 
Deutsche Ges. Fur Gastransport 
Deutsche Grammophon 
Deutsche Schappe-Tex 
Dick (A. B.) 





















Drexel & Co 
Du Pont de Nemours 
Dube Electric 




































































Electronic Equipment & Controls
Electronique Appliquee
Electrotube-Solesmes






































































E uropafonds 62 
Europahotel Intern 16 
Europanel 10 
European Enterprises Development 31 
Europeenne de Calculateurs lndustriels 
& Scientifiques 51 
E uropeenne de Developpement de 
Tuyaux Flextube 14 
E uropeenne de Materiel de Petrochimie 25 
Europeenne de Materiels-Cema 25 
E uropeenne de Materiels Thermiques 34 
Europhon 87 
E utherapie 70 
Eyiure 14 
F o A, S,A, 50 




Farner (Dr, Rudolf) 
Pasco 
Fastenrath 









Fevrier, Decoisy, Champion 
Fiat 
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First National Bank in Dallas 
Fischer & Porter 






































Fluor Corp, (The) 
Flymo 







Forges & Acieries du Nord & de l'Est 













Forges & Chantiers de la Mediterranee 












Forge8, Usines & Fonderies de Gilly 
Forster Instruments 
Fould-Springer 
Francaise des Minerais d'Uranium 
Francarep 
Franco-Anglaise de Plastiques 









Garbe, Lahmeyer & Co 
Garlock 






Gaz de France 






























Hool (Van) & Fi.ls 
Hooper (S. W.) 
Hotchkiss-Brandt 
Howe Sound 



































95 , 103 
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Gseder Hutte 5 7 
fmarco 8 
:_mothep 27 , 1 17 
Imperial Continental Gas Assoc: 12 
Imperial Domestic Appliances 95 
Imperial Tobacco 14 , 44 
!mprimerie Chaix-Desfosses-Necgravure 45
fadependent Aluminium Holdings 24, 58 
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Industria Macchine Elettroniche 95 
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Investitions- & Handelsbank 
Investco 
Investors Overseas Services 
Ippendorf (J. ) 
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Johansson (C. E.) 
Johnson (S. C.) 
Johnson Service 













































































Kuhne & Nagel 
Kunden c- Kreditbank 
Laboratoires S. A. M. 
Labouchere 
Lafarge Emballage 
Laing & Son (John) 
Laing of Hawick (John) 























Laminoirs & Ateliers de Jeumont 













Lebon & Cie 
Leitz (Ernst) 
Leitz Werkzeugfabrik (Gebr.) 
Le.ly (Van der) 




Lewis & Peat 
Levland Motors 
Lille, Bonnieres & Colombes 
Lipton 






































26, 50, 85 
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Melitta-Werke Bentz & Sohn
Mennen (The) Co
Mercantile Marine Engineering
Merlin & Ger in
Messer (Adolf)
Messerschmidt










































Metallurgie & Mecanique Nucleaire 
Metallurgique & Miniere 





Midwest Rubber Reclaiming 
Milchem 
Miller Freeman Publications 
Millipore Filter 
Minerals & Chemicals Philipp 
Mines d'Anderny-Chevillon 
Mines de Kali-Sainte-Therese 





Mitsubishi Shoji Kaisha 




















































Ned, Dok- & Scheepsbouw 
Ned, Middenstandsbank 






















New Britain Machine 
Niemeijer (Th.) 
Nieuwe Werk Natie 
Nijverheid 
"Nilmij" 





























Otte & Co (Laurenz) 
Overseas Bowling 



















































Papeteries A uby 
Papeteries de Belgique 
Papeteries Leon Clergeau 
Papeteries de Tisselt 
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Pont-a -Mo us son 
Pontin's 
Poron 
Porritts & Spencer 
Portland-Anthisnes 
Possehl & Co (L.) 
Potterton (Thomas) 































Produits Chimiques de Baleycourt 44 
Produits Chimiques de Thann & de Mulhouse 52 
Progil 5 ,  25,26,42, 76 
Pro mat ex 5 
Propper Manufacturing 71 
Protectrice (La) 64 
Prouvost 
Puttinger & Co 
Pye of Cambridge 




































Regia · Panzani 
Rehau-Plastiks 




Renn I IT Werkc 












Rivaud & Cie 
Rix (Olivier) 
Robbins A vitec 
Robert:shnw Controls 
Robertson & Sons (James) 
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Roth & Co 
Rothschild Freres 












Royal Dutch/Shell 68, 69, 91 ,101,108,109 ,114 
12, 42 ,44 , 53 
Rumunca 
Ryan Aeronautical 






S. N. E. C. M.A. 
S.N.P.A. 
Saco Lowell Textile Machinery 






























Schneider & Cie 
Schulte & ::)ieckhoff 
46,72 






















Schumacher'sche Fabrik 36 
Scovill Mfg. 28 
Screw & Bolt 93 
Seabourne Shipping 48 
Sealol 30, 87 
Seiberling Rubber 99 
Seichime 26 
Selas Corp. of America 1 08 






Siemens & Halske 6 ,  61, 76 
Sigma Chemical 102 
132 
Signal Oil & gas 69 
Signode 65 Stanley Home Products 86 
Sikkens Groep 102 Steel & Co 52 
Si mca Automobiles 31 Steenkolen-Handelsvereeniging 99 
Simca Industries 22, 31 Stenberg Flygt 11 
Simmons 40 Stenhouse Holding 35 
Simoniz 85 Stewart-Warner 65, 89 
Simson & McConechy 64 Stinnes AG (Hugo) 59, 73,100 
Sinclair Oil 69 Stokvis (R. S.) 2,99, 103 
Skaarup Shipping 74 Stalberger Zink 79 
Skandinaviska Banken 118 Stone Firms (The) 3 
Skil Corp. 103 Stone & Webster 104 
Skogsagatnas Cellulosa 59 Strafor-Bauserman 53 
Slag Systems (Continental) 7 Stratoflex 67 
Slavenburg 99 Struthers Scientific 31 
Smit 104 Sun Control 59 
Smith (Larry) 117 Sun Insurance Office 64 
Smith & Nephew 14 Superior Oil 69, 109 
Smith's Potato Crisps 33 Supermarches Doc 47 
Smithco Europe 34 Svenska Handelsbanken 117 
Ste Generale 50 Swedish Match 24 
Socomabel 17 Sylvania France 29 
Socomissil 12 Synergie-Roc 35 
Sodi-Prochimie 27 
Sofina 3, 8 T. W. K. Elektronik 61 
Sogida 2, 99 Taco Heaters 63 
Solmetal 3 Tapon Corona 43 
Solo Kleinmotoren 77 Taylor Corp 80 
Solvay 19, 42 , 44,92 Tecnica Industria Petroli 95 
Samara 20 Teleflex Products 27,59 
Souchon-Neuvesel 34 Telefunken 61 
South Nelson Forest Products 119 Temco 106 
Sovirel 29, 63 Temps & Frequences 117 
Spaarnestad Intern 45 Tersons 3 
Spectra-Physics 117 Teves (Alfred) 22 
Sperry Rand 61 Texac 43 
Sprague Electric 6,28 Texaco 12, 68,91 
Springs Cotton Mills 93, 96 Texon 71 
Staehle & Friedel 75 Texoprint 110 
Stahlrohrenwerk Reisholz 67 Textil 56 
Stahlwerke Rochlings-Buderus 40 Text ile de Pepinster 15 
Stahlwerke Sudwestfalen 90 Textron 60 
Staley (A. E.) Mfg 5 Thermal France J. Reiert 34 
Standard Bank 84 Thermel 86 
Standard Oil Co (California) 108 Thomassen & Drijver 13 
Standard Oil Co (New Jerse'y) 12, 42, 58 Thompson (J. Walter) 22 
68, 69, 70,90,91, 95, 109 Thomson-Starret 95 
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Thomsen's Havenbedrijf 
Thomson-Houston 
Thor Power Tool 





























Tyler Co (W. S.) 
U.C.B. -Union Chi mique


































76 Uhren Electronic 









Union Espanola de Financiacion 
Union Financiere d' Anvers-Bufa 
Union Financiere de Paris 
Union Industrial Bancaria 
Union Investment 
Union des Mines-La Herrin (L') 












Universal Oil Products 
Upright Associates 


























Veenendaalsche Stoomspinnerij & Weverij 111 
Veith-Pirelli 
Vendo 














Wallace Cameron (Benelux) 
Walpamur 
Walther & Co 
Warburg (S. G.) 
Ward, Blenkinsop & Co 
Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical 
Warren Co (The) 
Wasag Chemie 
Wattie 
Weatherford Oil Tool 
Wehkamp 





























Wellington Tube Holdings 
Werbe-Gramm Ges. Fiir Wirtschafts-
werbung 






















Wilton Fijenoord 101,104, 107 
Wimpy Intern. 
Winchester 
Windsor Metal Products 
Winkler 





Walloch Co (George) 
Woodward Governor 
Woolcombers 
Woolworth (F. W.) 
Worms & Cie 
Wotan-Werke 
Wright (W. S.) & Co 
Wurth (Adolf) 
Wypack 
Yagi Tsusho Kaisha 
Yaou Electric 
Yarrow & Co 
Yorkshire Engineering Supplies 
Yoshida Kogyo 
Ytong 
Young & Rubicam 



























Zaalberg & Zn 

















101, 102, 109 
